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FOREWORD

I have very great pleasure in wntmg these few
words by way of introducing the thesis 'JAINA ETHICS'
by Dr. Dayanand Bhargava which i~ now appearing in
print. This work was submitted by Dr. Bhargava for his
Doctorate Degree of the Delhi U niversi ty and he has revised
it with a view to making it more comprehensive as well as
useful both to the general reader and the student seriously
interested in Jaina Studies. Jainism has made very significant
contribution to Indian thought and has added both to its
variety and richness. Dr. Bhargava's present work attempts
to study and highlight the contribution to the ethical thought.
His study is deep and wide in extent and critical and original
in approach. He has also discussed the metaphysical concepts
since these are vitally connected with ethics in any system.
He has attempted to carry out a comparative as well as histori-
cal study of this ethics and discussed the ethical thought of
the six systems of Indian Philosophy. I have no doubt that
the work will be very widely welcomed and appreciated by
scholars and students alike.

Delhi, 29th April, 1968.
T. G. Mainkar

Professor and Head of the
Department of Sanskrit,

University of Delhi,
Delhi.



PREFACE

The metaphysical Reality or the Truth of logical co-
herence must remain merely a theoretical possibility unless it
is translated into good of life through right-living. In fact,
the Reality or Truth is supra-logical and can be better
realised by living it practically than by speculating on it intel-
lectually.

Indian philosophy in general and Jainism in particular,
therefore, ascribes the supreme place, of all the branches
of philosophy, to ethics. Silanka, a great commentator on
J aina Agamas, considers all the branches of philoso~h~ only
subsidiary to and meant for ethics. Yet there is no work,
written on the lines of modern research, dealing with the
Jaina view of life in its entirety. The present work is a
humble attempt to cover up that lacuna.

I do not lay claim either to perfection or to originality.
I could only pick up a few pebbles out of the vast ocean of
J aina scriptures and explore the scattered theme of my thesis
from the original sources to arrange it into a systematic whole.
I am presenting the ethical views of the ancient Jaina
thinkers, as faithfully as I can, before the world of scholars,
who are the best judges of the degree of success achieved in
this effort and whose satisfaction will be my best reward.

I have adopted a synthetic view of things, while making
comparisons and emphasised the unity existing in the
diversity of Indian thinking. I believe that this is in keeping
with the traditional Jaina way of looking at problems.
Syadvada, which has become almost a synonym for Jainism,
teaches us that the same truth could be differently expressed
without involving us in any real contradiction. As I have
always kept the problems of modern society in view, and
shown the utility of Jaina ethical concepts for humanity in
general, I hope that the book would interest the general
reader also.

J aina acaryas have always stood for the dignity of man,
and equality of all, advocated the birth-right of indepen-

~----~~.....------~~.--~---
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dence of all individuals and have preached the elevated ideal
of non-violence. I dedicate my work to these noble and lofty
causes for which all right. thinking men of all times and
nations have striven.

Before I conclude, I have to place on record my sincer-
est gratitude for Dr. lndra Chandra Sa tr i, M.A., Ph.D.,
Sastracarya, Nyayatirtha and formerly Head of the Depart-
ment of Sanskrit in the Institute of post-Graduate (Evening)
Studies, University of Delhi, for his invaluable guidance with
out which the thesis for my Ph.D. would have been a
Herculean task for me. My sincerest thanks to Dr. R.V.
Joshi, M.A., Ph D., D.Litt. (P.:tris), my teacher, to Late Babu
Jai Bhagwan Jain, and to Rev. Ksullaka Jinendra Varni,
whose-asgistance and guidance have served as beacon-light
during the progress of my research-work. Pandit Dalsukh
Bhai Malavania, Professor, U niversity of Toronto (Canada),
one of the examiners of my thesis deserves special thanks for
his valuable suggestions.

Dr. T.G. Mainkar, M.A., Ph.D, D.Litt., Professor and
Head of the Department of Sanskrit in the University of
Delhi, who has the rarest combination of benevolence and
scholarship in him, has very kindly contributed a foreword
to this book for which he deserves my sincere gratitude.

I take this opportunity of acknowledging my obligations
to Lala Sundar Lal Jain, the proprietor of MIs. Moti Lal
Banarsidass, for his keen personal interest in the publication
of this work. The Manager and the staff of the J ainendra
Press also deserve my thanks for their active co-operation.
Shri J.L. Shastri.who spared no pains in reading the proofs,
also deserves my gratefulness.

Needless to say that suggestions for improvement will be
most welcome and incorporated in the next edition.

Delhi,
27th May, 1968.

Dayanand Bhargava
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

What is Ethics?
~

The word Ethics is derived from ~ 80S, meaning character, and
, ,I

1780s is derived, from e8os, meaning custom or habit. The term
'moral', closely associated with ethics, comes from the latin
word 'mores', which primarily stands for 'custom' or 'habit'
and secondarily means 'character'v! In India also, the word
'dharma'2 has been explained in two ways. On the one !taw, it
stands for preservation of traditional values as reflected in
social customs; on the other, it means moral qualites of uni-
versal nature like non-violence and truth. The former view
is emphasis cd by Puroamimdmsd, which defines dharma as 'rules
laid down by the Vedas',3 which are repositories of the tradi-
tional social virtues. The latter view is emphasised by Jainism,
which says that dharma is made up of 'non-violence, self-control
and austerity'A Manusmrti fuses both of these views together
when it says that dharma is characterised by Veda, Smrti, good
conduct and that which appeals to the conscience.s

1. Muirhead, John H., The Elements of Ethics, London, 1910, p. 4.
2. The word 'dharma' has been defined as conduct (caritra) cf.

'<fTf~~ ~ 'CfUr"'t-Pravacanasara, I.7. Also ~;ptS:'fTf'~~lRuTlr-.. ,
Abhayadeva on St/zananga s iitra, 4.3.320.

3· '<fTG:i1T~~TS~: 'Cf1i: I
=-Mimdmsddariana, Benaras, 1929, 1.1.2.

The definition of 'dharma' of Mimdmsiidariana can be compared with

the following words of Mahavira "anUTr~ ml1rr qni" (Dharma
consists in following my commandments).

-Aciirangasiitra, 1.6.2.180.

4· 'Cf1=lJT'+tlJ~l!fCfifi~i 3l%ur ~;jfl1T GcfT I
=Dosaoaikdlika, 1.1.

5· ~G:: fllfa-: ~ri:fH: ~cwr '<f f>rlfilHlJi1: I,
~a~'<f~fq<i >rTg: ~1&TRl:*lf ~&TUTl!.II

-Manusmfti, Bombay, 1894, 2.12.



2 Jaina Ethics

In the West, ethics has been precisely defined 'as the
study of what is right or good in conduct'.! What do, however,
the terms 'right' and 'good' signify? An answer to this
question may help us in understanding the nature and scope of
ethics.

(i) Right: This term, derived from Latin word 'rectus',
means 'according to rule'. Its Greek synonym, 'Oikaios,also
signifies the same sense. Right conduct, therefore, would
mean a conduct 'according to some rules'.

(ii) Good : This term, derived from Greek aYa 80s, means
'which is valuable for some end'. Good conduct, therefore,
will mean a conduct which is 'valuable for some end',

It will be observed that the same conduct may be termed
both' 'r~ht' and 'good' from two different angles. Rules are
framed with some end in view. Therefore, a conduct, which
will be 'according to rules' or right will also be 'valuable
for some end', which is kept in view while framing those
rules, and therefore it will also be good.

It is this main problem of ethics, viz. the study of what
is 'good' or 'right' in conduct, which has many more corrola-
ries. For example, "Is happiness the ultimate end of action?
Is virtue preferable to pleasure? How do pleasure and hap-
piness differ? What is meant by saying that I ought to perform
some particular action or to respect some general precept,
such as the keeping of promises? Am I under any obligation
to seek the welfare of other persons, as well as my own ? If
so, what is the right proportion between the two welfares ?
What is meant by 'freedom of the will' ? Is feeling or reason
the right guide to conduct? What do the terms 'good', 'right',
'obligation', 'duty', 'conscience' signify practically and theo-
retically ?"2 Thus, there are many dilemmas at every step in
our life, when we cannot escape the responsibility of passing
a moral judgement on problems arising from such conflict
as that of self and others, pleasure and duty, freedom and
necessity, law and liberality and circumstances and character."

I. Mackenzie, John S., A Manual of Ethics, London, 1929, p. I.

2. Rogers, A.P., A Short History of Ethics, London, 1913, p. I.
3· Muirhead, John H., The Elements of Ethics, p. I.



Introduction

Summum Bonum of our life

All these problems are to be answered by referring to
certain rules of conduct, which are to be framed with some end
in view. Ethics does not deal with any particular conduct
but with conduct in general. Therefore, the rules under a
system of ethics are not to be framed for a particular end;
but for the attainment of the supreme good, which is termed as
summum bonum of life. People with different tastes and set-
up of mind have different ends in view. Some crave for
wealth; others for knowledge; still others for fame. There are
people who would sacrifice one of these for the sake of others.
Many of these aims cannot be regarded as ultimate. Walth,
knowledge and fame are not ends in themselves; they are
means to some end. True, that many of the philosophers have
preached the theory of 'knowledge for the sake of knowledge'
and have opposed any attempt at attributing any ulterior
motive to it; but no philosopher can afford to neglect the
impact of knowledge on life. One may differ as to his
conception of happiness, as he may differ about the ways
through which he seeks happiness; but there is no denying
the fact that every man, and every sentient being for that
matter, seeks happiness and repels misery. There is no dearth
of men who voluntarily impose sufferings on themselves;
but in fact they find happiness through sufferings. The
question why we seek happiness is as absurd as the question
why water is cold or fire is hot. Reasoning stops here. The
inherent nature of things cannot be reasoned out.! It is the
inherent blissful nature of the self that makes us repulsive to
misery. We can, therefore, conclude that all conduct should
be such as would bring us the maximum of happiness and
remove miseries from our lives. This, of course, is a very
general sort of statement and requires some further clarifica-
tion in as much as the terms like 'happiness' and 'misery' are
very vague.

Happiness and misery

Wealth, health, beautiful persons, good food, clothing and
houses are some of the objects which an average man general-

I. ~<tmcfts~'if~ :-Pai'iciidhyiiyi, Indore, Vir. Nir. Sam. 2444, 2.53.

3



4 Jaina Ethics

ly likes to have. The anti-thesis of it may be called misery
which includes poverty, ill-health, ugly faces, starvation or
ill-feeding, and absence of proper clothing and residence. A
vivid description of objects of pleasure have been given in
Indian scriptures." Similarly, the miseries of the world known
as trioidhatapa also form the subject-matter of many a good
number of books on philosophy and religion.

Preyas and Sreyas

The above account of happiness and misery, however, is
obviouly very gross and incomplete. Our rich possessions
do not make us necessarily and fully happy.P Nor are poor
people always unhappy. Happiness does not depend merely
on possessions or their absence but is mainly dependent on-
our mental attitude. A state of mental poise and calmness,
which springs forth from self-control and integrity of perso-
nality, cannot be bought for money or worldly possessions.
There is a happiness which comes from within and not from
without, which is more commonly known as 'bliss' or 'beati-
tude'. Sometimes this state is explained in negative term
as absence of pain. In fact, this state is inexplicable in
words. The two ends of worldly happiness and spiritual
bliss are termed as preyas and sreyas, respectively.

Suddhopoyoga and Subhopayoga

We may point it out here that the main concern of Jaina
ethics is ireyas and not preyas. It means that it aims at
spiritual upliftment of the individual rather than his worldly
well-being. It implies a supra-moral plan of life, where one
transcends both, good and bad. Any extrovert activity, whether
vicious or virtuous, is a deviation from the path of liberation.
Kundakunda says that vice and virtue are shackles of iron and
gold respectively, both of which bind us to the physical world."

I. Kathopanisad, 1.1.23-25. (For this and other Upanisads see 'the Prill-
cipal Upanisads'; London, 1953).

2. if fcrtlif atf urmr ;r'lIQ:l': I
-Ibid., I.I.27~

3· ~1orfuur<ifq f~ a:ti:1f~CfiT~Tmi fq ~ ~f,~ I

~'qfG: o;ci \if! ci ~~ ;r~~ crT Cfiri Cfi~ II
~Samayasaraf Delhi, 195~, CatM 146.
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A state of self-absorption, with inner awakening, is
the highest moral ideal. This lofty ideal of transcendental
morality should, however, be no excuse for obliteration of
distinction between vice and virtue. The supra-ethical plan
of life can be realised only by persons with higher spiritual
attainments, who have dived deep into the realm of self.

Everybody should aspire for this lofty ideal but with due
consideration to one's limitations. At the initial stage, the
force of habit does not allow the aspirant to remain self-
absorbed. Here he is required to be vigilant, lest he should
go astray. Piljyapiida says that virtuous life is definitely to
be preferred to licentiousness, for it is better to wait, if we
have to wait at all, in the cool shade rather than in the hot
sun.! Thus the distinction of good and bad is no-s to be
totally obliterated. The path, of virtuous activities, leading
to worldly and heavenly pleasures, is known as subhopayoga,
as against the path of transcendental morality, known as
suddhopayog.i. As we shall deal with this problem in a later
chapter separately, we may here point out only this that the
above mentioned emphasis on the transcendental morality in
Jainism has made it highly spiritualistic and individualistic.
Dharma as a means to wordly prosperity (artha and klima), as
mentioned by the Mahdbhiiratai: does not occupy an eminent
position in J ainism.

The problem of ethics-reIn oval of mfsery

The problem of ethics has been differently stated by
different schools of Indian philosophy. These schools can
be broadly classified under the following three heads :

(i) Those who are mainly concerned with the enjoyments
of this world and the world beyond, but are silent about the
concept of liberation. This is the older tradition of the Vedas
represented by Piaoamimdmsd school.

1. en: <;fer: q-ci ~<fJ .,rsra-.rcr 'tn:<t I
~TlfTClq-fq<rT~~:, srfaq-r~lfcr)~T"t II

=Lstopadesa, Bombay, 1954, verse 3.
2 . erllT~~~"'f Cflrm"'f ~ fCfl~· .,' ijo!j a- "

-Malziibhiirata, Poena, 1933, 18.5.62.
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(ii) Those who are mainly concerned with the spiritual
well-being of the man. This tradition, represented by the
Upauisads includes Siilikhya, Yoga, Jvyiiya and Vedanta amongst
orthodox school, and Buddhism and Jainism amongst the un-
orthodox systems.

(iii) The third category consists of those who strike a
balance between the two opposite views mentioned above,
and give equal importance to both of them. Vaisesika system
may be mentioned amongst this category.

The altitude of Brahmanism

In the Vedic period, the Rsis seem to be anxious for long
life, progeny, wealth and fame. It was in the Upanisadic age
that the- pressure of the problem of misery was acutely felt.
In the Chandogyopanisad, Niirada, who had mastered all
branches of knowledge, including the Vedas could not find
out the way to get rid of misery. He approached Sanatkumiira
in all humbleness, and told him that though he had heard
that a man with self-realisation crossed miseries, he himself
was not capable of overcoming them. "0 Lord! I am in grief;
lead me to the shore that lies beyond grief'',! he requested.
In response to this request, Sanatakumiira unfolded the
mysteries of life to Ndrada.

The altitude of Buddhism

The credit of dealing with this problem of misery in a
systematic way goes to Lord Buddha, who expounded an
elaborate ethical system for the removal of misery. He realised
the universality of suffering and explained its existence in
these words : "Birth is misery; old age, decay, sickness,
death, sorrow, grief, woe, lamentation and despair are misery;
not to get what one desires is misery. In short, the five '\
groups based on grasping are misery."2 Lord Budddha preached
not only the existence of misery but also brought the hope of
redemption therefrom for the suffering humanity. He asserted

I. tlT ~ 'iller: ~T~rf+i <i +IT 'irrer~'3Tifi~lf !1T~ a-T\lfRerfa-I
-Chiindogyollani$ad, 7.1.3.

2. Ariguttara Nikiiya, London, 1951, 3.62.10. PTS translation (slightly
modified.)
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that sufferings can be avoided, and should be avoided, by
properly following the ethical discipline of self-control. He
asserted not only that there is (i) misery (dukkha), but also
that (ii) it has causal chain (dukkhasamudaya), (iii) that it can
be stopped (dukkhanirodha) and that (iv) there is a way to
check it (dukkhanirodhagiiminipatipadii). These are known as
four noble truths;' Lord Buddha did not accept that misery
was an inevitable part of life, nor could he agree with those
absolute fatalists who would believe that misery would be
automatically removed at a fixed time and we need not
make any effort for it.2

Six systems of Philosophy

Amongst the six orthodox systems of philosopJ1Y, the
earliest trend of search for happiness is represented by the
Piauamimdmsii school, which, as already pointed out, did not
conceive of liberation but conceived of heaven only. The
means of attainment of heaven include performance of actions
prescribed by the Veda and avoidance of actions prohibited
by it." Some of the karmans, called nityanaimittika are to be
performed by everybody without any exception. Negligence in
their performance entails sin. Other karmans, called Kiimya,
are to be performed only with a certain object in view.
The actions prohibited by the Vedas are called Nisiddha and
should be avoided absolutely. Thus in Piiruamimiimsii, the Veda
is the highest authority, the actions prescribed therein are the
highest duty and heaven is the highest goal. For Mimiimsii
there is no contradiction III a prosperous, rich life and
religious life.

The Siinkhya school, on the other hand, is perhaps the
oldest orthodox system which conceived of renunciation as a
necessary condition for spiritualism. It begins with the idea
that our mundane life is beset with thr-ee types of sufferings viz.
(i) iidhyiitmika i.e. arising from psychophysical nature of man,
e.g. pain caused by physical or mental disorders. (ii) iidhi-
bhautika i.e. arising from some agencies other than the perso-

l. Ibid. 3.61.1-13.
2. Zimmer, Heinrich, Philosophiesof India, London, 1951, p. 246.
3. Mimdmsddarsana, 1.2.1.
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nality of the sufferer e.g. pain caused by beasts or enemies. (iii)
C iidhida~v~ka i.e. a~'ising from supernatural powers,. including six
'\ calamities Cra¢itzs), planets and elemental agencies."

. It may be argued that there are tangible means of getting
rid of these miseries, e.g. disease can be cured by medicine;
and therefore one need not worry about ethics. But there are
two objections to it. In the first place, it is not sure that a
particular misery can be cured by a particular tangible means
without fail, e.g. a medicine mayor may not cure the disease.
Secondly, the relief is only temporary. Therefore, we cannot
depend on tangible means. The root cause of these miseries
will have to be found and a check imposed so as to uproot
miseries premanently and unfailingly. Hence the necessity of
a moral discipline.s In Siitikhya the element of rajas, which
represenis misery, is said to be present in all our experience
and, therefore, all our intellectual operations are said to be
beset with misery.P

Coming to Yoga, which represents the ethical aspect of the
same system of which Siinkhya is the metaphysical representa-
tion, we find that even so-called pleasures of life have also been
considered as miseries; and a check on those miseries, which
are yet to come, has been advised.s Yoga Stur« gives many
reasons for condemning even so-called pleasures as misery. In
the first place, they are not stable. Secondly, even these
temporary enjoyments are achieved with a lot of trouble and
struggle. Thirdly, dependence on these objects bereaves us of
independence. Fourthly, desires never die. Fulfilment of one
desire leads to multiplicity of desires, and thus the chain never
ends. Fifthly, hankering after worldly objects brings us in
clash with those who are running after the self-same object.

1 . Misra, Vacaspati on Siitikhyakiirikii, Poona, 1934, kiirikii I.

2. $:~lfrf+r~lCHf\1';fflHH <:Rqqya-~ ~a-) I

~~ trTStfT~l :;F;fCf'RfTClr<'Cla-rsmcrm II. ~
-Siitikhyakiirikii, Poena, 1934, kiirikii I.

3· a-~c5wmffi"Tli ~:;:il:~:qf,-urTii<Rr., ~lfa 5I'ClfT~lff2.l{I
-Misra, Vacaspati on Siirikhyakiirikii, I.

4· ~li ~:llfll<tFmlt. I
=-Togasutra, Gorakhapura, Vik. Sam. 2013,2.16.
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Sixthly, in illness or in old age, after impairment of senses, on
which alone such enjoyment depends, we cannot remain
happy.l Therefore, the Yoga system strongly opposes the ten-
dency of hankering after temporary gratification of lust which
is generally mistaken for happiness.

According to Nyiiya system, suffering is said to be the very
nature of the world. There is a causal chain behind pain, at
the root of which is false notion (mithyiiji'iiina). On the removal
of the following in turn, there is automatic removal of the
preceding one :

(i) Pain
(ii) Birth
(iii) Activity
(iv) Fault
(v) False notion."
The Vaisesika system reconciles the two attitudes-one rep-

resented by Piauamimiimsii and the other represented by Siilikhya,
Yoga and Nyiiya. It gives worldly prosperity as well as spiri-
tual happiness as the aim of dharma."

According to Vedanta, bliss is the nature of self. As soon
as the veil of ignorance is removed, the fetters that shut our-
selves out from the reality, which we' are, are broken asunder
and then the self experiences no misery bu t bliss.

Thus we see that the various systems of Indian philosophy
agree on this point that a state of complete mental poise, free
from discords and uncertainties of life, is the ultimate aim
of life.

I. qf~prarqu~'fin~:~l!·llJ'1fDfcn:l'tf~ ~:@~Cfuf fCf~f'l1;:r;I
-Ibid., 2.15.

2. ~.@\if~+r5T<!fD~ll~f+r~1TT~T;:rT;:rTl!DUln1taG:~~Tqll:r~cnf; I
-Nyiiyasiitra, Poona, 1939, 1.1.2.

Also ~@mq;:rqr~f+r~f(f ~:@Urq;:f ~~fi:r:;;~f(f I 5TRf\:;;~r-
5T,!CfCi~lm:l:f~@m'tf;:rTCf~~ Ul1T~Tfcp.iflifOfro:-.r; I f~TUT5T~
~:@UTq;:rqf~;;f;:f f;:rCffD:I

-Viitsyiiyana on Nyiiyasiitra, Poona, 1939, 3.2.34.
:\. l:f(f)s-':,!~l:ff;:r;~l:fUfUf;[:U 'tflf; I

=-Vaisesikas iltra, Allahabad, 1923, 1.1.2.
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Jaifla VIew

The existence of misery and suffering is as much recognised
by J ainism as by its sister religions, Brahmanism and Buddhism.
"The world is afflicted, miserable, difficult to instruet and
without discr imiriation'";" says the ACiiriiilgasl7tra. Siliinka, a
commentator of Aciiriiilgasiltra begins his commentary with the
following words : All creatures,. overcome by attachment,
aversion and delusion, tormented by various, excessively bitter
physical and mental miseries should try to know what is good
and what is bad for the removal of that misery, and this is
not possible without a peculiar type of discrimination.t The
Uttariidhyayana says that all worldly pleasure is suffering in the
ultimate analysis. All "singing is but prattle, all dancing is
but mocking, all ornaments are but a burden, all pleasures
produce but pain.?" The same eternal question haunts the
mind of the thinker again and again : "By what acts can
I escape a sorrowful lot in this unstable, ineternal samsdra,
which is full of misery ?"4 "Birth is misery, old age is
misery, and so are disease and death."! The main attrac-
tion 'is a safe place in view of all, but difficult of approach,
where there is no old age nor death, no pain nor disease;"
"The transitory condition is like a wheel at a well where
before one bucketful of distress is got over a large number of
afflictions overtake the soul". 7

Out of the seven fundamental elements of Jaina philoso-
phy, only two, the 'self' and the 'non-self' are dealt with

I. AcarangaJutra, SBE, Vo!. XXII, 1.1.2.1. (p, 3).
2. ~~ f~ ~FT[qllT~Hrf+r'!.a-i'f ~cfunfq ij'mf~;;r;:~i'fT ~mD1T'tqT

(~r ?) ;rifi~:~Tqfi'fqmqTf~a-i'f (a-) ~q;:rll"rrTll" ~ll"Tq"Rll"qf~m~

ll"NT fCf~ll": I ~ 'Cf rr fCff~G;::fCf~ifil!a-I
-Silarika, on Ibid., p. 3.

3, Uttaradhyayana, Gurgaon, 1954, 13.16. r
4. Ibid., 8.r.
5· Ibid., 19.15.
6. Ibid., 23.81.

7· fqq,\+rCfq~TCfcf qTf~Ef;CfTfa-qT~a-

ll"TmrCf{+rCf"{'ll";:ll"T:5f'Cf~Tfcrq"&,:tr~; II, •• .!>
-li!opade1 a, 12.
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from a metaphysical point of view; the other five are mere
corrolaries of the problem of getting rid of miseries. Sarvadar-
sanasamgraha very beautifully summarises the position when
it says: "Asrava (inflow of karmic matter causing misery) is
the cause of mundane existence and Samvara (stoppage of
that inflow) is the cause ofliberation : this is the Jaina view
(in short), every thing else is only its amplification;"!

Metaphysics and Ethics

Buddhistic View

Where is the necessity of dealing with self and non-self
at all ? To quote the famous example of Lord Buddha, a man
hit by an arrow, need not, and should not, ask such superficial
questions as to the caste of the doctor who comes to his rescue,
or the details of the arrow which hit him. He need know
only this that the arrow has hit him and the doctor can cure
him. To those who asked Lord Buddha about thc nature of
self, he did not answer, rejecting their question summarily as
unexplained (avyiikrta).2 This attitude of Lord Buddha was
probably a reaction to those thinkers of his time who would
go on philosophising everything without improving the daily
conduct of life

Jaina View

The Jainas, however, true to their tradition of reconcilia-
tory attitude, followed the middle path. They did realise
that a strict moral discipline is necessary for purity of life.
But they did not overlook such metaphysical questions as the
nature of self. Our behaviour cannot be isolated from
our metaphysical beliefs. Truth and valuation are inseparable.
Without knowing what truth in reality is how can that reality
be realised, which is the ultimate aim of all philosophy.
Therefore, metaphysics and ethics ar the two sides of the same
coin. There could not have been a better proof of the realisa-

I. a{p-TCI'r+rCl'~~:Bfmicn:r +rr~;:pf<:url! I

~Cfrlf+rr~CfT1fcc~lJ~ln: 5fIP'9'fl! II
=-Saroadarl anasamgroha, Poona, 1951, p. 80.

2. Majjhima Nikiiya, Saranatha, 1933, 2.2·3.
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tion of this relation between metaphysics and ethics than the
employment of the word 'dharma' for the 'essential nature of
things' (vastusvabhiiva&) on the one hand, and for 'moral duties'
on the other. Samantabhadra goes to the extent of saying
that without knowing the real nature of things, which is perma-
nency in transitoriness, all moral distinction between the anti-
thesis of bondage and liberation, pU1JYa and papa, heaven and
hell, pleasure and pain will be blurred." Belief, for example,
in the metaphysical view that the nature of things is absolutely
transitory would make it impossible to carryon any financial
transaction, or to explain the fact of memory, or to have any
relation like that of husband and wife.2

, . ~QllqTqf;ifillT if ~lcsTcll'llFf: tfi~ ~: I

iifi'Ep:r'T&l1'if a~t if lt~t ccf ifTf~ iflllCfi: II

~forciCfirraq,ffsfq srCllllycrr~~F'llq: I

5fCllf'llm~'llrcfFif CfiTllh::l=<T:~cr: tfi(;llTJ: II
-/Iptamimdlnsii, Solapura, Sak. Sam. '826, 40-41.

Also
if iifi'CTl=fT&TI&lfurciCfiij't~l

if ij'Cffcr: ~I fq l=flSfTtq'llTCfT~ ~
1!~1:f~ 'lTurfqfepf ~t5GT

fcnnrcr~f~Cf ~fl5GcrTS;:I:fTII
e e

-Yuktyanusasana, Saharanapura, '95', verse '5,
Also
;fCfiFaCfT~ ~lR~:@,'llT'lT

if ~llqTq- if 'if iif;:CTl=fT~

~if1fa"T~olf6'ifTf~;:fcf

q~fcf~c(f '3flT~clf~lil=f II'" ,
-Syiidviidamanjari, Bombay, '935, verse 35·

2. 5ffa~ui 'llf'W~ ffi1~FRCfT-

~ l=fTq,f.fTaTtCfqfa: tCf-\;fT1H I

~'~:BTQ:TifTfCTlTafl!:fa<f

aCCfT~~czi if ~~ if '3flfa: II
-YuktyanuJiisana, ,6.
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Seven fundamentafs of JainislD1

It is due to this close relation between metaphysics and
ethics that ]ainacaryas, though as much interested in the
ethical problem of removal of misery as the Buddhists, begin
their philosophy with a metaphysical discussion of self and
non-self, which are the first and second fundamental truths of
J ainism. Thus J ainism is a dualistic system, bifurcating the
universe into two exhaustive categories: jioa, soul; and ajioa,
matter. This division of the universe comes nearer to the
division of "purusa' and 'prakrti' of Salikhya system.

The mystery of how thejiva or self joins hands with ajiva
or non-self in mundane existence still remains unexplained. In
Jainism, Karmic matter or subtle material particles are held
to be the medium of holding the gross body with the c-snscious
soul. The soul has an inherent quality of attracting these
particles towards itself. This is psychophysical process. Whenever
the soul entertains any such idea as that of attachment or
aversion (called bhiivafrava), it attracts some very subtle parti-
cles, which differ in each case in accordance with the nature
of the idea entertained by the soul (drav..yafrava). This, in
short, is the third fundamental truth of J ainism.

The mere inflow of this karmic matter is no obstacle. But
four fundamental passions (Ka~aya) viz , anger, pride, deceit-
fulness and greed, together with wrong belief (mithyadarsana),
non-discipline (avirati), negligence (pramiida), and psychophysi-
cal activities (yoga), hold the karmic matter in bondage (bandha)
with soul. This is the fourth fundamental truth of Jain ism.

The fifth fundamental truth is that this inflow of fresh
karmic matter is to be checked (Sarhvara). This requires a
constant vigilance against such trends of mind, deeds and
words as may lead to such inflow.

The sixth fundamental truth is regarding shedding (nirjara)
of such karmic matter as may already be accumulated by the
soul. This is rendered possible by penance and meditation.

The seventh fundamental truth is that of liberation, where
the soul, engulfed in the mud of karmic matter from times
immemorial, after getting rid of it, shines forth in its intrinsic
purity of infinite knowledge, intuition, bliss and potency.

I. Taitodrthasiitra, Banaras, 1952, 1'4.
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These seven fundamentals of Jainism, it will be seen, are
the corrolaries of the famous doctrine of Karman, on the founda-
tion of which not only the edifice of Jaina ethics but of all
ethical systems of India stands. 'As you sow, so shall you reap'
is the most fundamental doctrine of all ethical systems. Man is
the architect of his own fate. It is this belief which holds him
responsible for his own miseries and happiness. It is this belief
again, which inspires him to ethical considerations in his con-
duct. The brief sketch of seven fundamentals of Jainism,
which is given here, is a bit difficult to grasp at the beginning
and shall be dealt with in detail in the following chapter.
But before that, the basis of these principles viz. the doctrine
of Karman, should be examined now and here, because of its
supreme importance for any ethical discussion.

Doctrine of Kaz-rna.n

What is known as the law of cause and effect in the sphere
of physical science is known by the name of karmasiddhiinta
in the sphere of ethics. It is not possible to behave in a
particular way and escape its concommitant result. Similarly,
no result ensues without a corresponding action. No effort,
however small, goes for nought. We do not meet any result,
which is not justified by our own past doings. This, in short,
is the doctrine of karman, which is accepted by Brahrnanical,
Buddhistic and Jaina schools of thought. But even this doctrine
of karman has not gone unchallenged in the history of philo-
sophy. We shall refer to some objections to the doctrine of
karman at the end of this chapter. Herebelow we give a
description of some schools of thought, which hold different
factors to be responsible for our miseries and pleasures. We
shall also try to explain the Jaina attitude towards these
schools.

Different schools

The Svetiifvataropani~ad gives a beautiful summary of the
various schools of thought regarding the causes of misery and
happiness prevalent in ancient India. I t enumerates seven
schools of thought which give prominence to either one or the
other of the following factors :
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1. Time (Ktil!l)
2. Nature (Svabhava)
3. Fate (Niyati)
4. Chance (Tadrccha)
5. Matter (Bhuta)
6. Purusa
7. A combination of all these (Sa7ilyoga esdm ).1
There is reference to many of these sects in Sutrakrttiliga

and Gommatasdra also. Before we proceed to discuss these
schools individually, let us note in the very beginning that
the J aina thinkers have not rejected any of these schools out-
right. What they have rejected, is the rejection of anyone of
these factors. The mistake that others have committed, according
to J ainism, is that they have over-ernphasised the role of one of
these factors and have not taken others into consideration at
all." Therefore, the seventh school of thought, taking into
consideration all these factors together, seems to represent the

Jaina school of thought. This attitude of Jainism is in conso-
nance with its general attitude of non-absolutism (Syadvada).
Now, we discuss below each of the schools individually.

(i) Time
The Kalasiikta of Atharvaveda gives a vivid description of

time. "It is he (time) who drew forth the worlds and encom-
passeth them.... There is no power superior to him"."
Gommatasiira summa rises this theory in these words : "Time

1. cpT~: ~+rr"T f<llffcrz:T1.'<im

<!arf;; lfIr;;: ~~~ ~fa f"';:c~r:

~lfTlf t:1;~t ;;c"Wl+rTCf~r-

cllfClf;;'hr: ~~:l1f~crI: I
-SvetiiSvataropal!j~ad, 1.12.

2· tn::ij+flfroT CflfoT fWo~ l1f~ ~)~ ~QCf~r Cflfurr
cifurToT~ur CflfoT ~l=ll' '1! 'fi~f'qCflfurn~"T I

=Oommoiasdra, Luckriow, 1937, Karmakiinda, 895.

3· ~ t:1;Cf~ 'I,1";;FlfT+r,=CJ:~ t:1;Cf~ ,!Cf<lTf;; q1rq:
.. 'crflH~ <f ;;Trlfq: nllffa" ~\if: II

-Atharvaveda, Aund ha, 19.53.4.
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creates all, time destroys all; time is waking among sleeping
people. Time can be deceived by none."! This is an
absolutistic (ekanta) view according to which everything is
determined by time.

Obviously, time cannot be the sole factor in controlling
our misery or happiness. Otherwise, how is it that some
people are happy and others unhappy at the same time?
Time is something unconscious and cannot be held responsi-
ble for miseries and happiness which obviously result from
our conscious efforts.

While rejecting this theory for such obvious reasons, the
force of time-factor should be fully recognised. It is one
of the factors affecting our condition. It is not easy to
nullify-the effects of old age, for which time is primarily
responsible. In every walk of life, we do watch that time
plays an important part. The mistake lies in believing that
everything else is impotent before time.

(ii) Nature
Nature stands for inherent properties of things. Some

philosophers, called Soabhdoaoddins, hold that events are deter-
mined by their own inherent nature. They argue out that if
nature is not the cause then 'who makes the sharpness of
thorns, and who creates variety in deer and birds' ? There-
fore, they establish that everything behaves according to its
own nature.f

This school of thought denies any freedom of action. A
thief must remain a thief for he is so by nature. This leaves
no scope for human effort. We become puppets in the hands
of our nature. In fact, the Jainas believe that nature, which
does influence our conduct to a remarkable degree, is of our
own making and we can unmake or modify it by ou; efforts.
If the Soabhduaoddins want to refute the existence of any
ultramundane controller of this universe, the Jainas join hand

I. Gommatasdra, Karmakii(IJa, 879.

2. '¥iT '¥il;~ i:ffCll'ToT faW~ f;fl:j f«<itfllTG:luT I
fqfCf~~ g; ~~T3TT ~fG: ~Qqfq lI" ~~T3TTf~ II

TGommafasiira, karmakdn da, 883-

~ ,.. ; .
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with them. But to say that there is no freedom of will,
amounts to denial of moral responsibility for action. Obviously,
such a theory cannot become the basis of any sound ethical
system.

(iii) Fatalism

Fate means that whatever happens, happens necessarily.
Everything is predetermined. We cannot choose between good
or bad, for our future course of action is already fixed.
Amongst modern philosophers, name of Spinoza may be
mentioned, who was a staunch believer in determinism.
"Only ignorance makes us think that we can alter the future;
what will be will be, and the future is as unalterably fixed as
the past. This is why hope and fear are condemned : both
depend upon viewing the future as uncertain, and "therefore
spring from lack of wisdom."l

The Mahdbhdrata has a long discussion on the controversy
of fate vs. human efforts." Amongst contemporaries of
Maluioira and Buddha, Makkhali Gosdla (or Maskarin Gosala)
seems to be an absolute fatalist. According to him, the
soul after completing the number of inevitable births is
automatically freed of miseries." There is no punishment or
reward for any conscious practice of vice or virtue. Not
that vice and virtue are not connected with bondage or
release, but to quote Zimmer : "According to this "hempen
shirt" doctrine of Gosala, man's moral conduct is not with-
out significance Our words and deeds, that is to say,
announce to ourselves-and to the world-every minute, just
what mile stones we have corne to pious acts, then, are not
the causes, but the effects; they do not bring but they foretell
release. "4

Another fatalist with a difference but again a contemporary
of Mahiivira, was Puriinakiisyap« (or Purr,zakiifyapa). He says:
'that to one who kills a living creature, who takes what
is not given, who breaks into house, who commits dacoity, or

1. Bertrand Russel, History of Western Philosophy, London, 1948, p. 597.
2. Mahiibhdrata, 13..6.7-12.
3. Digha Nikiiya, Pt. I, Bombay, 1942, 1.2.20.
4. Zimmer, H., Philosophies o/In(iia, pp. 267-268.
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robbery, or highway robbery, or adultery, or who speaks
lies; to him thus acting there is no guilt'. Again, 'in genero-
sity, in self-mastery, in control of the senses, in speaking the
tru th there is nei ther merit nor increase of meri t' .1

The distinction between these two can be easily noticed.
Makhhali Gosiila does make a distinction between good and
bad, but he denies a man any right of improving his lot which
is predetermined. In other words, a man would automatically
become good when the time for his release approaches. But
for PuriiT}a KiiSyapa there is nothing like moral. It seems that
these two thinkers were misrepresented by their opponents
by exaggerating their emphasis on fatalism. But it is also
true that any such philosophy which over-ernphasises fatalism
may prove detrimental for moral progress of a man who may
become ..•.inert. It was this aspect of fatalism which made
Buddha retort such philosophers in these words: "There
exists a 'heroic effort (vi/yam) in man, there exists the pos-
sibility of a successful exertion (utsiiha) aimed at the disenga-
ging of man from the vortex of rebirths ... provided he strives
whole-heartedly for this end."2

The Sutrakrtiiliga summed up this doctrine of fatalism in
these words. : "But misery (and pleasure) is not caused by
(the souls) themselves; how could it be caused by other
(agents, as time etc.) ? Pleasure and misery, final beatitude
and temporal (pleasure and pain) are not caused by (the
souls) themselves, nor by others; but the individual souls
experience them; it is the lot assigned them by destiny."3 This
attitude is criticised in the following words : "Those who
proclaim these opinions, are fools who fancy themselves learned;
they have no knowledge and do not understand that things
depend partly on fate, and partly on human exertion." Thus
the Jainas have a synthetic view in this respect also. There
are passages in Jaina literature which favour ralative deter-
minism; but it is never done at the cost of human effort,

I. Digha Nlkiiya, 1.2.
2. Zimmer, H., Philosophies of India; p. 226.
3. Siitrakrtiinga, Bangalore, Vik. Sam. 1993, 1,1,2.2'3. SBE. Translation.
4. Ibid., 1.1.2·4·

Also cf. Gommatasiira, Karmakdnda, 88\l.
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which the Jainas hold to be of supreme value for all moral
progress. This synthetic position is not self-contradictory. We
shall deal with this problem of determinism vs. freedom of
will at the end of this discussion separately. For the present
we can say that if our miseries and happiness werc to be guided
by some blind fate, all ethics, religions and instructions will
lose their importance.

4. Chance (radrccha)

This school of thought is called by the name of 'accidental-
ism' by modern thinkers. These accidentalists believe that
there is no so-called 'cause and effect' relation between any
objects. Their argument is that we cannot show the ultimate
cause of any event. Therefore, they conclude that every event
is merely a matter of chance.

The only good that this theory can do to us, according
to the J ainas, is that it reminds us of the subordinate posit-ion
of instrumental cause (nimittakiira!/a) as against the substantial
cause (upiidiinakiira!/a) which holds the primary position. In
the history of Western philosophy, Plato and Aristotle are
inclined towards accidentalism. Stoics, on the other hand,
realised that a law is working in this universe and every
effect can be traced to some cause.! Grier Hibben has
remarked that accidentalism is a view of the world which
characterises a pre-scientific period of thought."2

5. Bhilta (Matter)

Materialists hold unconscious matter to be responsible
for everything. They only believe in pratyak$a (authority of
perception) and therefore, do not agree with other systems of
Indian philosophy with regard to the existence of soul. The
Sutrakrtiiliga gives the ethical implications of this theory.
'There is neither virtue nor vice, there is no world beyond;
on the dissolution of the body the individual ceases to be'."

1. James, Hastings, (ed.), Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, ew York,
1955, Vol. I, p. 65'

2. Ibid., p. 64.
3. Siitrakrtiitiga, SBE Vol. XLV, Oxford, 1895, 1.1.1.l2' (p. 237)·
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Saruadarsanasangraha summarises the attitude of materialism
towards pain and pleasure in these words : "They (i. e.
opponents) conceive that you ought to throwaway the
pleasures of life because they are mixed with pain; but what
prudent man will throwaway unpeeled rice which encloses
excellent grain because it is covered with husk;"!

I t is clear from this that materialism glorifies gratifica-
tion of the lust of senses as the highest good of life. There
are, however, reasons to believe that materialism has been
misrepresented by the opponents of this school. Materialists
did caution us against being too much other-wordly, They
tried to organise society not on any theocratic but on a
secular basis. They launched an agitation against many
baseless superstitions of society, e. g. they argued that if the
animai killed in a sacrifice went to heaven why did the
sacrificer not kill his own father and send him to heaven.s

The 'matter' is as real to Jainism as to materialism. But
to say that matter is the only reality would be against all
principles of J ainism. It is not conceivable how conscious-
ness can be the result of natural forces. We shall open
another chapter with this discussion. For the present, suffice
it to say that the very idea that we can escape the responsi-
bility of our actions is repulsive to ethics. Unrestrained
sensualism is self-destructive. Unchecked desires of the
members of society may lead to anarchism. If we accept
that there are only two aims of life, money and sex
(arthakiimau), and righteousness and liberation i dharmamoksaus
are mere fabrications of human mind then where is the

I. ~r\11.i ~~ fCfq'lffiS;lTq';Fl=f~·tJt

~:18Tq~!5Cfl=ffq ~~fCf"fr~oTq'f I

C;Tr~,)f~Qmfq ftrqTn-l=fqUSffiGlfTi1'" , ,
lliT i1Tl=f~T~q''''UfTqf~qT1: f~rq1

=Scruadarianasangraha. p. 4.
2. q~~.;ff.-.r~q: ~~. \i!iTf~ ~fl=flSl1fq I

~fqm If.jfqT~ q"f 'Ii~llT'i'f f~a- II
Ibid., p. 13.
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distinction between a man and an animal and where is the
necessity of any ethics?

6. Purusa
The word purusa has many connotations in Indian philoso-

phy. The more important of them are (i) Human beings (ii)
Brahman and (iii) God or lsvara. All of these are held res-
ponsible for misery by one or the other school of thought.

(i) Human beings: This school believes that there is no exterior
cause of human miseries except the efforts of human beings
themselves. There is complete freedom of will. A man may
do whatever he likes. There are no limitations on our efforts.
This is called theory of indeterminism as against the theory of
determinism which is a modern name for fatalism. "'

This theory is quite congenial to ethics because it does not
hold environments responsible for our actions of commission
and omission. We cannot be charged for an immoral action
which we did not commit of our own choice. Therefore,
this theory believes in the capability of a man to choose a
path of his own choice. Jainism supports this theory so far.
But the force of circumstances should also be recognised, or
else what is the use of our previous actions if they do not and
cannot mould our present ? The past actions do not go for
nought. They leave their impressions on us. We are, therefore,
free only to the extent we have not curtailed our freedom by
our own past actions.

(ii) Brahman: We have discussed above the ease of mate-
rialism, holding matter to be the only reality. The Vedtintists
hold just the opposite view. They hold consciousness to be the
only reality. This one conscious entity, called Brahman, is the
substantial as well as the instrumental cause of this universe.
It pervades the whole universe.

Samantabhadra in his Aptamimiimsii has given the following
implications of this theory :

"If we accept monism, no distinction between the doer
and the action can be made. The existence of good and
bad actions, pain and pleasure, this world and the next
world, know ledge and nescience, and bondage and liberation,
implies duality. And logical conclusion can be drawn
only on the basis of two premises, which again imply
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duality. If monism is based on scriptures and not on
logic, dualism may also be said to be based on scriptures.
Nothing is contradicted unless it exists ; and therefore
non-duality, which contradicts duality, from this very
fact accepts the existence of duality. "1

(iii) God : Many popular religions, together with some
systems of philosophy, assert that there is an eternal Lord of
the universe who creates, sustains and destroys it. It is He
who sends us misery and happiness. Of course, according to
some religions, He does so in accordance with the actions that
we perform. Thus the idea of God is not always disconnected
with the doctrine of karman in India. But Jainism does not
hold it. logical to believe that there is an eternal God ruling
over the universe and sitting on us in judgment. Before we
give reasons for it as forwarded by Jainism, let us examine
what the popular religions like Christianity, Islam and
Hinduism say about this interesting problem.

Popular theories about God

( A) Hinduism: The popular devotional approach of
Hinduism towards God is best represented by the Gila. God
is all-in-all, We are just puppets in his hands. We should
surrender ourselves unconditionally to the will of Almighty.f
Nothing can be done without His will. He is situated in every
heart, moving every body according to His will." The fruit
of every good or bad action must be surrendered to Him.

It is, however, repeatedly told by Hindu Scriptures that
the consequences of an action performed by a man must be
borne by him. So there is no denying the responsibility.

(B) Christianity: Coming to Christianity, the old Testament
presupposes the existence of God. It does not consider it
necessary to give any arguments to prove it. It teaches us
to worship one and one God alone and not to pay any
attention to lesser deities.

I. iiplamimiimsii, 24-27.
2. Gila, Madras, 1930. 18.66.
3. Ibid., 18.61.
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God is one." He is Spirit,2 holy and righteous." merciful
and' forgiving. He cates for the lowliest-. Jesus, who is the
son of God, knows his father as no other can." Added to these
two, God and His Christ, Spirit makes the Holy Trinity of
Christianity complete. "The Father is the primal source, the
son the mediating power, the spirit the executive energy ; and
every Divine act is to be understood as a working of the
Father, through the son, in and by the Holy Spirit.':"

Evidently, there is not much difference between the idea
of God as represented in these popular religions. In Chris-
tianity, the mediating power of Christ is an extra entity. He
may be compared to the incarnation of Hinduism. The second
thing is the denial of any deity other than God. In Hinduism
also, Sikhism and Arya Samaja show the same tendency,

(C) Islam : Islam lays even greater emphasis on Oneness
of God. It condemns the trinity of Christianity in the follow-
ing words : "Believe, therefore, in God and his apostles, and
say not, "Three" ; forbear, it will be better for you. God
is only one God. Far be it from His Glory that He should
have a son ."? " ...And when God shall say : '0 Jesus, son of
Mary, hast thou said unto mankind: Take me and my mother
as two Gods beside God ?" He shall say: "Glory be unto
thee ; it is not for me to say that which I know to be not
true. "8

Muslim theologians have given the following seven attributes
of God: (i) Life (hayah) (ii) Knowledge (ilm) (iii) Power
(qudra) (iv) Will (ilada) (v) Hearing (Sam), (vi) Seeing
(ba,rar) and (vii) Speech (Kalam).9

All these attributes hardly make any difference for the ethical
discussion with which we are concerned presently. The basic

1. Mark, 12.29 (The Holy Bible, London, year is not mentioned).
2. John, 4.24, (The Holy Bible).
3. John, 17.1 I, 25. (The Holy Bible).
4. Matthew, 6.30' (The Holy Bible).
5. Matthew, 11.27. (The HolyBible).
6. Hastings, James, E.R.E. Vol. VI, p. 261.
7. Ibid., Vol. VI. p. 300.
8. Hastings, James, E.R.E. Vol. VI., p, 300.
9. Ibid., Vol. VI, p. 300.
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truth about these theistic religions is that they all believe in
one eternal God, who is omnipresent, omnipotent and omni-
scient and who is the author of not only this universe but also
of our fate, miseries and happiness. Now, let us examine this
contention.

The theory of God is based on the idea that every action
must have an agent. So there should be some power which
created this universe. Now, the question is whether the sup-
posed creator created this universe out of nothing or out of
some material which already existed. He could not create
it out of nothing because nothing can be created out of
nothing. "There is no existence out of non-existence nor is
there destruction of what exists."! This is an axiomatic truth.
The other alternative that God created this universe out
of a pre-existent matter, leaves unanswered the question
how a non-creative God suddenly became creative at a
particular time.

Ethically also, theistic theory of creation is not free from
doubts. "The Dilemma of Epicurus is still with us; if God
wishes to prevent evil but cannot, then He is impotent; if
he could but will not, he is malevolent; if He has both the
power and the will, whence then is evil." 2 W. D. Niven has
tried to analyse the problem. There are, according to him,
three alternatives : (l) God is not good or (2) He is not
impoten t or (3) Evil is not what it seems to be. He has
discussed the pros and cons of every alternative and this is
how he concludes: " Every proposed solution either leaves
the old question unanswered or raises new ones. The problem
is for the human mind insoluble.t'"

The so-called orthodox systems of Indian philosophy were
also familiar with the difficulties about the theistic hypo-
thesis. Siimkhyatattvakaumudi, a commentary on Siimkhyakiirikii,
says: " It becomes impossible to assume that the creation

I. 'nmrl fCf~a-<{TCfl <fT"lfTCfl fi:f~a-mr:
-Gila, 2.16.

Cf. Paficastikaya" Bombay, Vik. Sam. 1972,15
2. vV.R. Sorley and other, The Elements of Pain and Conflict in Human

life. p. 48. quoted from ERE, Vol. XXII, p. I.

3. Hastings, James, ERE, Vol. VI. p. 324.
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of the world was due to conscious action. For a God, whose
wishes are all fulfilled, can have had no personal interest
whatever in the creation for kindness, since before the creation
souls suffered no pain from what could the kindness of
God wish to have souls released? Further, a God who is
actuated by kindness would create only joyful creatures."!

Besides, Kunuirilabhaua in his Slokaoiirtika, has held that
there could be no creator of this universe.P Even Nyiiya and
Vaiiesika, according to new researches, were originally athcistic.f
Jaina view about God:

Keeping in view all these difficulties in accepting a
universal Lord of the world, the Jainas believe that the
hypothesis that an eternal self-subsistent God made this world,
which stood in need of maker, does not hold good. rr God
could be eternal and self-subsistent, there is no difficulty in
holding that the universe, with all its constituent spiritual
and material forces, is also eternal and self-subsistent.
Substances, which are endowed with certain qualities, can
produce new sets of qualities by the process of permutation
and combination. These substances are independent of any
external agency in their functioning and do not obey any
superior power. Of what use is the inherent quality of a
substance if it works only under God's supervision? If fire
burns and water cools, it is not due to the will of God; it
is due to their inherent qualities. To say that these inherent
qualities were bestowed on these substances by God is also
an impossibility. Can we imagine these substances bereft of
their qualities at any time? Therefore, this physical world
is ruled by physical law and not by any divine law.

This, however, does not mean that there is no God. "God
is only the highest, noblest and fullest manifestation of the
powers which lie latent in souls of men.'" There is no eternal
God sitting upon judgement on human beings. Human souls
themselves attain Godhood or Siddhhood by shedding away all
impurities. Such human souls become completely free and

1. Misra, Vacaspati, on Siimkhyakiirikii, 57. cr. Also Saruadarlanasan-
graha, p. 228.

2. Slokaviirtika, Calcutta, 1909, Sambandluiksepoparihiira, 47-59; 74-88.
3. Hastings, James, ERE, Vol. II, p. 186.
4. S. Radhakrishnan , Indian Philosophy, London, 1941, Vol. I, p. 331.
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are possessed of infinite knowledge, potency, perception and
bliss. These Siddhas are far more above gods or deities. They
neither create nor destroy any thing. They have conquered,
once for all, their nescience and passions and cannot be
molested by them again.

These Siddhas do not and cannot return our prayers. They
do not take the law in their hands so as to show to their
devotees any grace or forgiveness for which there is no place
in the strict law of kerman. How can they, who have
completely conquered attachment and aversion and are
equanimous to all, be pleased or angry with anybody?

This does not mean that prayer has no place in Jaina-
scheme of life. By meditating upon the attributes of Siddhas
and by showing respect to them we neither flatter them nor
please them but simply try to awaken in us the latent
potentialities of Godhood. The Siddhas do not come to our
rescue but a constant mental association with our ideal,
through their medium, helps us in its realisation. There-
fore, it is insisted that 'even though one may be inclined
towards the knowledge of padiirthas, and devotion of
tirthankaras and may have interest in the scriptures and may
observe self-control and penance, yet NirviJ.rla is far away from
him (without self-realisation),.I

Some objections to the doctrine of Karman

We have seen above that accidentalism has no scope in
modern times. Nothing can fall outside the circle of cause
and effect. The interacting causes may cooperate or oppose
or neutralise one another in such an intricate manner that
the resultant combinations are not predictable easily. If we
do not know this intricate chain of causes, we may call
an incident accidental; but all the same, it is not without
cause. On the same ground, the theories of Time, Nature
or Blind Fate or Matter can be dismissed as overlooking
the universal rule that there is no effect without a cause

I. ij"q1:f(~ fa~~lr~3Tf~tT~"!f;a~~~T~ I
'6~aifurOcfToi ~~a<i~q3Tt~~ II

-Panciistikiiya, 170.
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and there is no cause without an effect. Logically, we have
noticed, that even a creator God cannot be the author of
our fate. In fact, we are left with no other alternative
but to accept that man is the architect of his own fate.
Our deeds are like the seeds, the fruits of which are the
miseries and happiness of life. 'Vidhi', the Samskrta word for
destiny, literally means a 'law' and not accident. Every
belief, liking, disliking and tendency of life goes to form our
temperament, inclinations and capabilities. Every thought,
word and deed bears its full fruit. Thus the doctrine of
Karman involves a great faith in human effort. In spite of
this inevitability of the doctrine of kerman for all moral
considerations, Western scholars do not agree with )t. As
examples, we quote below some of the important oojections
raised against the doctrine of Karman by Mr. John Mckenzie
in his book "Hindu Ethics' :

(i) "The kind of actions that are supposed to produce
good and bad fruits respectively, are by no means always
actions that most of us would regard as ethically good and
bad."l

(ii) "Reward and punishment are given twice over,
once in heaven or hell, and again in a new birth on earth."!

(iii) "The idea of the grace of God is in contradiction
to the Karma doctrine.i'"

(iv) "The doctrine of Karman makes our admiration of
pain and suffering endured by men for the sake of others
absurd."4

(v) Mckenzie thinks that one should not demand
justification for suffering which humanity endures.

( vi ) Mckenzie thinks that in the theory of Karman no
provision is made for the intentions underlying the action of
the doer and that the doctrine works mechanically and does
not take the psychological aspect of morality into considera-
tion.

(vii) Doctrine of Karman implies fatalism and leaves no
room for human efforts.

I. Mckenzie,]ohn, Hindu Ethics, London, 1922, p. 218.
2. Ibid., p. 220.

3. Ibid., p. 223·
4. Ibid., p.224·
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These objections have been raised by a scholar like
Mckenzie and need careful examination. Here below we
would endeavour to examine them one by one :

The first objection can be raised against three types of
actions: (a) to quote Mckenzie himself, 'many kinds of
rituals and magical acts'; (b) such negative and individual
virtues as non-violence and meditation; (c) acts of kindness
to small insects and animals, which are hardly considered
to be ethical by Western thinkers. As far as the rituals
are concerned they do form a part of popular religion in
India as elsewhere. Whether we believe in doctrine of
karman or not, popular forms of religion always develop
certain rituals, which are important for religious discipline in
life. or" course, these rituals become meaningless in the
absence of a genuine moral consciousness. The institution
of sacrifice (yajiza), when it lost its moral background, was
condemned not only by the Jainas and the Buddhists but by
the Upanisads also.

As regards the negative virtues, like non-violence, it may
be pointed out that negation of evil is also an important
part of ethics. Similarly, virtues like meditation may not
come under morality according to Western scholars; in fact,
they think that only those virtues which have a social bearing
can be termed as ethical. But society is made up of
individuals; and, therefore, to exclude virtues which lift up
the individual from the realm of morality will not be
proper.

As regards such actions as showing kindness to small
insects, we should remember that Jainism particularly believes
in equality of all life. Man is superior to other animals; but
that does not give him the licence to tyrannise them. They
demand as much of our attention as other fellow beings in
the society. The Christian conception that beasts are made
for men is not acceptable to Karmaoiidins; who believe in the
theory of reincarnation; and, therefore, believe that an animal
in this birth may have been a human being in his previous
birth.

(ii) Mckenzie seems to confuse the Vedic conception of
the other world, which does not conceive of rebirth, with the
later conception of hell and heaven, which is much more
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rational. It is not necessalY, according to karmauddins to
take birth on earth for receiving punishment or reward
for past deeds. Even going to hell or heaven is a sort of
rebirth. It is wrong to say that the same deeds are punished
or rewarded twice, once in hell or heaven and again in a new
birth on earth. One deed yields its fruit only once; it may be
either in hell or heaven or on earth. A deed which has yielded
its fruit once exhausts, and cannot yield the same fruit again.

(iii) It is perfectly true, as already explained, that the
idea of 'grace of God' is in contradiction to the doctrine of
Karman. But where is the necessity of bringing in a merciful
God in human affairs? 'Man thou art thy own friend, why
wishest thou a friend beyond thyself?", asks the Jaina
scripture, Aciiriiliga Siura.» The doctrine of Karman teaches
us self-dependence and not dependence on some imaginary
grace of an imaginary God.

(iv) Here Mckenzie seems to miss the distinction between
the real point of view (niscayanaya) and practical point of view
(vyavaharanaya). The former takes substantial cause to be
main factor whereas the latter takes instrumental cause to be
predominating.F Both of them are to be taken in their proper
perspective. From the real point of view nobody can inherit
the acts of others and every body suffers the results of his
actions all alone. Therefore, we cannot share the miseries
of others. On this view-point is based the conduct of a
monk, whose life is devoted to the higher cause of self
realisation and emancipation. He is above social obligations.
His contribution to the society is limited to the spiritual
enlightenment that he gives and of which he is a living
embodiment.

The case of a householder is different. His conduct is based
on practical point of view. He is always ready to help his
fellow beings. To undergo sufferings for others is a highly
meritorious action and strongly recommended for a house-
holder. If a householder shirks helping his fellow beings
under the pretext of being unable to share the miseries of

r . ACiiriiligasiitra, 1.3.3+ Max Muller. (ed.), SBE, Vol. XXII, p. 33.
2. O1W::rTf~ClTf~lf;:rlf: q<:rf~T ~~I~;:rlf: I

-s-Amrtacondra on Samayasiira, Delhi, 1959, giilhii 272. (p. 352).
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anybody else, he is a great hypocrite, who tries to rationalise
or justify his selfish motives by quoting the scriptures.

Our obligations, therefore, vary as we ascend the ladders
of spirituality. Spiritual realisation and not social service is
the ultimate aim of life. But social service can and often does
prove a stepping stone to spiritual realisation.

(v) The answer to this question is simple. There should
be a cause for every effect. The sufferings, which humanity
endures, should have also some cause. It will be a pity to
accept that anybody can be miserable without any moral
lapse on his part. It amounts to suggest that even a moral
man can be miserable and even an immoral man can be
happy. Then we will have to confess that there is no
justice in the universe. If we believe in God, it must be
admitted as a sheer cruelty on His part to inflict miseries
on innocent creatures. If we do not believe in God we will
have to say that the fates of human beings depend either on
the vagaries of nature or on mere accident. We have
already indicated that this is not tenable. Why should, after
all, an action be considered good or right if it does not bring
any good to the agent ?

(vi) The docrine of Karman, as expounded by Jainism,
takes notice of the 'motives' behind actions fully. There are
two aspects of an action: (i) psychological or subjective; and
(ii) physical or objective. The law of Karman is inexorable,
but it does not mean that it is mechanical. The same action
may yield different results in accordance with the motive of
the agent. There are examples where a lesser sin was met
with heavier punishment on account of the intensity of the
feeling of the agent. The story of Tandulamatsya, a small fish,
sitting in the ear of a bigger fish, can be quoted in this con-
nection'! The bigger fish was eating smaller fishes while the
T andulamatsya looked on. The bigger fish ate some of the
fishes and left others. The Tandulamatsya always thought
that had he been in the place of the bigger fish he would
not have left a single fish alive. Merely by entertaining
this violent idea with great intensity the Tandulamatsya had to
go to lower hells than the bigger fish who actually committed

I. Upiisakiidhyayana, pp. 141-142.
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the sin of violence. It is, therefore, wrong to say that the
doctrine of Karman does not take into account the psychological
aspect of our actions.

(vii) The last, but not the least, objection against the
doctrine of Karman is its fatalistic tendency. This question
needs to be examined in greater detail, for it is a complicated
problem of Jaina ethics. Even in modern times there are as
many views regarding this question as there are sub-sects in
Jainism. Great controversy seems to continue even among
the thinkers of the same sect and, therefore, the question
requires a careful study.

The question is : is it possible and consistent to hold the
view that freedom of will exists, while accepting the doctrine
of Karman? In other words, while admitting the inevitable
forces of habit, inherited character and circumstances, clm one
rise above these and move in a different direction? If one
can, then alone the ethical commandments, whether negative
or positive, have any meaning and then only can we hold
somebody morally responsible for his actions.

Modern thinkers have shown how a deterministic view of
life makes one irresponsible towards moral obligations. Prin-
gle Pattison says that on the basis of determinism one may
"really seek to excuse himself in sequel, by trying to show that
it was impossible for a man with his particular antecedents to
act otherwise than he did " "1 Butler dismissed necessity with
a 'disrespect amounting to contempt'2 from the same point
of view. 'According to this view, the course of things cannot
be changed; and praise and blame, punishment, obligation
and the hope of progress are illusions.

Kant has viewed this problem from two different angles."
Man, as an intellectual, demands coherence in experience.
Character is empirical from this point of view, i.e. it falls under
the law of causation. But as intelligent moral beings, we feel
that we fix our ends for ourselves. Viewed from this angle,
man seems to possess freedom of will. How to reconcile these

I. Pattison, Pringle, The Philosophical, Radicals, Edn. 1907, p. 101.
2. Gladstone W.E., Studies subsidiary to Butler's Jif/orks, Oxford, 1896,

p. 268.
3. Hastings, James, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. VI, P: H'4.
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two VIews IS the problem before a thinker on moral problems.
He cannot reject either of them and yet it seems difficult to
accept both because of their apparently contradictory nature.

Dr. Green has pointed out that 'if I could be something
today irrespective of what I was yesterday, or something tomor-
row irrespective of what I am today, the motive to the self-
reforming effort, furnished by regrets, for a part of which I
reap the fruit, that growing success of the effort that comes
with habituation, and the assurance of a better future which
animates it, would alike be impossible.'! Mr. W. James, on
the other hand, says that free will gives some ground of hope
to those who feel the burden of the past and thus is 'a doctrine
of relief. 2

JainCPtView on Freedom of Will
It has been already pointed out above thatJainism neither

rejects fate nor efforts. Samaniabhadra has attributed our
success or failure to the following three factors : (I) Bhavi-
tauyatii or fate (2) Upadanakarana or substantial cause, which
means human efforts (puTu~artha) in the case of human beings3

(3) Nimittakiirana or instrumental cause which includes p"st
actions and the forced circumstances. Thus there are many,
and not one, factors which act and counteract in the process
of liberation. No action takes place in isolation. Our efforts
are affected by our circumstances. But it does not mean that
we are puppets in the hands of circumstances.

Nevertheless, future is predictable to some extent. In
Duiidasiinupreksii it has been said that process of birth or death
of a person is already known to the omniscient Jinas and no-
body can change it.4 Padmapuriina says that a person gets a

1. Green, T.H., Prolegomena to Ethics, Oxford, 1899. p. 129'
2. James, W.,Pragmatism, New York, 1948, P: 121.

3· amql:f~hcr+TfqcrOlfa-li

~i1[~rSsfCf~cr-'fiTlT f(?~ I
-Svayambh iistotra, 33.

4· ~ ;;rHT ;;rfnr ~~ ;ij-ur fCfQ:ToTur;;rft:lT 'fiT~f;:+r I
UfTci fm furlfci ;;r;:+r' qT 3T~<TJll::ui en II
~ cr~ crf~ ~~ a-ur fq~TQJUfcrf;:lf 'fiT~;:lf I
'fiT ~'fif~ qT~~' ~~T qT 3T~ f'iffur~T en II

Kiirtikeyiinuprekjii, Agas, 1960. 321-322.
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thing at a time and place predetermined by Iate.! In Astas-
dhasri, a verse is quoted which says that our intellect, effort,
and helpers turn the same way as our destiny.s

Now, if we accept so in absolute sense, then all moral
teachings become futile. It is no use telling a pel son what
he should or should not do, if he has no freedom of choice.
The dangers of determinism are evident. It may paralyze
all our efforts. It may make us immoral. Therefore, generally
the Acaryas speak about determinism with great caution. They
generally praise human efforts and avoid referring to deter-
minism. But all the same truth has to be faced. The theory
of omniscience and the theory of karmau do favour determinism
in a certain sense. But they need neither paralyze oi-r effort
nor make us immoral. Let us explain it.

Kundakunda says that all of us have two-fold conscious-
ness (i) knowledge-consciousness (jiianacelalla) (ii) Action-
consciousness (karmacetana). 3 Knowledge consciousness means
the state of absolute freedom from the sense of being an agent
of an action (kartrlvabhiivana): In this state of knowledge-
consciousness, the soul remains absorbed in its pure intrinsic,
blissful, conscious state. It has no desire or initiative for action.
This is a state of supra-moral plane of life which is beyond
good and bad both. This is not a state of inertia but a state
of sense of fulfilment of the purpose of life. This is the ulti-
mate end of life. Determinism paralyzes not only the good
activities but bad activities also and what remains is the pure
consciousness of blissful nature of the self. This is spoken of

I. liCsrr:crclf If<n il<r lf~ lfTGr~Cfrsfq-crT I

crcsrTClfffCf~T ff<r Cf?f CflcrnCfl ~ em II'" ,
=Padmapurdna, Kashi, 1959, 29.83.

2. crr~~r ;;flzrff "ff;aolicHn~~ cn~~: I
e, '" <

~~rlfr~Cfr1m: ~f;:a zrr~qr') "l1fcrcrOlfaTII
-Quoted by Siiri, Vidyanandi, on AptaminuirilSii, Rajnagar,

Vik. Sam. 1993, 5.

3· qf~tJf1lf~ ~~orTq; aTRT ~ ~~tJfr fCl<rTf"l11l~TI

ar ~tJf orT~ 1f;l=~ q:j~ft:ll crr 1f;l=BtJfr"l1ftJf~TII
=Prauacanasiira, 2.31.
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as the real point of view. This is a state of complete freedom
from attachment and aversion.

From practical point of view, however, it is action-
consciousness (karmacetana) which predominates. The aspiant has
not as yet risen above the sense of being an agent of an action
(kartrtoabhavana) . He has, therefore, not transcended moral
obligations of life. He has not wiped away passions and has,
therefore, always to choose between the good and bad. Herein
comes the role of human efforts (puru~iirtha). We cannot
escape the responsibility of being overpowered by passions if
we choose to follow the immoral path. A common man can-
not be led by consideration of determinism, which is a feature
of knpwledge-conaciousness (j ilanacetalla) only. Knowledge-
consciousness is not to be confused with action-consciouness,
because both of them are exclusive of each other and cannot
exist side by side. A man with action-consciousness aims at
knowledge-consciousness, but it is not possible to attain know-
ledge-consciousness without perfect detachment. The path to
supra-ethical plane of life is only through practical path of
morality and not through immorality.

The doctrine of karman, therefore, does not license us to
act in a wanton manner. The ultimate aim is the complete
cessation of all activities and attainment of knowlegde-cons-
ciousness and from this point of view determinism may be
justified, but a man with action-consciousness has no knowledge
of future and from his standpoint of view everything is
indetermined. It is only his effort and exertion which brings
him nearer his goal.

Pandita Todara Mala has put the problem in this way! :
The self makes effort and brings about its liberation. Other
factors of time or fate or subsidisation of delusive karmans
syncronise with human efforts. Efforts on the part of self
automatically imply that the time and fate is favourable and
the delusive karmans have subsided. It is human efforts
(punt~iirlha) which leads to liberation ; the other two factors of
time and fate are passive. In fact, we have no knowledge of
our future ; and even though it may be determined we can
depend only on our efforts.

1. Todaramala, AIok~aTluirgaprt;lkiifa, 1athura, 1948, pp. 279-280.
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We have here tried to show that the doctrine of karman

of which partial determinism is a corollary, neither teaches
us to be immoral or idle nor does it deprive us of the right
of improving our lot by overcoming the force of circumstances
and past actions. Even an inherited character is the making
of the agent and he can blame nobody for impairing his free-
dom of will except himself.

This problem of 'freedom of will' can be viewed from
another angle also. No action takes place in seclusion. Human
beings are also affected by circumstances and environ-
ment. The main factor, however, remains human effort
(purufiirtha ). Here we accept the existence of freedom of
will over circumstances. The position is like this : there
are two types of causes, (i) substan tial cause (Upadiina kdrana )
and (i i) instrumen tal cause (nimittakiirar;a). The inherent
power of the agent is the substantial cause aud every other
factor is only an instrumental cause. It is the substantial cause
which predominates and the instrumental causes merely sub-
sidise. The reality is that no object can interfere with the
working of another object, whether animate or inanimate.
The self accordingly is the agent of its own psychic modifica-
tions (paryiiyas) . It is only from practical point of view that
we speak of atrnan as the agent of various activities. Jainism
believes in the independence of each and every object. Our
freedom implies freedom of others also. Therefore, Kunda-
kundiicdrya favours soakartrudda, viz. the idea that the self is
the agent of its own modification; but rejects parakartrudda,
viz. that the self can inter fere in the activities of others.'

This attitude, which gives subsidiary position to instru-
mental causes, accepts the doctrine of freedom of will and
glorifies human efforts. This attitude makes Jaina ethics in-
clined towards introversion also. 'The self, within self, satisfied
with self' is the motto of all individualistic systems of philoso-
phy. This has a far-reaching impact on Jaina ethics, as will
be observed during our study at many places. Extroversion,
whether it is due to our incapability of self-control or for the
cause of social service, never leads us nearer the goal. It is

1. Samayasiira, 372,
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rather withdrawal from the outside world which takes us
nearer to self-realisation ,

Here again, we are faced with the danger of an immoral
man defending himself on the ground that he is not the real
agent of the action for which he is being blamed. Sutrakrtiinga
refers to some schools of philosophy known as akriyiioadins." The
adherents of Siiitkhya and Buddhists are reckoned as Akriyii-
oddins". According to Sankhya, the puru~a or self is trans-
cendental and does not participate in mundane activities.
According to Buddhists, and Sunyaviidins also, either the self
changes every moment or it does not exist at all. It is clear
that these systems are faced with a dilemma. Either they have
to accept that the self suffers for such actions which he does
not perform or they have to deny the common-place experience
tha t the self suffers.

The Kriyiiviidins are those who ascribe the quality of activity
or non-activity to soul (iitman).3 Jacobi thinks that they were
perhaps the ri tualists because Siliinka informs us that the
Kriyiiviidins held constructions of sanctuaries (caitykarma) to be
the principal means of attainment of liberatiori.? Sometimes,
even the Jainas are mentioned as Kri)!iiviidins.5

We have explained above the position of Jainism in this
respect. To take a concrete example, a murderer may try to
get rid of the responsibility of the murder either by (i) saying
that he is not the agent of the action or by (ii) contending
that the death of the victim has been brought about by his own
actions and that he is merely an instrumental cause in the
murder. Both of these arguments can be counteracted, accord-
ing to Jainism, effectively. As regards his first argument, he
may not be an agent of death of the victim but he is an
agent of entertaining the idea of murdering the victim and
then he is also responsible for acting in a way which led to
the death of the victim. Therefore, he cannot escape the

1. Max Muller (ed.), SBE. Vol. XLV, p. 316.
2. Ibid., p. 316, foot-note 3.
3. n.u., p. 83, foot-note 2.

4· Ibid., p. 242, foot-note 3.
5. Ibid., p. 319, [oat-note 2.

cr. Mahiivagga, Bihar, 1956,. 6.19<P,

.......•• -
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moral responsibility. Similarly, we can answer his second
argument : though he is an instrumental cause as far as the
death of the victim is concerned, yet he is the substantial
cause of the idea of violence in which the victim had no hand.

Thus the realisation of predominance of substantial came
should lead to self-absorption and not to wanton activities.

Conclusion

We have tried to discuss some fundamental problems of
Jaina ethics in this chapter. From this discussion some of the
chief characteristics of Jaina ethics can also be inferred. Here,
below we mention a few of the salient features of Jaina view
of life :

Firstly, Jaina ethics is based on the fundamental doctrine
of non-absolutism (anekiintaviida). This has saved Jaina-ethics
[10m being one-sided. Jaina ethics always takes into account
all the different views and tries to reconcile them. We have
seen, for example, that various factors of time, nature, fate,
accident and matter find their proper place in Jaina view of
life. The approach of Jainism towards opponent schools of
thought is constructive and not destructive. We can mention
how non-absolutistic view led to the balanced view between
such opposite conceptions as that of practical morality and
transcendental morality, between fate and human efforts,
between karirudda, and akartrudda and between the efficacy
of substantial cause and instrumental cause. Many more
instances can be added to the list. In fact, we shall feel the
impact of non-absolutism at every step during the course of
our study. All other characteristics of Jaina view of life
may be said to be the corollory of this one main char-
acteristic.

Secondly, Jaina ethics does not confuse the science of
spirituality (mok$afiistra) with science of social righteousness
(dharmafiistra). It has thus been able to distinguish the es-
sential nature of dharma from its non-essential beliefs, which
change from time to time and place to place. The acts of
public welfare (i$tiipurta) can be dealt with separately in
books of social sciences; but they should not be confused with
the essential problem of ethics which is emancipation. On ac-
count of the influence of sister religions like Hinduism, the
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Jainacaryas also spoke 01 social duties, including duties to-
wards city, nation aud family; but they never confused them
with Moksaiiistra, which-they are very clear on this point-
deals with the conquest of animal passions (ka~ayavijaya) in
man.

Thirdly, Jaina ethics lays emphasis on the unity of faith,
knowledge and conduct. Thus J aina ethics is not merely a
system giving certain code of morality, but it is a religion to
be lived in practice. There are many adherents of ]ainism,
both among householders and monks, who scrupulously prac-
tise the rules of conduct in their lives. Thus, it is a living
system of ethics. Its study becomes more fascinating if we
compare the lives of the present Jaina householders and
monks with the rules given in their scriptures. Equal emphasis
on faith, knowledge and conduct saves jaina ethics from being
either a mere speculation of philosophy or merely a religion
of rituals.

Fourthly, Jaina ethics assigns primary place to the life
of a monk and the life of a householder occupies only a
secondary place. It is due to this fact that J aina ethics lays
more emphasis on individual and ascetic virtues than on
social and positive virtues. The ultimate aim of life being
liberation, nothing shoi t of complete renunciation of" the
mundane life could satisfy Jaina iiciiryas.

Fifthly, ] aina ethics is based neither on oneness of life
as in Vedanta, nor on momentary nature of self as in Bud-
dhism. It is based on equality of life. Basically, all souls are
equal. Therefore, no wonder that such precepts as non-violence
in ] ainism take into account not only the human beings or
animals or insects but even plant-life or one-sensed elemental
life, like water etc.

Sixthly, the social organisation as anticipated by ]aina
ethics, does not make any distinction on the basis of caste,
creed or colour. At present, however, the ]aina society has
borrowed caste system from Hinduism and observes it as
strictly as the latter.



CHAPTER II

THE METAPHYSICAL BACKGROUND

Vie have already spoken of the close relation of ethics
and metaphysics in the foregoing chapter. The Dnsaoaikdlika
s iitra asks, "one, who does not know the self and the non-
self, how can he know the path to self-control (sarizyama) ".1
In this connection, we have also referred to the seven pre-
dicaments of Jainism.2 We propose to elaborate the follow-
ing seven predicaments in the present chapter as they form
the metaphysical background of J aina ethics :

I . Self (jiva)
2. on-self (ajiva)
3, 4. The inflow of karmic matter ( afrava) and bondage

(bandha ).
5, 6. Checking (sarnvara) and shedding (nirjara) of

karmic matter.
7. Liberation imoksa ).3

The Nature of Self (jiva)

The first of these predicaments is 'self' (jiua). Self is
subject as well as object of all meditation. The nature of self
is, therefore, the most fundamental of all problems. Self is
the stay of all our experience. It is the truth of truths. But
for it, there is neither any reality nor any truth.

The Upanisads

According to the Cluindogyopanisad the basic problem of
ethics-the removal of misery-can be solved only by self-
realisation." The Brhadaranyakop anisad clearly says that it is

I. Dasavaikiilika,4·12
2. Supra, p. 13.
3. Tattviirthasiitra, 1.4·
4· m:fq ~)'liI1T(l1fqcr I Chiindogyopani~ad.7.1.3.,
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the self which we should perceive, hear, of which we should
meditate'!

The Ciirviika mew

To the category of Cdrudka view philosophers, there is
only one reality and that is 'matter'. Self is body, charac-
terised by consciousness.P It is wrong to say that matter can-
not possess consciousness. Just as the mixtures of certain in-
gredients give birth to the power of intoxication, similarly
combination of certain material elemen ts results in conscious-
ness." On the dissolution of body, the selfis annihilated."

The Nyiiya-VaisNika view

The first and foremost to give proof of the existence of
soul are the Naiydyikas, They hole! that the existence of a
permanent jioatman can be proved through inference and
authority."

Nyiiyasutra has given the following signs to prove the
existence of iitman (i) desire. (ii) hatred, (iii) effort, (iv)
pleasure, (v) pain and (vi) consciousness." Vaisesikasiura added
the following to these: (i) The vital airs--prii1J.a and apiina
(ii) the closing and opening of eyelids, (iii) state of living
(iv) the movements of mind; and (v) the affections."

The Nyiiyavaise,rika systems hold that dtman is essentially
non-conscious and consciousness becomes manifest in it only by
its association with mind, sense-organs and objects of contact.f
The state of liberation is, therefore, a state of complete non-

-s-Brhadaranyakopanisad, 2 +5.

2. a:;;<1arll'fGff~\Sc:~~ ~<ml{T I
Saruadarsanasangraha, p. 3'

3· f~Tf~+=ll') +r~~f~arll'+rq-ijfflJa
00

Ibid., p. 2.

4· if sr~ll'U~rfffi I Brhaspatisiiira 2.4.12. Quoted in Ibid., p. 3·
5. Viitsyiiyalla on Nyiiyasiitra, 1.1.9·

6. Nyiiyasiitra, 1.1.10.

7. Vaiiesikasutra, 3.2.4.
8. J:1yantabhaBa on Nyiiyasiitra, Benaras, 1934, pt. II, 1·1.9·, pp. 4-7'
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consciousness. Viitsyiiyana clearly states that there can be no
bliss in the state of liberatio n.!

The Siink/rya system

The S(ilikhya system believes in a permanent soul," but
all visible conscious activities of knowing, feeling and will-
ing are attributed to the workings of three gunas of matter
attached to it.

The conception of lingaiarira or subtle body is peculiar
to the Siilikhya system. It is this subtle body which is the
substratum of consciousness, which gets awakened by its associa-
tion with soul. This subtle body is also the vehicle of merit
and demerit. It accompanies the soul on its wanderings from
one body to another. 3 Conscious life is a bondage of pain
which includes pleasure also, Salvation means the existence
of soul individually in an isolated condition free from all
conscious activities after the dissolution of the subtle body.
Thus, according to Siitikhya, it is the lingasarira, which is bound;
the soul remains detached.s

The Piiroamimamsii

The existence of dtman as distinguished from body, is
implied in the Piiruamimdmsii system. Attainment of heaven
by performing actions implies that dtman is different from
body. In this connection, the arguments given by the Veddntist
are acceptable to Piiroamimdmsii also. But it does not believe
in the unity of soul. It attributes the qualities of knowledge,
activity and experience to the soul. 5

The Vediinta school

All systems given above, except the Ciirviika system, are
dualistic and realistic in nature. Vedanta, on the other hand,
is monistic in nature. It believes that all reality is reduced

I. Vatsyayana on Nyiiyasiitra, 1 1.22,

2. Sankhyakarikii. 17.
3. Ibid., 40-42.
4. Ibid., 62.
5. Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosophy, London. 1<)56,

Vol. II, pp. 407-409.
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to one in the ultimate analysis. 'This system is diametrically
opposed to Cdrodka in as much as Ciirviika holds matter to be
the only reality whereas Vedanta holds spirit to be the only
reality. As far as its realisation is concerned, it is the sub-
stratum and subject of all knowledge, and therefore, self-
evident." Salikariiciitya in his commentary upon Brahmasiitra
has explained the oneness of all souls. '1he reality of self
is infinite, the unreality which is to be got rid of is finite.

Mention may also be made of the disunction of empirical
self and transcendental self. Empirical self is a creation of
illusion. The transcendental self is, on the other hand, free
from all miseries. All moral responsibilities lie with the
empirical self.2

The Jaina view

Neminiitha Siddhiinta Cakrauarti gives the following nine
attributes of self. According to Brahmadeua's commentary these
nine attributes stand in contradiction to one or the other
school of thought. We give these nine attributes and explain
them according to the commentary of Brahmadeoa :

(i) It is a conscious entity. Here self is conceived as
distinct from matter. This, according to Brahrnadeva, refutes
the Ciirodka view of self.

(ii) It is endowed with apprehension and knowledge.
this refutes the Naiyiiyika view of self.

(iii) It is an intangible entity. By saying this the
Mimiimsii school of thought is refuted.

(iv) It is the. agent of actions. This quality is by
way of refutation of Siilikhya system.

(v) It is co-extensive with the body which is animated
by it. This view refu tes the views of Nyiiya, Mimiimsii and
Siinkhya systems.

(vi) It is the enjoyer of the fruit of its actions. This
goes to refute the momentary theory of the Buddhists.

(vii) It passes through births and deaths. This view
goes against the followers of Saddsioa cult, which most probably

1. Salikara on Veddnias iitra, Bombay, 1917, 2.3·7·
2. Dasgupta, S., A History of Indian Philosophy, Cambridge, 1932, Vol. I,

P·476.
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held the view that the phenomena of transmigration is merely
an illusion and that the soul is ever liberated.

(viii) It gets liberation. This goes against the view of
Mimiimsakas and Ciirviika.

(ix) It has a natural potentiality of upward motion.
This quality has been stated by way of refutation of Miindalika
philosophy 1

The nine qualities of self given above fairly summarise
the J aina view of self. It may be pointe d out that even
though the different systems of philosophy have many differ-
ences about the nature of self from the point of view of
metaphysics, they do not differ regarding the basic moral
principles which are the only means of self-realisation. For
example the fifth quality, mentioned above, viz. whether the
self is atomic in size or all-pervasive or it expands and contracts
according to the size of body, does not affect the ethical
behaviour and, therefore, need not detain us.

The fourth quality, mentioned above, viz., whether iiiman
is the agent or not is rather significant. Another question of
importance is whether iitman is endowed with consciousness
or not. Last, but not the least, is the question of oneness or
otherwise of soul.

The empirical self and the transcendental self

The differences in various schools of thought regarding
these problems, are not so important ethically. A clear dis-
tinction is to be made between the empirical self and transcen-
dental self.2 From empirical point of view, the self is the
agent of actions and it undergoes such experiences as those of
pain and pleasure. The Piiruamimdmsd school seems to emphasise
the empirical nature of self. From transcendental point of
view, the self is pure, unalloyed and free from material pol-
lution. The Salikhya system seems to ernphasise this aspect
of self.

Jainism, true to its tradition of non-absolutism, takes
both these aspects into consideration together. The empirical

I. Draoyasangraha, Delhi, 1956, 2.

2. Samoyasiira, 7.
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self is the self with karmii(la lartra. We have adrsta in Nyiiya-
iaiieslka and kiirana iarira (casual body) In Siilikhyayoga
corresponding to karmiinasarira of Jainism. In Vedanta also, we
have a conception of empirical self which, though an illusion,
is to be accepted for all practical purposes.

As far as transcendental nature of self is concerned, it is,
according to J aina view, possessed of only one distinguishing
quality of consciousness, which distinguishes it from matter."
Here J ainism resembles more or less the Salikhya and Vedanta
systems and differs from Nyayavaise~ika and Piiroamimiimsd who,
as already pointed out, do not consider consciousness as the
essential quality of self. The transcendental nature of self
means its state of pure existence. The self, which is bound,
gets emancipated by efforts and shines in its pure intrinsic
form.

Different Categories of empirical self

While making this distinction between the empirical and
transcendental nature of self, we have seen that it is not possible
to classify transcendental self into any categories. But the
empirical self is classified into many categories from different
points of view. A brief description of these categories of em-
pirical self will be helpful in understanding theJaina doctrines
of ethics, especially the doctrine of non-violence.

Based on intellect (manas)2

From the point of view of intellect, the jioas are of two
types : (i) Having a mind. jivas of this class are possessed of
a faculty of distinguishing between right and wrong. Some
of the five-sensed jioas are included in this category e.g. men.
(ii) Having no mind. All the jioas having one to four
senses as also some of the five-sensed jiuas are included in this
category.

Based on biology'

From the point of view of biology, the jivas are of two

1. •• 'fur:e"flrUf/:rG:T ~ ~G:1JfJ ;jfHf I

D raoyasangraha, 3.
2. Tatlviirthasiitra, 2. II.

3. Ibid., 2.12,14·
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types: (i) mobile and (ii) immobile. The latter include the
four elemental-bodied jioas, viz. (a) earth-bodied (p!lhvikii-

yika), (b) water-bodied (apkiiJika), (c) fire-bodied (tejaskiiyika),
(d) air-bodied (viiyukiiyika) and (e) vegetable-bodied (vanas-
patikiiyika ).1 All these immobile jtuas have only one sense of
touch. These [ioas do not explicitly manifest the signs of life.
But since they also show the tendency to grow and decay, they
are supposed to be possessed of life. The Jaina doctrine of
non-violence is, therefore, not confined only to men or animals
but embraces these mute, immobilejivas also.

The mobile souls, have two to five senses. The one-
sensed (ekendriya) souls have four prii1}as (vitalities) viz.
touch, power of body, age and respiration.s The two-sensed
souls have six prdnas, the above four plus the sense of taste
and power of speech. The three-sensed souls add to these
six, the sense of smell. The four-sensed souls add to the above
seven, the sense of sight. All five-sensed souls add to the
above eight, the sense of hearing: whereas the rational
(samanaska) five-sensed souls have one more prii1}a, the power
of mind."

Thus, though all souls are equal in their transcendental
form, they vary in degrees of prdnas from empirical point of
view. It is this distinction which makes taking of vegetable
life less violent than taking away animal life or human life.

Western View Vs. Indian View

Though it is neither possible nor desirable to deal with
Western view of self in detail here, yet some important points
may be noted because Western thinkers have also contemp-
lated on the problem of self with the same enthusiasm as
Eastern thinkers have done.

The common-place view of man's personality, resembl-
ing more or less Ciirviika way of thinking, is put by W. James
in these words :

"In its widest possible sense, however, a man's ME is
the sum-total of all that he can call his; not only his

I. 'Tauoiirthasilira, 2.13.
2. Piijyapdda on Ibid., 2.~O.

3· Ibid., 2.24·
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body and his psychic powers, but his clothes, and his
house, his wife and children, his ancestors and friends,
his reputation and work, his lands and horses, and yacht
and bank account. All these things give him the same
emotions. If they wax and prosper, he feels triumphant;
if they dwindle and die away, he feels cast down; not
necessarily in the same degree for every thing, but in
much the same way for all";!

Obviously, ""V. James is enumerating the possessions of
the self but not the possessor, who is the real self. This
tendency of identifying the self with non-self is said to be the
result of infatuation in Jainism. In this respect, Mr. Hume
observes:

"For my part when I enter most intimately into what
I call 'myself', I always stumble on some particular per-
ception or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or
hatred, pain or pleasure. I never can catch 'myself' at
any time without a perception, and never can observe any-
thing but the perception. When my perceptions are
removed for any time, as by sound sleep, so long am I
insensible of 'myself', and may truely be said not to
exist. "2

W. James has identified the self with external objects
whereas Mr. Hume has the inner ideas of love and hatred
etc. identified with the self. This identification of the self
either with the external possession (biihyaparigraha) or with
inner possession (antarikaparigraha) is natural to man who is to
gct rid of them through knowledge and self-realisation.

Thus, there is a basic difference between the Eastern
approach and Western approach to the problem of self and
personality. This is how Zimmer has summarised this: The
term 'personality' is derived from the Latin word 'persona'
which means the mask that is worn over his face by an actor.
Indian philosophy insists upon discriminating between the
actor and the mask, which is not the true self, but only a
veil that hides it. Western philosophy, on the other hand,
has annulled this distinction. The 'self' and the mask of

I. James, William, Psychology, New York, 1920. p. 176.
2. Hume, David, A Treatise of human Nature, London, 1951, Vol. I, p. 23~.
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personality have become identical in the West. Indian philo-
sophy, on the other hand, aims at piercing through the layers
of manifest personality so as to arrive at the actor of life, who
from times immemorial has been assuming various personalities.!

This fundamental difference between the East and West
makes it difficult to appeciate the ethical conceptions of each
other. The West is engaged in developing means for full
growth of personality whereas the East is concerned with the
inner self, which is hidden behind the visible personality and
is far beyond the limi ts of this short span of our life.

Non-self (ajiva)

The views about the matter can be summarised by classify-
ing them into two categories. The first category of thinkers
holds that every outer object is a projection of mind. Vediinta
amongst orthodox systems and Togiicara sect of Buddhism are
of this view. The other group of thinkers holds that perception
of mind is an image of the real, outside world. With the ex-
ception of the above mentioned two schools, all systems of
Indian philosophy belong to this category.

The Cdrudka system

Amongst realists, the Ciirviika system holds the first place.
They hold that the earth, water, fire and air are real and they
are the only reality." They attribute even consciousness to
matter 3

The Siilikhya system

Siinkhya system is dualistic. In addition 10 Prakrti, it
believes in f urusa also. But the conception of prakrti in Siilikhya
is that even such conscious objects as mind or intellrct are
the outcome of prakrti. This prakrti is subtler than the atoms
of Nyiiya-vaise~ika system. It has three gunas, sativa, rajas and
tamas. It is called avyakta because it is not manifest, pradhiina
because it is the primary cause of universe. The effects (vikrtis)

I. Zimmer, H.,Philosojlhies of India, pp. 236-37.
2. Saroadar ianasangraha, P: 2.

3· ~<=<f: ~~ 'ia-<=ll~~C\~l:I1Iq'3l'l~a-I Ibid., p. 7.
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of this prakrti are sixteen, the five jliiinelldriyas, five karmen-
driyas, mind and the five elements. The seven prakrtivikrti,
mahattattva, ahankiira and five tanmiitriis are also the effect of
prakrti» Thus excepting purusa, which is neither a cause nor an
effect, prakrti is the cause of every object in this world. The
cause, according to Siinkhya, is not fundamentally different
from effect. 2 This is known as satkdryaoiida.

The Nyiiya-vaise~ika system

The Nydya-oaisesika system believes that effect is basically
different from the cause. This is known as drambha-
viida.3 The matter or prakrti is not held to be one in ]'{yiiya-
uaisesika system. It is composed of atoms (parmiilJu). The
sixth part of a dust particle which is visible in the rays of sun
coming from a ventilation is called a paramdnu. The combina-
tion of two such paramiinus, form one doyanu, three duyanus
form one trasarenuka and four trasarenukas form one caturenuka.
It is only trasarenuka which can be perceived. It is from
caturenukas that the creation proceeds+ Thus Vaiiesika is a
pluralistic system which holds that matter has its own indepen-
dent existence.

I. Siinklryakiirikii, 3.
2. Sii/ikhyakiirikii, 9·
3. Bahaduri , S. Studies in Nyiiyavaisl$ika, Metaphysics. Poona, 1947,

p.82.
4. Ibid., pp. 76-81.

5· lfrl1tfl'~~'{Cf ilJCf~1:fflfr;1:f;:ffl1<:lfT1lfCf:I
Slokavartika, Madras, 1940, p. 348.

6. "fTw~~fcHTU:fCfa-;.ft "fTw'l1T~q<nl!j-fCf~{;j'Ti=(I

3T~'fiTfil~ ~il: q<:lfTur,i=(Cfi~q1:ff;:crf~ ~lfTf<:~f~t;<fT: II
Mdnameyodaya, Madras, 1933, p. 164'

The Mimiirhsii system

As far as Piauamimdmsii is concerned, many of the thinkers
believe in paramdnutidda but others do not." Even those who
believe, differ from Vaiiesikas regarding its size. They believe
that paramiinu can be perceived and the dust particles are visible
in the rays of the sun."
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The Vedanta system

Vedanta believes that the cause, or Brahman, is real (sat)
whereas the effect or the world is unreal. This is known as
vivartavada.1

In the Brahmasiitra , it has been clearly brought out that
prakrti itself cannot act. How can insentient prakrti change
into this universe without the supervision of a sentient God?
Thus Sarhkhya view has been contradicted. Neither Vaisesika
view is uphe.d as right. How can insentient atoms combine
into a systematic universe? Even adrsta which is supposed to
govern the atoms, is insentient. The prakrtl, therefore, accord
ing to Vedanta is an effect of Brahman and has no independent
existence.s

The Jaina view
Dr. Radhakrishnan presents the J aina view with regard to

materialism and monism in these words :
"To regard the intelligent subject as the product of five

elements is as fruitless from the ethical point of view as to
make out that the variety of world is a manifold presenta-
tion of the one intelligent principle."3

The correctness of this view is upheld by the fact that
materialism shows no regard for ethical principles, whereas
Vedanta thinks monism correct only from philosophical point
of view; for all practical purposes, where ethical principles
are involved, it accepts the reality of material world as much
as any other system.

According to J ainism, therefore, matter is as real as spirit.
In this, Jainism agrees with realistic systems. It agrees with
Stirhkhya that self (puru~a) and matter (prakrti) are two different
entities. But it does not agree with Sarhkhya regarding the
inactivity of purusa and oneness of prakrti. Matter consists,
according to J ainisrn, of atoms. But the J aina conception of
atoms is different from Nyiiyavaife~ika view. The atoms, ac-
cording to Jainism, are far more subtler than conceived by
Nyayavaife~ika.

1. Upadhyaya, Baladeva, Bhiirtiyadarlana, Benaras, 1948, P,442,
2. Satikar.a on VediintasUtra, 2.2.12-18.

3. Radhakrishnan, S. Indian Philosophy, Vol. J,p. 312,
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Six substances ( dravyas)

As regards non-self, Jainism holds that there are five non-
sentient substances; dharma (medium of motion), adharma
(medium of stay), iikiisa (space), pudgala (matter) and kala
(time). If we add self to it, we get the six dravyas (sub-
stances) in all.

Starting with matter, every atom of matter is possessed
of touch, taste, smell and colour." Matter, composed of these
atoms, forms the basis of body, speech, mind and vital airs
(priiTJa, apiina etc. ).2 \Vorldly enjoyment, pain, life and death
are also caused by matter.f

As for sound, it is not held to be the quality of iikiisa
as by the Njiiyavaise~ikas. Sound is produced by matter, but it
is not its quality.

The other forms of non-self: dharma, adharma and iikiisa
(space) have one substance eachs All of them are motion-
less." The dharma and adharma occupy limited units of space"
whereas iikiifa occupies unlimited units."

Out of these, dharma and adharma are the medium of
motion and rest, respectively." They are said to be occupy-
ing the whole inhabited space of universe (loktikiifa).9 The
idea of these two substances is peculiar to J ainism. No other
system of philosophy ever conceived of these two. Just as
space gives room, time effects change, similarly dharma and
adharma are the medium of motion and rest. Space is infinite,
but the universe is finite and it is due to these two substances.
Beyond universe (lokiikiifa) no object can move because of the
absence of these two substances. Thus a limit is put on
universe by these two substances.

The function of space is to give room to all substances.P

I. Tauaudrthasiitra; 5.23.
2. Ibid., 5.19.
3. Ibid., 5.20.
4· Ibid., 5.5.
5. Ibid., 5,6.
6. Ibid., 5.7.
7· Ibid., 5.9.
8. Ibid., 5.17.
9. Ibid., 5.18.

10. Ibid., 5.18.
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Kala or time is also a substance. The time-substance consists
of many samayas (the smallest unit of time consisting of the
period taken in going of the smallest particle of matter from
One pradesa to another pradesa],

Nature of reality

Having discussed the general nature of the six dravyas or
substances, we are faced with the question of definition of sat
or reality. These six dral!yas-the self, the matter, the time,
the space, and dharma and adharma-are characterised by sat.
What is sat? We have, on one hand, Veddutins who define
sat as unchangeable in all three times. According to this defini-
tion transcendental self or Brahman is the only reality, every-
thing else being changeable. Buddhism, on the other hand,
thinks that there is nothing permanent in this universe as
everything, whether self or non-self, is undergoing change
every moment. The Samkhya philosophy adopts a middle course
and holds purusa to be of permanent nature without change
whereas prakrti is held to be permanent with change.

The Jaina view in this respect is based on its general
principle of non-absolutism; and reality, according to Jainism,
consists of continuity with change. t Substance is Dot only the
constant substratum but also its changing modes.f The essence
of a substance is never annihilated and that is the idea in
saying that an object is permanent." Sometimes the unchange-
able essence of the substance is taken into consideration
(dravyarthikanaya) and sometimes its modification (paryayar-
thikanaya ).4 Both of them are equally real.

The substance (dravya) does not change but the modes
(Paryaya) change every moment. Thus, though the substance
changes in appearance, it remains the same in essence, just
as a piece of gold is permanent with regard to its substratum,
even though it may be changing with regard to its modifica-
tions like necklace, anklet, ear-rings etc., just as the ocean is
permanent with regard to its water but it is ever-changing

I. 'Tattodrthasiitra, 5.29.
2. Ibid., 5.37.
3· Ibid., 5·30.
4· Ibid., 5.31•
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with regard to its waves nsmg within it. Change means dis-
appearance of previous state of modification (paryaya) and ap-
pearance of a new one with continuity of the same substratum
(drav)a). We cannot, and should not, reject anyone of the
two-the continuity and the change-because one is impossible
without the other.

J ainism reconciled the absolute permanency (ki1tasthani-
tyata) of Vedanta with momentariness (k~a(2ikata) of Buddhism,
holding that neither the change is sheer illusion nor the
permanency underlying the change is unreal. Yamakarni Sagen
has interpreted Buddhist view in a way which comes very near
to Jainism. Answering the objections of Sankara against
Buddhists, he says:

The substratum of everything is eternal and perma-
nent. What changes every moment is merely the phase
of a thing, so that it is erroneous to affirm that, accord-
ing, to Buddhism, the thing of the first moment ceases
to exist when the second moment arrives."
We may not go into philosophical discussion of this

metaphysical problem of the definition of reality, for we are
dealing with the metaphysics only in its relation to ethics.
But it may be pointed out that any moral system can be easily
based on the Jaina conception of reality.

The contact of the self with the non-self

Before we proceed to deal with the other predicaments of
Jainism, it will not be out of place to consider an important
problem of philosophy. The self and non-self are the two
basic categories but they do not exist exclusive of each other.
Had it been so, there would have been no problem of birth and
death at all. All living beings are the combination of both
the self and the non-self. All problems arise from this union
and are solved with their disunion. Self, independent of matter,
is as already stated, possessed of four infinite intrinsic qualities
(anantacatu~taya), and with the separation of the self from
the non-self, every problem is solved.

So the question is how self comes into contact with non-
self. Self is intangible, whereas matter is tangible. Can there

1. Sogen, Yamakami, Systems 0/ Buddhist Thought, Calcutta, 1912, p. 134.
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be a union of the intangible with the tangible ? When did this
union between the self and matter first occur? These are the
questions which should be answered.

The question as to when the union of soul with matter
occurred for the first time cannot arise, since this is a beginning-
less relation.! As for the relation of the tangible matter with
intangible soul, just as knowledge inspite of its being non-
tangible gets obliterated into the influence of wine, similarly
self, though intangible, gets his qualities obstructed under the
influence of tangible kiirmiina particles. Moreover, the soul,
in its state of bondage, is conceived to be tangible."

The union between the body and soul is made possible
by the medium of kdrmdnaiarira which, though made up of
tangible material, is very subtle.t

The cause of misery-the inflow aj Karmic matter and Bondage

The two predicaments, self and non-self, discussed so far,
answer mainly such metaphysical curiosity as 'who am I ?' and
'what is the nature of the universe?' The remaining five pre-
dicaments are mainly the results of thinking on such ethical
problems as 'what is the cause of misery?' and 'how misery
can be stopped?' The coming chapters will attempt to answer
these enquiries. But, here below, we deal with these predica-
ments in a nut-shell so as to give a bird's eye view of what we
propose to discuss later on in some detail.

The Upanisadic view

Cdroaka represented a common man's view that either
lack of worldly possessions or some mental or physical disability
is the cause of misery. This was the first answer that reason
afforded to the question. It is, however, in the Upanisads that
the limitations of this answer have been brought out. The real
reason of misery lies deeper than it appears to be, at the surface.
It is not finitude which can give us happiness; only infinitude
can lead us to happiness.' The transient world of birth, old

I. Paficiidhyiiyi, Indore. Vir Nir-Sarn 2444, 2'35-36.
2. Ibid .. 2.57.
3. Ibid., 2.60.
4· <1T cf +tllT cm.!~<JTW ~f~

-Chiindogyopaniiad, 7.23.1.
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age, and death is full of sufferings.
tion of the Upanisads which brings
meshes of blind hedonism.

It is this basic assump-
Indian ethics out of the

The Buddhist view

It was felt at the time of Lord Buddha that even though
the Upanisads rejected the hedonism of Cdrudka, they have their
own limitations. They could not, for example, openly challenge
the authority of the Vedas, which preached performance of
sacrifice, involving violence. It seems that the Ilpanisads were
more concerned with the abstract metaphysical aspect of the
whole problem, rather than concrete ethical path of liberation.
This accounts for Lord Buddha's rejection of abstract meta-
physics and emphasis on the moral character. He deeply felt
the transient nature of everything in the universe. To him all
objects of enjoyment seemed empty shows, unsubstantial and
impermanent. He- gave the following chain of twelve causes
of misery:

(i) JariimaraIJa (ii) Jiiti (iii) Mada (iv) Upiidiina (v)
TNIJii (vi) Vedanii (vii) Sparta (viii) Sadayatana (ix) Niimarupa
(x) Vijfiiina (xi) Samskiira (xii) Avidyii.1

The Siimkh),a System

In Siimkhya nescience or avidyii is held to be the root
cause of misery. Nescience means absence of distinction be-
tween the two categories of prakrti and pUTU$a. Misery really
belongs to prakrti but we wrongly attribute it to self. It is
this perversity of knowledge (lliprayaya) which leads to the
following five miseries :

(i) escience (Avidyii) (ii) Egoism (Asmitii) (iii) Attach-
ment (riiga) (iv) Hatred (dve$a) (v) Fear of death ( abhinivesa).z

All these afflictions are only the varieties of avidyii in as
much avidyii pervades them all." This avidyii, according to

I. Visuddhimagga, Part II, Benaras, 1943, Chapter 17·

2. arfcnHftl1Cf~FT't!fff'lf'l~~T: I
- Togasiitra 2.3.

3· ~ Q;Gfll1T'f~'TIT arfCf'W~~T: Cfi~t1TCJ: ~ilScrfcMCfTf'lCWcfa- I
-Vyasa on Togasiiira 2.4.
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Yogasidra, consists in taking transitory, impure, pain and non-
self to be eternal, pure, happiness and self.!

The Nyiiya system

The immediate cause of misery, according to Nyiiya; is
birth (janma). This birth is the result of those activities
which are prompted by attachment (raga), aversion (dve$a)
and infatuation (moha).2

From attachment arise the following five defects which
lead to misery :

(i) Love (kama) (ii) Selfishness (matsara) (iii) Longing
(sPrhii) (iv) Hankering (tm1a) (v) Greed (lobha).

Aversion also gives birth to the following five defects :
(i) Anger (krodha) (ii) Jealousy (ir.>ya) (iii) Envy

(asilya) (iv) Malice (droha) (v) Resentment (amar$a).
Infatuation is the cause of the following four defects:
(i) Error (mithyajfiana) (ii) Suspicion (vicikilsa) (iii)

Pride (mana) (iv) Negligence (pramiida ).3
These fourteen defects, in short, are the causes of misery.

Out of these, infatuation is the worst which breeds attachment
and aversion.!

The Mimarh$a systems

According to Piauamimdmsii, any infringement of the duties,
laid down by the Vedas leads to misery." Vedanta, on the other
hand, allows only nityanaimittikakarmans and thinks that even
performance of kdmyakarmans is a cause of bondage. The
performance of nityanaimittika kerman, however, is necessary for
the purification of mind."

I. Off'f~1fT~f'i:f~13Rl~lf~ frrc1:f~f'i:f~13rcql~Tf(:r{fqmI
-Yogasiitra 2.5.

2. Cf~phw:i UIf[!flfT~T~Y-~Dmcna:.I
-Nyo.yasiitra, 4·1.3·

3· Vo.tViiiyanaon Ibid., 4·1.3·
4· alft qT~: qTcft1:frnrT~!~eita~)~w:

Nyo.yasiitra" 4.1.6.
5. cf. Mimiimsiidarsana, 1. 1. 2.

6. SGlikara011 Gilo., Bombay, 1936, 18.10.
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According to Vedanta, it is the deceptive nature (Maya) of
the universe which has held us in bondage. A mind, puri-
fied by karman and stabilised by upiisanii, gets its veil of igno-
rance removed by knowledge. So, according to Vedanta, the root
cause of misery is nescience.

The Jaina view

The cause of misery is dealt with under two heads in
Jainism: (i) Inflow of karmic matter (afrava). and (ii)
Bondage (bandha). We shall deal with both of them.

I. Inflow of karmic matter (afrava)

All activities of body, speech and mind, cause inflow
of karmic matter." These activities, if good, cause the inflow
of meritorious karmans leading to worldly happiness. If, these
activities are bad they cause the inflow of demeritorious karmans
leading to misery." At first sight it would appear as if only
bad activities are to be avoided since they lead to misery. But
even good activities are to be checked ultimately. These good
activities are, of course, preferable to bad activities from
practical point of view, but from real point of view are as
much bondage to the soul as the good activities. As we
would discuss this problem separately in the following chapter,
we leave it for present, and proceed to explain which activities
are good and which bad.

It may be mentioned here that the force of holding the
soul in bondage comes from four basic passions (ka,faya), viz.
anger, pride, hypocrisy, and greed.s Some subtle activities
force inflow of karmic matter (iryapatha) even in the advanced
stages of spiritual progress. This is not important from the
point of view of morality. It is only samparayika inflow, backed
by the four passions, which causes the cycle of births and
rebirths.

The activities which lead to the siimpariiyika inflow of
karmic matter are 39 in all.s

I. T'attudrthasiitra, 6.1-2.
2. Ibid., 6·3-4.
3. Ibid., 6,5 and 8.2.
4. Ptljyaptida on Ibid., 6.5.
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These activities are given below:
I-V. Five activities of five senses.
VI-IX. Four activities of four kasiiyas.
IX-XIV. Five activities arising out of the non-observance

of five cardinal moral virtues of non-violence, truth, non-
stealing, celibacy and non-possession.

XV. Activities strengthening right belief e.g. worship
(samyaktvakriyii ).

XVI. Activities strengthening wrong belief e.g. supersti-
tion (mithyiitvakriyii),

XVII. Physical activities (prayogakriyii)
XVIII. Tendency to neglect the vows which have

been taken (samiidiinakriyii).
XIX. Walking carefully to avoid injury to the living

beings by one's feet (iryiiPathakriyii).
XX. Tendency to accuse others in anger (priido~ikikriyii).
XXI. Tendency to hurt others (kiiyikikriyii)
XXII. Having weapon of violence (adhikarar.zikikriyii).
XXIII. Having means of giving mental pain (paritii-

pikikriyii) .
XXIV. Depriving others of their priir.zas (priir.ziiti~

piitikikriyii) .
XXV. Desire to see a pleasing form idarsanakriyd],
XXVI. Touching a pleasant object (sparsanakriyii).
XXVII. Searching for new means of enjoyment

(priityiiyikikriyii) .
XXVIII. Answering call of nature in a place frequented

by men, women and animals (samantiipatanakriyii).
XXIX. Throwing things on the ground without care

(aniibhogakriyii ).
XXX. Doing oneself which should be done by other

(svahastakriyii) •
XXXI. Admiring what is wrong (nisargkriyii)
XXXII. Disclosing sins of 0 thers (Vidiirar.zakriyii).
XXXIII. Misinterpreting the injunctions of the scrip-

tures (iijfiiivyiipiidikikriyii).
XXXIV. Disrespect to the injunctions of the scriptures

(aniikiink~akriyii ).
XXXV. Engaging III harmful activities (priiram-

bhakriyii) .
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XXXVI. Attachment to worldly objects (parigriihiki-
kriyii) .

XXXVII. Deceitfully disturbing one's right faith and
knowledge (miiyiikriyii).

XXXVII 1. Admiring wrong belief (mithyiidarsanakriyii).
XXXIX. Not renouncing what should be renounced

( apratyiikhyiinakriyii) .
This long list of thirty-nine activities is not exhaustive.

The basic idea is that any type of activity is the cause of
inflow of kiirmic matter.

Now, to classify these activities into two categories of
good and bad, we should know that there are eight types of
karmans in all, having 148 sub-varieties, Those eight types of
karmans are! :-

(i) Knowledge-obscuring karmans (jiiiiniivaraTJiya).
(ii) Connotation-obscuring karmans i darianduamiya],
(iii) Deluding karmans (mohaniya).
(iv) Destructive karmans (antarqya).
(v) Feeling-breeding karmans (vedaniya).

( vi) Family-determining karmans (gotrakarman).
(vii) Age-determining karmans (iiyu~akarman).
(viii) Body-determining karmans (niimakarman).

Sinful activities:

The inflow of the first two types of karmic matter
is caused by the following five moral lapses:

(i) Condemnation of the learned in the scriptures
(prado~a) .

(ii) Concealing the knowledge (ninhava).
(iii ) Envy (miitsarya) .
(iv) Obstructing the progress of knowledge (antariiya).
(v) Denying the truth proclaimed by others (iisiidanii) .

(vi) Refutation of truth purposely (Upaghiita).2
Coming to deluding karmans (mohaniya), they are of two

types
(i) Right-belief-deluding (darsanamohaniya)

(ii) Right-conduct-deluding (ciiritramohaniya).

1. T'attudrthasiiira, 8.5
2. Ibid." 6.11
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The right-belief-deluding k armans are the result of
defaming the liberated persons (kevali) or the scripture (fruta)
or the church (samgha) or the religion (dharma) or gods
(deva),1 whereas the right-conduct-deluding karmans are the
result of intense passionate feelings."

The fourth type of inflow of kiirmic matter results from
disturbing others in their activity of charity (diina), gain
(liibha), enjoyment of consumable things (bhoga), enjoyment
of non-consumable things (upabhoga) and making use of their
power (virya ),3

These above four karmans are called ghdtik armans as
they tend to obscure the real nature of self. The activities
enumerated under these four heads, not only lead to worldly
misery but also retard the moral progress of the aspirant.

The agluiti karmans

The remaining four types of karmans have good as well
as bad aspect. The good activities lead to worldly happiness
and bad activities to worldly miseries. But neither of these
four karmans can retard the moral progress of a person in the
absence of the gluitikarmans.

Vedaniya

Coming to the feeling-breeding karmans (vedaniyakarmans),
those which lead to miseries are called asiiiii and those which
lead to worldly happiness are called siitd.

The asdtduedaniyakarmans result from the following six
activities :

(i) pain (dubkha) (ii) sorrow (foka) (iii) remorse (tiipa)
(iv) weeping (iikrandana) (v) killing (vadha) (vi) pathetic
moaning (paridevanii).4

The sdtduedaniya result from the following ten good
qualitles.P

(i) Compassion for living heings (bh utiinukampii).

I. Tauodrtuas atra, 6.14.
2. Ibid., 6.15.
3· Ibid., 8.14·
4. Ibid., 6.12.
5· Ibid., 6.13.
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(ii) Compassion for the vowers (vratyanukampii).
(iii) Charity (diina).
(iv) Self-control with attachment towards worldly

enjoyment (sariigasariryama).
(v) Partial control (samyamiisamyama).

(vi) Equanimous submission to the fruition of
karman (akiimanirjarii).

(vii) Austerities not based on right knowledge (hiilatapas).
(viii) Contemplation (yoga).
( ix) Forgiveness (K,ramii).
(x) Contentment (Sauca).

Gotrakarman

The following cause the inflow of low-family-determin-
ing karmans- :

(i) Speaking ill of other (paranindii).
( ii) Self-praise (iitmaprasamsii).

(iii) Concealing the good qualities of others (sadgUlJ.ii-
cchiidana ).

( iv) Proclaiming those good qualities in oneself which
one does not possess iasadgunodbhedanas ,

The inflow of high-family-determining Karmans comes
from the qualities opposite to those mentioned above, by
showing humility towards one's superior (nicai(wrtti) and by
not being proud of one's achievements (anutseka).2

Ayu,fakarmans

The age-determining karmans may lead one either to hell
or to sub-human life or to human birth or to heaven in the
next birth. The inflow of that karmic matter leading to
birth in hell results from too much of sinful activity and
attachment." Deceitfulness leads to subhuman birth.s Less
of worldly activity and attachments and humble indisposition
leads to human birth." The activities from five to seven,
enumerated in the list of siitdoedaniya lead to heavenly birth.6

I. Tauudrthas iiira 6.24.
2. Ibid., 6.25·
3. Ibid., 6.16.
4. Ibid., 6.17.
5. Ibid., 6.18.
6. rua., 6.20.
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Niimakarman

Crookedness of the mind, body and speech (yogava-
krata) and disintegrity (visamvilda) of character lead to bad
body-determining karman,1 whereas the opposite of them lead
to good-body-determining karman+ Besides, excellent moral
character leads to the birth of the soul in a tirthankara body.
Such excellent moral character includes the following sixteen
virtues

(i) Purity of right belief (darsanavisuddhi) .
(ii) Humbleness (vinayasampannata).

(iii) Faultless observance of the five vows (Silavratei-
tranaticiira ).

(iv) Ceaseless pursuit of right knowledge (abhikit;la-
j fianopayoga) .

(v) Apprehension of mundane miseries (sariwega).
(vi) Renunciation according to one's capacity (Saktita-

styaga) .
(vii) Practising penance according to one's capacity

(saktitastapas) .
(viii) Service of the saints (sadhusamildhi).

(ix) Service of the meritorious (vaiyavrtyakarat;la).
(x) Devotion to Arhants (arhadbhakti).

(xi) Devotion to the Acarya or the head of the orders of
saints (acaryabhakti).

(xii) Devotion to the learned saint (bahusrutabakti).
(xiii) Devotion to the scriptures (pravacanabhakti).
(xiv) Carefulness in the six essential duties of a saint

(avasyakaparihilt;li) .
(xv) Propagation of the path of liberation (margapra-

bhavana) .
(xvi) Affection for one's co-religionist (pravacanava-

tsalata) .3

Bondage (bandha)

As already pointed, only that inflow of karmic matter,
which is backed by passion, becomes effective. This is called

I . Tauodrthasii'ra, 6.61.
2. Ibid., 6.22.
3. Ibid., 6.26.
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bondage." Without passion, the kiirmdna particles may come
and go but they do not affect the soul. This position can be
compared to the andsakii-y iga of the Gila. To be more
elaborate, the causes of bondage are five-fold :

(i) Wrong-belief (mithyadarsana)

It has five varieties (a) taking only one aspect of truth
(ekanta) (b) perverse belief (viparita) (c) scepticism(san'zSaya)
(d) showing equal belief in all religions (vinaya) (e) nescie-
nce (ajfiana).2

(ii) Vouilessness (avirati)

It includes lack of compassion for six classes of embodied
soul through lack of control over five senses and mind.P

(iv) Passion (ka,raya)

These include four degrees of intensities of four passions,
VIZ. (a) pride (mana), (b) deceitfulness (maya), (c) anger
(krodha), (d) greed (lobha) and nine semi-passions."

(v) Yoga (activities)

These activities are either mental or vocal or physical.
(A) Mental activities are either from (a) true mind

(satyamana) (b) false mind (asatyamana) or (c) mixed mind (ubhaya-
mana) or (d) neither true nor false mind (anubhayamana).

(B) Vocal activities are either (a) true or ( b) false
or (c) both or (d) none.

( C) Physical activities are possible by the seven bodies.

(iii) Negligence (pramada)

It includes talks about (a) food (bhojanakatha), (b)
women (strikatha), (c) politics (rajyakatha), (d) scandal
(deiakatha), lack of control over five senses, four passions,
affection and sleep.s

I. T'auodrthas iitra 8.1l-3.
Il. Piijyapada, on Ibid .. 8.1.
3. Ibid., 8.1.
4. Bhatta Akalankadeua on Tattviirthasiitra, Calcutta, 19119, 8.1. (Hindi

Translation, p. 806) .
5. Piijyapiida on Tauodrthasiitra, 8.1.
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(a) Physical (audarika) (b) Physical and karmic iauddri-
kamifra) (c) Fluid (vaikriyaka) (d) Fluid with karmic (vaikrayi-
kamifra) (c) Ahtiraka (f) Ahiiraka with physical (ahtirakamifra)
(g) Karmic (ktirmaT}a).

Thus we have fifteen yogas in all.!
The Jaina conception of working of the law of Karman

is based in the psychological theory of habit. We sow an
action and reap a habit, we sow a habit and reap a character;
we sow a character and reap our fate. Repetition of similar
actions makes us habituated and we are forced by habit to
repeat them. But, as already shown, this does not deprive
us of our freedom.s Human efforts have their own part to
play in the whole working of this process. The previous
action can be altered, amended, aggravated or affected through
exertion (puru~artha). That is why the iicdryas have asked us
to exert and stop the inflow of fresh kiirmic matter and also to
annihilate the previous karmans,

It may also be noted that these karmans have not only
psychical impressions (sarilJkaras) but also force physical mole-
cules to be attached to the soul. The processes are known as
psychic (bhtiva) and material (dravya) inflow.f These two
aspects of the inflow of karmic matter mutually influence each
other. The various. psychic modifications attract the karmic
matter, and give birth to fresh psychic modifications. In its
impure state, the soul, overcome by attachment, aversion and
delusion, attracts the karmic matter as magnet attracts needles
to itself. This chain of karmic holds the self bound to the
miserable worldly existence.

The reDloval of Dlisery

The Buddhistic vzew

The third noble truth, dukkhanirodha, concerns the means
of checking misery. The ethical teachings of Lord Buddha
are surnmarised in the following triple jewels! (triratnas) in

I. Upiidhyiiya, Baladeva, Bluirtiyadarsana, pp. 182-183.
2. Bhatia Akolankadeua on T'attodrthas iitra ; 8.I.(Hindi Translation, p. 805).
3. Supra, pp. 32-37·
4. Drauyasangraha, 29-31•
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the Hinayiina tradition: (i) Conduct (fila), (ii) Meditation
(samiidhi) (iii) contemplation (Prajfia).

(i) Conduct includes the observance of the following
vows: (a) non-violence (b) non-stealing (c) truth (d) celibacy
(e) abstinence from intoxication.

These vows are meant for all. The mendicants are asked,
in addition, to observe abstinence from (a) evening meals
(b) garlands (c) valuable beds (d) music (e) gold and silver.

(ii) Meditation, in Buddhism, has been given a special
status.

(iii) Contemplation includes (a) study ( srutamayi) (b)
rational thinking (cintamayi) (d) affirmed knowledge acquired
by meditation (samiidhijanyaniscaya). These three stage of con-
templation are strikingly similar to iraoana, manana and nidi-
dhyasana of Vedanta system.

The ethical principles of Buddhism can be described
from another view-point also. It is the eight-fold path
(astarigika marga) which leads to liberation'! These include
right attitude (samyagdn-ti), determination (samkalpa), speech
(vak), action (karmanta), living (jiva) effort (viryam).

The Samkhya-yoga

According to Siimkhya, the discriminating faculty (viveka-
khyati), which makes clear distinction between purusa and
prakrti, leads to liberation.

In Yoga, which deals with the ethical aspect of that
very system, which is metaphysically represented by Samkhya
the cardinal moral virtues are said to be five yamds which
literally resemble the five vratas of Jainisrn. Here the Vyasa-
bhaVa of Togasiara clarifies that truth is subservient to non-
violence. A truth, which leads to violence, is said to be
virtue in appearance but sin in reality."

I. Ibid., pp. 181-182.

2. "'Cf[~CfaT ~T <rf~ if cif'ifaf -;rTrcrTerr 5TfilqfU'ClrelfT err .,~f~~q'T

~ci.,a)tf'IilUq· 5TCfU'Tif "a1q~mTlf lIf~ ~Cflltllf.,<fl<rqY;:TT~ ~ ~
~cr)q~mq'iCf ~<rTrif~~ .,~ct qTqlfCf .,~'tl;:r~ll<fTm~if ~srfa-

~~ur 'ii~ aJl': srT~lIrn~qT~~T~ ~ci~crf~ci' ~~ iiLlITctI
-Vyasa on Togasiiira, Allahabad, 1912, 2.30.
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In addition to these five yam as, we have the following
<niyamas also :

(i) Purity (sauca). (ii) Satisfaction (santo~a), (iii)
Penance (tapas), (iv) Study (svtidhyiiya) and (v) Meditation
upon God (iSvarapraTJidhiina ).1 In addition to yama and niyama,
the other principles of eight-fold path of yoga (a,rtii1igayoga)
are iisana, priiTJiiyiima, pratyiihiira, dhdranii, dhydna, and samddhi,
which, respectively, mean mystic posture, control over vital
air, withdrawal of senses from outward objects, concentration
on one point, continuity of concentration, meditation
and complete absorption.s

The Nyiiyavaise~ika view

While dealing with the causes of misery under JV)iiya
system, we have enlisted fourteen moral faults. These faults
get a man involved in worldly pursuits (pravrtti), which lead
to the circle of births and rebirths. On the renunciation of
these moral faults, the worldly pursuits come to a stand-
still and the self is released from miseries.

In Vaisesika system, the moral duties are classified under
two heads: (i) Common duties (ii) Special characteristic
duties.

Common duties embrace the following virtues :-( a) Faith
(Sraddhii) (b) Non-violence (ahirizsii) (c) Welfare of all living
beings (priiTJihitasiidhana) (d) Truth (satya), (e) Non-stealing
(asteya), (f) Celibacy (Brahmacarya), (g) Purity of heart
(anupadhii), (h) Absence of anger (akrodha), (i) Bathing
(sniina), (j) Purity of food (pavitradravyasevana), (k) Devotion
to deity (devopiisanii), (I) Fasting (upaviisa), (m) Alertness
(apramiida) .3

As far as the special duties belonging to particular caste
or iiframa are concerned, the Vaisesika system holds smrtis to
be the authority.

All these duties should be performed without any desire
for the fruit. This leads to comprehension of reality (tat.t-

I. 2'"ogasutra, 2.32.

2. Ibid. v~9.
;}. PraJastaptidabMiya, Benaras, 1924, p. 640.
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The mimdmsii view

According to p urvamimiimsii, karmans lead to bondage as
well as liberation. There are two theories about the per-
formance of karman, According to Kumiirilabhatta, actions can
be performed only when one is sure about their yielding the
desired fruit (i$tasiidhanaliijfiiina) whereas, according to Prabhii- ~
kara, the knowledge that such and such action is prescribed
by the Vedas (kiiryaliiji'iiina) is enough for engaging one in
that duty. Thus, according to Kumiirilabhaua, an action is
always motivated by a desire whereas according to Prahhiikara
desire is not necessary. The theory of Prabhiikara comes nearer
to the niskiimakarmayog a of the ctu»

The Piiruamimiimsii, in any case, lays it down very clearly
that the actions prescribed by the Vedas should be performed,
but actions which have been prohibited (ni~ddlza) by the vedas
should be avoided. The actions prescribed by the Vedas are,
again, of two kinds: (i) Wishfulfilling actions (kiimyakarma),
which include those actions which are to be performed
with certain desire in view e.g. svargakiimo yajeta.
(ii) Daily and occasional (niy~yanaimittika karman), which in-
clude such actions as sandhyii and sriiddha which are to be per-
formed without any particular mo tive.s

Coming so Vedanta. the Sankara school believes that know-
ledge is the only means of liberation. This principle has been
subsequently elaborated by two followers of Sankara, Viicaspati
Misra and Suresuardcdrya who wrote Bhdmati and Viuarana com-
mentaries, respectively, on the Siilikara Bhasya of Vedanta. The
main difference between the two can be summarised thus :
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vajfiana), which is the means of liberation.' Thus desireless
performance of the moral duties is the indirect means whereas
the real knowledge is the direct means of liberation.s

r , • "acCf~Ti1rf;:i1:~lftl'l! I

-VaisNika s iitra, 1.1.4.

2. cr\'Cf~ry;:rifiqufhr1~srfcr CI\'Cf~rFr~lfm~;:r<ticrT ifi1fllT~ tR;tRif-
c!n~: I

-Kir!zavalibhiiskara, Benaras, 1920, P: 21.

3· Upadhyaya, Baladeva, Bhiirati)'adarJana, P: 394.
4· Ibid,. pp. 394-395" . .
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Vdcaspati Misra thinks that even after hearing (frava!/a) of such
mahduiikya as 'that thou art' (tattvamasi) one needs contempla-
tion (manana) and meditation (nididhyiisana) also.! Accord-
ing to Surefvariiciirya, the sentence 'that thou art' is capable
of imparting direct knowledge of Brahman+ This is the main
difference between Bhdmatiprasthdna and Vioaranaprasthiina. In
both the cases, however, action is subservient to knowledge.

Naiskarmyasiddhi has classified the objects attainable by
actions into four: l. utpiidya, 2. iipya, 3. samskdrya, 4.
vikiirya. Since iitman is neither of these, therefore, it cannot
be realised by action."

The Jaina view

The Jaina view regarding the removal of misery is classi-
fied under two heads : (I) Checking of the inflow of fresh
kdrmic matter (samvara) and (2) Annihilation of the kiirmic
matter already accumulated (nirjarii).

1. Checking of the inflow of fresh kiirmic matter (samvara)

The inflow of fresh kiirmic matter can be checked best
by not allowing those causes to work which effect the inflow.
The means for this check are as follows :

(i) Three-fold self-discipline (trigupti)
( ii) Five-fold path of vigilance (panca-samiti)
(iii) Ten categorical qualities t data-laksana-dharma'i
(iv) Twelve-fold reflections on the nature of the

universe (dviidafiinuprak~ii).
(v) Equanimous fortitude of twenty-two hardships

(dviivimfati -parisahajaya ).

I. ffi=111f.;:yfqf:qf'f(~~T~-~r.r-~~crfcr~q-T~;:rT 'fll~~iilf~Q~fq~r-

~~~: I
-Misra, Vdcaspati, on Vediintas iitra Bombay, 1917, P.55.

2. ij'iicSTiiCl.lTll~;:rrfcr f<;fil1fif1~'f~Pl'llCTI
Co .••• c. •.•.

3f~r.rl1Flllm;:i ~tfT(li ;:r1~lICTTS;:rl1):II
-i-Naiskarmy asiddhi, Poona, 1925, 1.67.

3· ~qgpncli ~~ifiT~' fq'fT<T~ f~l{ I

;lei llf'Rnicr~CT 'fill CT~l1T;:r ~Ter;:rll II
>Qo", •••• •

-Ibid., 1.53.



(vi) Five types of conduct (paiicacaritra).1
I. Three-fold self-discipline means withdrawal of the

mind, body and speech from the mundane activities.s
II. Five-fold vigilance means carefulness in walking,

talking, eating, in handling the objects and in evacuating
bowls."

III. The ten categorical qualities are: (a) forgiveness,
(b) humility, (c) straightforwardness, (d) contentment,
( e) truthfulness, (f) self-control, (g) penance, (h) renun-
ciation, (i) detachment, (j) chastity.s

IV. The twelve reflections are: Con templations aboute= ~
( i) transitoriness, (ii) helplessness, (iii) mundane exis-

tence, (iv) loveliness, (v) distinctness, (vi) impurity, (vii)
inflow of karmic matter, . (viii) checking of karmic matter, (ix)
annihilation of karmic matter, (x) universe, (xi) rarity of light
path and (xii) nature of right path."

V. The twenty two hardships to be endured are:
(a) hunger, (b) thirst, (c)cold, (d) heat, (e) mosquitoes

(f) nakedness, (g) disgust, (h) women, (i) too much of
walking, (j) posture, (k) sleeping, (I) abuse, (m) beating,

. (n) begging, (0) failure to attain an object, (p) disease, (q)
contact with thorns, (r) dirt, (s) respect or disrespect, (t)
conceited knowledge (u) lack of knowledge (v) slackness of
belief."

VI. The five types of conduct are :
(a) equanimity (b) recovery of equanimity if one falls

from it, (c) purity and completeness in non-violence, (d)
freedom from passions except in some subtle form, (e) ideal
state of complete freedom from passion.'

Here we have just given a list of moral virtues that check
the inflow of karmic matter. We propose to discuss them in
detail while dealing with the conduct of the house-holder anp
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I. T'attudrthas utra, 9.2.
2. Pujyaptida on Ibid., 904-
3· Tauodrthasiiira, 9'5'
4· Ibid., 9.6'
5· Ibid., 9.7.
6. Ibid., 9.9.
7· Ibid., 9.18.
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a monk, separately. It may, however, be pointed out that the
list of moral virtues given above mentions ascetic and spiri-
tual virtues mainly. As already pointed out this is due to
the fact that J aina thinkers do not mix up the science of
spiritualism (adhyatmafastra) with sociology (samajafastra) as
some of the Hindu scriptures like Manusmrti have done.

Shedding of the accumulated karmic matter (nirjara)

Merely checking of the inflow of fresh karmic matter
does not remove miseries unless the karmic matter already ac-
cumulated is also shed away. This, the Jainism believes, can
be done by austerities." These austerities are in addition to
what has been prescribed above under samoara. Austerities are
external and internal. The external austerities include (i)
fasting (ii) eating less than one's fill (iii) taking a secret vow
to accept the food only if certain conditions, about which no
one knows, are fulfilled, (iv) renouncing delicacies, (v) sitting
and sleeping in lonely place and (vi) mortifying the body
with mental equanimity.P The internal austerities include:
(i) expiation (ii) reverence (iii) service (iv) study (v) detach-
ment and (vi) renunciation.P All these austerities are pro-
pounded mainly with the monk's life in view and we shall
take them one by one at proper places.

To sum up, it is through the activities of mind, body
and speech, tinged with passion, that the karmic matter gets
an inflow into the realm of soul. It is, therefore, obvious that
when the self is absorbed in its own intrinsic, pure conscious-
ness, shutting out the impure states of desire, aversion and
delusion, the inflow of karmic matter does not take place. It
is an ideal stage. The aspirant, if he has to act at all, should
be very much alert against sinful tendencies in his daily
routine.

As regards shedding of the previously accumulated
karmans, J ainism prescribes performance of penance. This is
based on the psychological law of habit. An old habit can be
broken only by acting against it forcibly and purposely. Our

I. 'Tattuiirthas iltra, 9.3.
2. Ibid., 9.19.
3. Ibid., 9·20.
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attachments are deep-rooted and can be uprooted only by
hard austerities. It should not be thought that these austerities
have any super-natural power of pleasing some gods who can
forgive us for our previous acts of omission and commission.
It is a simple question of resoluteness of will-power. Repeated
blows of voluntary infliction break the old habits and efface
those impressions (samskiiras), which lead to further birth.

The state ef liberation

The Upanisadic view

Except for Ciirviika, who does not believe in existence
after death, all other systems of Indian philosophy have con-
ceived of a liberated soul, which after having exhausted all
karmans attains perfection. The Upanisads were the first to
conceive of such a state. A soul in such a state, according to
the Upanisads is indescribable. This is how riij fiavalkya at-
tempts an answer to the question of the nature of a liberated
soul:

Just as a lump of salt put in water loses its identity
and cannot be taken out separately, but in whatever
portion of water we taste, we find the salt; so, Maitreyi,
does this great reality, infinite and limitless; consisting
only of pure intelligence manifesting Itself in all these
(phenomenal existences), becomes identical with them
and there is no phenomenal knowledge."

The Buddhist view

Niroana, the name for liberation in Buddhist philosophy,
means 'extinction'. It implies extinction of the five, viz. forms
(rupa), names (samjfiii) the old impressions (samskiira). the
analytical knowledge (vijniina) and the feeling of pain and
pleasures (vedanii). That nirodna is the state of highest bliss
is proved by many passages of Buddhist scriptures." Lord
Buddha, however, was more concerned with the ethical problem
of the removal of misery rather than indulging in such sub-

I. Brhadiiranyakopanisad, 2.4.12.

2. f;:r;.rr;jq~~,f;:rW9Tf;:r-
Pall-English Dictionary, P- 364'
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tleties of metaphysical problems as the nature of the liberated
soul.1

The Siimkhya-Yoga vzew

From what has already been said about the nature of
purusa and prakrti according to Siimkhya, it can easily be
concluded that in the state of liberation, when the self stands
separated from prakrti, there can be no happiness.s Happi-
ness and misery are the workings of the gu~as. The liberated
soul, having gone beyond these gunas, shines forth in pure con-
sciousness.

The Nyiiya-vaife~ika VlCW

According to Nyiiya, liberation is not a state of bliss but
a state of perfect qualitilessness where the self remains in its
mere existence. It is a state of complete freedom from pain."
This state is compared to a deep dreamless sleep.! Nyiiya
holds that since it is the state of complete freedom from pain,
the scriptures speak of this state of happiness. In fact,
liberation cannot be a state of happiness 'for happiness
is always tainted with pain'. There is no consciousness in a
a liberated soul. Therefore, the self remains in a passive state
of its original and natural purity un associated with pleasure,
pain, knowledge and will.

The Mimdmsii view

The pilrvamimiimsii did not originally conceive of libera-
tion but of heaven only. The heavenly state is not free from
misery but one where all desires are fulfilled. The later authors

1. Dasgupta, Surendranath, A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, pp,
108-lOg.

2. ;:rT""~Tf+rOlif'ffillT'tafifehf(CfTCf I'" ,
-Siimkhyasiitra, 5.74·

3· Cf~~rafCfl1Ta;TSqcnf: I
Nyqyasiitra, I.' .22.

4· ~'r~~~<.fC;;T~~ Cf~m+rT<.fRq<t<T:I
Ibid., 4.1.63'



The Jaina view _--

Liberation, according to Tattoiirthasiura, is a state free
from all karmans due to absence of causes of bondage and
shedding of the karmans.? The four ghiilins (destructive karmans)
are the main concern of the aspirant, because the other four
aghiitin karmans do not stand in the way of liberation.P One
gets freedom from these karmans gradually as he ascends the
fourteen stages of spiritual development.s At the end of the
twelfth stage, all the ghiitin karmans are destroyed and the
aspirant gets perfect knowledge, perception, potency and bliss.
This conception of liberation comes nearer to that of Vedanta,
the only difference being that the self, according to ]ainism,
does not lose its identity in the emancipated state.

After the liberation, the self, which has a natural upward
motion, goes right upto the end of the universe (lokakafa)5
beyond which it cannot proceed due to the absence of
dharmiistikiiya, the medium of motion."
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have dealt with liberation also. They hold that release means
freedom from pain where the self exists in its pure essence.'

The Vedanta view

In Vedanta, liberation means removal of duality and
merger of self with Brahman. In this state, the self shines
forth in its intrinsic existence, intelligence and bliss (sat, cit,
ananda) . Here everything, having name and form, vanishes
as illusory.

Conclusion

To conclude, the following points may be noted regard-
ing our discussion in this chapter :

( I) In the first place, even though, the different systems
of Indian philosophy disagree about such problems as the

I. Radhakrishnan , S., Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, P: 422-423.
2. T'attodrthas iitra, 10.2.

3. Ibid., 10.1.

4. Infra, Chapter VIII.
5. T'attodrihas iitra, 10·5·
6. IbId., 10.8.
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nature of self or the position of a lib'~rated soul, yet as far as
the practical side of morality is concerned, they seldom differ.

( 2) Secondly in Jainism we find a combination of both
types of systems of morality, those which emphasise on know-
ledge and those which emphasise on conduct and faith.

(3) The brief sketch of the fundamentals of Jainism-
iisrva, bandha, samoara and nirjarii-in this chapter gives an
answer to the question why most of the ethical principles of
Jainism are negative in character. Any action prolongs rather
than cuts short the mundane existence of the soul. If the actions
are good, they lead to birth in favourable circumstances; if
they are bad, they lead to birth in unfavourable circumstances.
But since the ultimate aim is to get rid of the circle of birth
and rebirth, all actions are in reality a source of misery. We
shall elaborate this point in the following chapter.

( 4) The J aina iicdryas have a tendency to go on enumerat-
ing the varieties and subvarieties of a single fact. We shall
have more occasions to meet with this tendency during the
course of our discussion. This has made the discussion of
problems more concrete and objective.



CHAPTER III

CONCEPTION OF MORALITY

Limitations of virtuous Life

We have spoken of some moral virtues in the foregoing
chapter. These virtues lead to happiness and are to be pre-
ferred to vices which lead to misery. But is that the end of .:»: - ••.-

morality? We have already noted that worldly happiness is
not the ultimate end of morality. Emancipation from mundane
existence, which is the ultimate end of life, cannot be
attained by mere observance of virtue." An inner awakening
followed by withdrawal from all activities of life, whether good
or bad, is necessary for tbat. It is a state beyond vice and
virtue. One may become worse' or better by vicious or
virtuous activities, but not perfect.

Practical path (vyavahiiramiirga)

This, however, does not mean total obliteration between
good and bad. Perfection is a far cry for an ordinary man
who has to discharge the normal duties of life. He has to
choose between good and bad at every step. For him is
prescribed a code of morality which may be called as prac-
tical path (vyavahiiramiirga). Here a clear distinction between
good and bad is made. This path is a means and not an
end in itself. It ultimately yields place to the supra-
moral plane of life where one gets rid of normal duties
oflife.

What is necessary is a considered balance between the
two, the supra-moral plane of life and the practical code of
morality.s The practical code of morality serves no good if
it does not lead to the higher supra-moral plane of life.
Transcendental code of morality, on the other hand, should be
no excuse for licentiousness. As long as one becomes perfect

I. Praoacanasiira, 3'56.
2. Samayasiirakalala, Delhi, 1959, 267.
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and passes beyond his mundane consciousness completely,
he does require a clear distinction between good and bad.
The complete conception of morality, therefore, includes both,
the practical as well as the transcendental' morality, which
are inter-related with each other.

With this background we proceed to examine this
problem, first according to Jainism and then according to other
systems of Indian Philosophy.
Vice and Virtue

The result of virtues are birth as tirthankara, ganadhara,
sage, universal monarch, Baiadeoa, Vasudeva, god and vidyadharas
and supernatural powers. The result of vices are pain, birth
amongst subhumans and bad men, old age, death, disease,
misery and poverty etc.! It is the motive behind an action
which is taken into account and not merely the outer action.P
We have given a list of actions which lead to worldly
happiness (satavedaniya) as well as those which lead to
misery (asatavedanfya ).3 It may be mentioned that both types
of these acts are actuated by attachmen t; in the case of the
former it is mild, in the case of the later it' is intense. In
Kartikeyanuprek~a, therefore, vice has been defined as intense
passion whereas virtue has been defined as mild passion.s
Attachment, however, is present in both the cases.

Transcendental morality (niscayamarga) :

The ultimate aim is to uproot even the subtlest form of
passions. Therefore the relative life of vice and virtue is to
be abandoned in favour of a life of pure consciousness
(Suddhopayoga) • The activities of soul can be classified under
three heads: (i) The auspicious activities (Subhopayoga), (ii)
The inauspicious activities (aSubhopayoga), (iii) The pure
activities (Suddhopayoga). In suddhopayoga the self remains
absorbed in its own nature of consciousness. In [ubhopayoga
as well as asubhopayoga, the self becomes extrovert and con-

I. Virasena on ~atkha(lrjiigama, Vol. I, p. !OS.

2. if CfTCfGf~er)Gfrwfiffq'a"lfr-fT~Cf +rCffa- I
-Piijyapiida on T'attodrthasiitra, 6. I I.

3. Supra, pp. 59-60
4. Kiirtikeyiinuprekiii, 90•
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centra tes on non-self. Thus from the point of view of
suddhopayoga, iubhopayoga and asubhopayoga are bracketed
together under the common name of asuddhopayoga.

From transcendental point of view, therefore, it is said
that ultimately the distinction of good and bad cannot be
held.! Vice and virtue, bind the soul by effecting the inflow
of foreign karmic matter. All the eight types of karmans are
pudgala (non-self) and yield a fruit which is miserable in the
ultimate analysis," Both of them cause bondage.t Therefore,
both types of Karmans are to be condemned equally. Just as
a skilful elephant does not get attached either to an ugly or -
to a beautiful she-elephant, meant for his capture, similarly
a wise man does not get attached either to good or to bad
actions, because both cause bondage.' Those who have a
yearning for good actions, wander in this world in delusion,"
How an action, leading to bondage, can be called good ?6

A person should transcend the duality of good and bad
actions. "The meritorious action leads to wealth, wealth to
pride, pride to infatuation and infatuation to sin; let, there-
fore, be no good actions for US"7 It is said that even good
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I. ffif: tn:lJrqa-: ~pn~+l)q<r)lTl:rT:q-~if(Cfo<r~qr ;nqfa~ I,. ,. ,
-Amrtacandra on Praoacanasiira, Bombay, 1935, 1.72.

Also ;:r l"g~ q-<:+rrqa-:~<rqrq[a-llqfallOa- I
-Ibid., 1.77.

Also Samayasiira, 145.
2. Samayasdra, 45·
3. Paiiciistikiiya, 147·
4. Amrtacandra on Samayasiira, 148-149.

Also <.fi+T ~+rfq ~crfq~) <r~ar;:CT~ICT;:r+r~~lJfCf~l!iTa-I~ '" ~
a-;:r ~cr+rfq- acsifafl5f4' m<l~q fcrfQ:ff f~~ II

-SamayasiirakalaJa, !O3

5. Prauacanasiira, 1·77·
Also Paramdtmaprakiiia; Bombay, 1937, 2·53· 55.

6. ~ ci ~)f~~ij"T~ 'if «~T~ tfct~f~?
-Samayasiira, 145.

7· ~uTTIf~T~ fq~qT f~~TIf +rar) +r~ ll~-+r)~) I

+r~-+r)~TIf <rqTcf er ~uf ar~ +rT ~)'3"II
=Paramiitmaprakdla, 2.60
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actions lead to hell in future." Rare is a wise man who
considers even a virtue to be a vice." A man should not be
thus satisfied by anything less than self-realisation.

With this ultimate aim of transcendental morality in
view, we are asked to be moral in the practical sense of the
term till the achievement of that aim. Vice and virtue are
chains of iron and gold, respectively, and as such are equally
bad.! But is it not better to wait in the shade rather than in
the hot sun P! It is from his point of view that good actions
are approved." If the ultimate aim is not lost sight of, good
actions are also indirectly helpful in the achievement of
liberation."

To conclude, though good and bad actions are equated
from transcendental view-point, yet from practical point of
view good actions are to be preferred to bad action for the
following reasons:

1. For a man, engaged in worldly affairs, it is not
possible to remain absorbed in pure consciousness." So when
he turns to activities under compulsion it is wiser to indulge
in subhop ayoga which leads to happiness rather than in asubho-
payoga, which leads to misery". Worldly happiness and misery,
both dwindle into insignificance before the ecstacies of
blissfulness of self-consciousness, but given a choice between
the two, happiness is naturally preferable to misery."

I. ~ f;:r~T;:ror,[~mr;:r +ferFcr"t +fTlII,!: ~'bcfT ~'fl"'l~'filf~ ~r.Cf I
-Brahmadeva on Paramdtmaprokdia, Bombay, 1937,2.58.

2. GfT ~uar fer qr;j fer +fUf~ ij") "!~'fiT fer ~~~ I
-Yogastira, 71.

3. Samayasdra, 146.
4· Istopadesa, 3.
5· Gf)UQ:TuTfUf<:~'f<?i ij"TifT<:Ufifn: :qf~ <l,"!D'IuT I

3fUli.fi'qlJTcmr~ 2i0Cf~ i?icr) ~f~ fCiOfcq) II
=-Praoacanasdra, 3.51.

6. Bluioasamgraha, Bombay, Vik. Sam. 1978, 610-618.

7. ,!€l:01trqr<:I!'fCf~1t1!~1t~;r~ ~qc:~ I

f;:rfcf'fi~qf~T;:rr<i f;:rGflc+if:q~Cf;:fq"+J:
-Ibid., 607.

8. Ibid., 611, 612.
9· l~topadeSa,3·
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2. Secondly, good activities are governed by self-denial
and negation of passions. Liberality, for example, implies
greedlessness and is a sort of penance.!

3. Man is a social animal. He wants to preserve and
promote the interest of the society in which he lives. Thus
good acts which benefit the society are preferable to bad ones
which cause its disintegration. It is from this point of view that
the Jaina iiciiryas have asked their adherents to follow those
general customs of the society which are not contrary to
spiritual teachings»,

Thus we see that even though a man with right attitude
will not attach much importance to the performance of good -
actions from the point of transcendental morality, yet at the
same time while he is acting as a practical man, he will be
a moral man in the ordinary sense of the word. The higher
an aspirant ascends, the greater his devotion to suddhopayog«.
But in the interim period he tries his best to avoid asubhopa-
yoga and to devote to subhopayoga.

Non-Jaina Systems

The Upanisadic View

Jainism shares this attitude with other systems of Indian
philosophy. The chief interest of the Vedic seers lies in this
world rather than the other world. They do not sing of the
emptiness of this world and the futility of worldly pleasures.
But by passage of time, mankind became introvert. In the
later portions of the Rgueda itself, a recluse is described
roaming fearlessly from one forest to another, remaining
detached from the villages and fearing none", It is, however,
in the Upanisads that we find a clear distinction betwean the
mundane good (preyas) and transcendental good (sreyas). In
the Brhaddranyakop anisad, the old sage Yiijfiavalkya gave up all
his worldly possessions in favour of higher spiritual life.

I. Bhiiuasamgraha, 616,617.
2. ~cf t:1;crf~ .;l;n;:rt 'Sf1::rruT ffif<r.<r.T ferfer: I

~ ~nj 'R~Tfif;:f ll"'f if Sf~l!fUJ+{ II
=Taiastilakacampu, Bombay, 1901, 8.34.

3. l!gveda, 10.146.1,
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When he was distributing his wealth amongst his wives, one
of them, Maitreyi, pondering over the temporary nature of
worldly possessions, refused her share of it with these words:
'What are these to me, if I am not thereby to gain life
eternal",

This anti-hedonistic tendency is brought out more
clearly in the story of Tama and Naciketas in the Kathopanisad,
Tama tempted the youthful imagination of Naciketas and
placed all human and divine pleasures at his disposal. There
is a colourful description of the damsels and long life that
were promised to him. Chariots ringing with divine music
were offered.f But none of these could budge him from his
keen desire of knowledge of the self because he knew that all
worldly pleasures would wither away by to-morrow."

Thus when it was established that Naciketas was really a
deserving candidate for spiritual knowledge, Tama began his
discourse with a clear distinction between the good (fre)'as)
and the pleasurable (preyas). He made it clear that both of
these were diametrically opposed to each other and lead a
person to diverse ends.s The path of good has the pre-
requisite of freedom from the allurement of environment.

Modern scholars have also emphasised the supra-moral
nature of the ethical teachings of the Upanisads, Dr. Radha-
krishnan, while discussing the ethics of the Upanisads,
remarked, "Duty is a means to the end of the highest perfec-
tion. Nothing can be satisfying short of this highest condition.
Morality is valuable only as leading to it."5 Deussen has
also very clearly pointed out this. He observes that when
"the knowledge of the iIlman has been gained, every action
and, therefore, every moral action also has been deprived of
meaningv.s

Buddhist View

According to Buddhism it is meditation, which is beyond

I. Bthaddranyakopanisad, 2.4.2.

2. Kathopanisad, 1.1.25.

3· Ibid., 1.1.26.

4. Ibid., 1.2. I.

5· Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 208.

6. Deussan, Paul, The Philosophy of the Upanisads, Edinburgh, 1919, P: 362.
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good or bad, which leads to Arhat-ship. From the point of
view of meditation all acts, whether good or bad, are impure."

The Nyiiya-Vaise$ika System

The Naiyiiyikas hold that 'so long as we act we are
under the sway of attachment and aversion and cannot attain
the highest good. '2 According to the Vaiiesika system also the
ceremonial piety can lead simply to worldly prosperity
whereas spiritual insight (tattvajfiiina) leads to liberation.P
Whether it is dharma or adharma, both lead to embodied
existence.

-Prakarat;lapanctiiiM., Benaras, 1961) p. 341.

The Siimkhya-Yoga System

In Siimkhya, the heaven which is the result of siiuoika
activities, is considered undesirable in comparison to liberation.'
Unselfish activities are, no doubt, the indirect cause of
liberation. 5

In the Yoga system our actions are classified under four
heads: (I) The black or wicked deeds, as speaking ill of
others; (2) The white or virtuous deeds, as wisdom; (3) The
white and black or mixed deeds, as performance of sacrifice,
which involves violence also; (4) The neither-white-nor-black
or supra-moral deeds, as meditation of the self. 6 It is only
this last-mentioned type of action which leads to liberation.

The Mimiimsii system

Even in Piiroamimiimsii, which is the strongest votary of
action, it is held that liberation, which lies in absolute
cessation of the body, comes only when not only the virtuous
(dharma) but vicious (adharma) actions also are exhausted,"

I. Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, P: 419.
2. Ibld., p. 162.
3. Candrakiinta on Vailesikasiitra, Allahabad, 1924, 1.1.2.

4. Siimkhyasiiira. 3·52-53·
5. Vijiianablzik~u on SadlkliJadarsalla, Calcutta, 1936, 1.82,85'
6. Vyasa on Yogasiitra, 4.7.
7· 3f1(l1'f;:a'~9; ~~r-o~~) f;:mT~rn:rhp:fqf<:&1lff~eril) ~)~ ~fa'

If'Rf11 I'" ,
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In Vedanta, Satikariiciirya makes it clear while commenting
on the Upanisads that since self is neither apya (to be attain-
ed) nor utpiidYl (to be generated) nor vikiirya (to be modified)
nor samskdrya (to be refined), it cannot be realised by
karmansJ Wherever Sankara finds a plea for action in the
Upanisads he interprets it as an injunction for those who are
still at a lower plane of existence and who cannot follow the
path of renunciation.P

It is this common attitude of all systems of Indian
philosophy towards ethics which makes it basically different
from Western ethics. This is why Mckenzie remarks: ""it
can be at least maintained with full assurance that Hindu
ethical thought and practice have rested on pre-suppositions of
a different kind from those on which the ethical thought and
practice of the West have rested."

Christian View

Mckenzie is right to some extent. But we cannot say
that such ideas are absolutely lacking in Christian ethics.
The Bible says, "Love not the world, neither the things that
are in the world. If any man loves the world, the love of the
Father is not in him."4 Asked by a young man as to what he
should do to inherit eternal life, Jesus Christ said, "Go thy
way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and give to the poor and
thou shalt have treasure in heaven.i'" Jesus teaches us
complete non-possession (aparigraha) when he says, ""So
likewise, whosoever he be of you that foresaketh not all that he
hath, he cannot be my disciple.r" Dr. Radhakrishnan has
rightly remarked, "The only ethics that Jesus can preach is a
negative one, to enable man to free himself from the world
and fit himself for the Kingdom."7 He further adds that
'the eschatological teaching of Jesus that the end of the world

I. Salikara on Iiopani~ad, Gorakhapura, Vik. Sam. 1994, I.
2. Of. Ibid., 2.

3. Mckenzie, John, Hindu Ethics, p. 205·

4. I John, 2.15·
5. Mark, 10.21.
6. Luke, 14.33.
7. Radhakrishnan, S., Eastern Religion and Western Thoul!,hI London;p.6g.
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was at hand reveals an attitude of world and life negation so
far as He did not assume that the Kingdom of God would be
realised in this natural world but expected its sudden and star-
tling inauguration by supernatural power."!

Conclusion
Thus we see that-
(1) The lofty ideal of social service IS also motivated

by subtle self-interests. We indulge in good activities either
for name and fame here or for heavenly happiness hereafter.
Even the so-called desireless actions i niskdmakarmanss can be
at the best rated as action motivated by the noblest desire of
alleviating the miseries of others or by the higher desires
of following- the teachings of the scriptures and performing
the duty for the sake of duty. But can it lead to liberation
without self-realisation ? Perhaps not, for both-to dive deep
into the realm of the self and to indulge in worldly activities-
cannot go together.

(2) Good activities are to be deemed as a means and not
as an end in itself. Even the subtlest form of passion in the
form of ego is to be swept away. The moral virtues should
be observed with the ultimate end in view without a tinge
of egoism.

(3) The transcendental morality is
moral slackness. The enlightened rise
duties of life in the awareness of a
life. The ordinary man should fulfil
detached view.

not an excuse for
above the ordinary
higher purpose of
his du ties with a

I. Radhakrishnari, S., Eastern R~ligion and Western Thought, p. 68.



CHAPTER IV

THE PATH OF THREE JEWELS

We have seen that some systems of Indian philosophy
like Siilikhya and Veddnta hold knowledge (tatvaji'iiina) to be the
means of liberation, Other systems like Mimamsii hold kerman
or right action to be superior to any other thing. The
followers of bhakti-cult hold devotion and faith to be the
only way to liberation.

The position of Jainism here also, as elsewhere, is recon-
ciliatory.! In fact, right faith, right knowledge and right
conduct cannot exist exclusively of each other. It is true that
right conduct is the direct means of liberation," but right
conduct with right faith and right knowledge only can lead
to liberation."

From real point of view right attitude, right knowledge
and right conduct can be summarised in one word 'self-
absorption'A From practical point of view right faith means
faith in seven predicaments of Jainism,5 whereas right know-
ledge consists in a knowledge thereof." Right conduct is the
conduct based on detachment."

I. Uttariidhyayana, 28.2.

2· "'fTf':'?fI1'~ 'I~~ lfT&l5l"rca-:m&lrciflHUffl1fCl ~nq;JTql! I
-Piijyapiida on T'atuidrthasiitra, g.I8.

3· OfCl: ij"P.:fl~~;:f Wll~T;:f ~l=[(Cf"'fTf,-?ffl1~Clfc::rnl1ij"lff~a' lfT&WI..
ffi&lTfilFif ~f~i;1ol1: I

-Ibid, J.I.

4· OfFU ~ ~~UfTuT OfT~T ~ ciij"uT "'ff,-~ "'f I
-Sama yasiira, 277.

5. T'attoiirthas iitra, 1.2.

6. lI"<r lI"<r 5I"'1iT~Uf;;f\CfR[(: qC:T~Y Ol1Cfff~mf~'f ai'fTCffTlf:

W[(~ri'flf I,
=-Piijyapiida on T'attuirthas iitra, 1.1.

7· ~J111~Tqf.:.~'-uT :q~ I
~Samayasiiril, 155.
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The necessity of combining the three is brought out in
many passages. Just as a person knowing a man to be king,
and having faith in him, follows him for money, similarly a
person knowing the real path and having faith therein should
follow it for Iiberation.! Conduct without faith and knowledge
is as futile as faith and knowledge without conduct.

Right faith ( samyagdarsana ]

The meaning of samyagdariana
Samyagdarsana, which has been rendered as 'right atti-

tude', 'right faith', or 'right conviction', indicates complete
saturation of mind with a principle or idea. From real point
of view, samyagdariana means a sense of feeling-realisation of
self.2 From practical point of view, samyagdarlana means a
firm belief in the fundamental principles of Jainism. The
uyauahdra-samyagdarsana may be said to be the means of nifcaya
samyagdarsana. Different iiciiryas have expressed the same idea
in different words. We give below some of the representative
descriptions of the nature of samyagdarsana :

(1) The Uttaradhyayana defines samyaktva as belief in the
nine categories.> In his Darianapiihu da, Kundakunda also defines
samyagdariana as a firm belief in the six substances and nine
categories.' In Mok~aPiihurja, he expresses the same idea in
different words by defining samyagdariana as belief in the dharma
devoid of violence, in faultless deity and in the way of life,
prescribed by the omniscients.s In Niyamasiira, samyagdarsana is
explained as a belief in liberated souls, J aina scriptures and
Jaina principles.s In Mil/iiciiTa, the samyagdariana is defined as
belief in nine categor ies.?

(2) Suiimikdrtikeya added belief in non-absolutism as a
condition for samyagdarsana." He held that the nature of nine

I. Samayasdra, 17-18.
2. Dorlanapiihuda, Delhi, 1943, 20.
3· Uttariidhyayana, 28.14,15,
4· Darsanapiihuda, Delhi, 1943, 19.
5· Moksapiihuda, Delhi, 1943, 90.
6. Niyamasiira, Lucknow, 1931 5-
7· Miiliiciira, 5.6.
8. Kiirtikeyiinuprrk,ii, 31I, 312,
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categories cannot be rightly ascertained without the help of
Pramdna and naya.

(3) Umiisviiti, who is followed by Amrtacandriicdrya and
Nemicandra Siddhantacakraoarti, defines samyagadariana as belief
in the seven predicaments of Jainism.l

(4) Samantabhadra defines samyagdarsana as a belief in
true deities, true scriptures and true teachers as against the
three follies of belief in pseudo-eleva, pseudo-belief and
pseudo-teacher. Samantabhadra also speaks of the eight
essentials of right faith and the necessity of freedom
from eight types of pride for a right believer."

(5) Vasunandi in his Sriivakiiciira says that, in addition to
belief in the seven predicaments, samyagdariana includes belief
in liberated soul and J aina scriptures.P Here Vasunandi follows
Niyamasiira of Kundakunda.

Transgressions and blemishes of samyagdarsana

The Tativiirthasiitra speaks of following five transgressions
of samyagdariana :

(i) Sankii (doubt)
(ii) Akiink~ii (desire)

(iii) Vicikitsii (repulsion)
(iv) Anyadrstiprai amsa (admiration of followers of other

creeds)
(v) Anyadrstisamstaua (praise of followers of other creeds). 4

The fourth transgression differs from the fifth in as much
as the former means secretly thinking admiringly of wrong
believers, whereas the latter means announcing the praise of
wrong believers loudl y.5

Baniirasi Diisa in his Niitakasamayasiira has given a different
list of transgressions of right faith:

( i) Fear of public censure.
(ii) Attachment towards worldly pleasures.

I. T'attoiirthas iitra, 1.2.

2. Ratnakarandalriiuckdcdra, Delhi, 1955, 4·
3. Vasunandisriioakiicdra, 6.
4. Upiisakadaliinga, 1.4.0. Also Tuttuirthasiitra, 7.18.
5. Ctiritrasiira, Shri Mahaviraji, Vira Nir. Sam. 2488, p. 7.



(iii) Thinking of attainment of worldly pleasures in
the next birth.

( iv) Praise of false scriptures.
(v) Service of wrong believers."

M Jaina Ethics

Eight essentials of samyagdarsana

An aspirant should be firm 10 his belief. Any doubt
or scepticism hampers moral progress. The firmness of his
belief is indicated by the following eight qualities which
are essential characteristics of samyagdarsana. All these
characteristics together make the right faith complete and
effective.

1. Nisiankita (Absence of doubt about scriptures). The
right believer, because of this quality, is free from the seven
fears of ( 1) this world (2) another world (3) death (4)
pain (5) accident, (6) absence of protector and (7) absence
of forts, etc.2 This shows a state of complete fearlessness,
which is obviously necessary for a moral life.

2. Ni~kii1ikfita (having no desire for the worldly plea-
sures). It comes from the firm belief that worldly enjoy-
ments are impermanent, fraught with miseries, root of sins
and evils.P A right believer, therefore, has a detached view
of life. According to Amrtacandriicdrya, he has non-absolutistic
attitude and avoids one-sided view.s

3. Nirvicikitsii (absence of doubt about the attainments
of spiritual path). A right believer should not have any re-
pulsion from the impurity of the body of a person possessed
of three jewels."

4. Amutf.hadNti (no confusion about the ideal). A right
believer does not follow the wrong path even if it may some-
times lead to seemingly favourable results. He disassociates
himself from those persons who follow the wrong path." This
is not out of any hatred for them but because of the possible

J. Ndtakasamayasiira, Bombay, Vik. Sam. 1986, 13.38.
2. Miiliiciira, 2.52, 53.
3· Ratnakarandairiioakiicdra, 12.

4· Purusdrthasiddhyupiiya, Agas, Vik. Sam. 2022, 23.

5· Ratnakarandasrduakdcdre, 13·
6. Ibid., 14.
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dangers of deviating from right path by their association.'
He should not recognise violence as right under any fear of
greed." He should avoid pseudo-guru, pseudo-deva, pseudo-
scripture pseudo-conduct and common false conceptions.P

5. Upabrhona (Augumenting the spiritual qualites ]. The
right believer should perpetually endeavour to increase his
spiritual qualities.s Another name for this characteristic is
Upagidiana, consisting in concealing one's own merit and
demerits of others.f

6. Sihirikarana (Re-establishing those who deviate from
truth). Any timc anyone may be tempted by passions to
follow the wrong path. It is the duty of the aspirant to re-
establish himself and others also on the right path by remin-
ding him of its glory."

7. Viitsalya (Sense of brotherhoods towards the followers
of the right path). It includes respect for spiritual principles
and for those who follow them.? One must be devoted to
meritorious persons, show respect to them and speak nobly."

8. Prabluioand ( preaching the importance of truth).
One should try to propagate the truth to others also by
means of charity, austerity, devotion, profound learning and
by such means as are suited to the time and place."

It would be observed here that the first five character-
istics pertain to the individual life of the aspirant whereas
the last three pertain to the social aspect of religion. A true
aspirant is not satisfied with his progress only but tries his best
to help others also in self-realisation.

1 • llTG<r~'l'T"llTcf f~Tcr,!~T I
-SiimiiyikajJii/ha, Delhi, 1S66, I.

2. K iirtikeyiinuprtk,ii, 418.
3. Purusiirthasiddhup aya, 26.
4. Ibid., 27·
5. Ibid., 27·

Also Kiirtikeyiilluprek,ii, 419.
6. Ibid .. 28.
7. Purusiirthsiddhyupiiya, 29·
8. Ibid., 421.
9. Ibid., 30.

Also Ratnakarandalriiuokiicdra, 18; Ktirtikeytil!uf>rek~ti, 422.
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Kundakunda on the eight essentials

Kundakunda in his Samayasiira explains the above eight
characteristics from a different point of view. Nisiankita accor-
ding to his interpretation, means freedom from fear of seven
types.! Ni~kiitik,fita means having no yearning for the fruits of
one's actions.? Niruicikitsa stands for non-abhorrence towards
the natural qualities of objects. 3 Amiidhadrsti means that one
should have no confusion about the nature of things+
Upabrhana means covering the pseudo-characteristics of self
by devotion to Siddhass Sthirikarana means re-establishing
one-self on the right path." Vatsa(ya is love for three jewels
and monks." Prabluiuanii means devoting oneself to the self-
knowledge.8

The means oj attaining samyaktva

Some people attain samyaktoa through intuition (nisarga)
others by a study of scriptures (adhigama ).9 The persons
having right faith can be classified into ten categories
according to the means they adopt for the attainment of
samyaktoa :

1. Nisarga- Those who have an inborn spontaneous m-

clination towards righteousness.
2. Upadeia-Those who learn truth from somebody by

instruction.
3. Ajnii-Those who, being free from love and hate,

follow the path of righteousness by command.
4. Sutra- Those who obtain righteousness by the study

of s iitras,
5. Bija-Those who comprehend the truth just by

I. Samayasiira, 228.

2. Ibid., 230.
3· Ibid., 231•

4. Ibid., 232.
5· Ibid., 233·
6. Ibid., 234·
7· Ibid., 235·
8. Ibid., 236.
9· T'auoiirthasiitr a, 1:3·
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having a suggestion about it, just as a drop of oil expands on
the surface of the oil.

6. Abhigama-Those who comprehend the truth by
the study of the eleven A ngas, the Prakiranas and the
Dis iiudda.

7. Vistiira- Those who understand the truth by under-
going the full course of study by means of all pramiinas and
nayas.

8. Krryii-Those who believe in performing all the
duties prescribed by the scriptures under right knowledge, faith
and conduct.

9. Samk~epa- Those who understand the truth by a
brief exposition only though ignorant of other systems of
philosophy.

10. Dharma-Those who believe III the law, or the
words of the Jinas.1

The classification shows that human disposition differs
from person to person but if the aim is correct we should
make an allowance for the different methods of attainment
of truth in accordance with one's own nature.

Moral corollaries of right faith :.

It is clear from the above description that right faith
implies such moral qualities as fearlessness, detachment,
firmness, absence of scepticism, alertness, selflessness, sincerity
of purpose, single-minded devotion, and propagation of truth.
Besides, Pujyapiida gives the following four essential virtues of
a right believer :

(i) Calmness (prasama), (ii) detachment (samvega),
( iii) kindness (anukampii) and (iv) self-realisation (iistikya). 2

Somadeoa says that 'just as virility of a man, which
cannot be perceived with the senses, can be ascertained from
his relations with women, or the generation of children, or
his fortitude in danger, or the execution of his designs,
similarly the existence of the jewel of right faith, although

r. Uttariidhyayana, 28.26·27. Also Dharmasamgraha, Pali tana, Ig05, 2.23
(p. 144)·

2. Piijyapiida on Tauudrthosiura, 1.2.
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extremely subtle owing to its being a condition of soul, may
be inferred from the qualities of praiama, samoega, anukampii
and iistikya.»

In the first place, an excited person, who becomes the
victim of his own ill-considered actions, and is overcome by
such negative ideas as that of rage, hatred and jealousy,
cannot focus his energies with a single. minded devotion to the
purpose of liberation. The calmness comes [rom the realisation
of the true aim of life.

Secondly, a true aspirant of liberation is not only
detached [rom all worldy pleasures but is also afraid of them
because these allurements can take him away from the right
path. This is called satiuiega and comes from the realisation
of the fact that happiness comes from within and not from
without.

Thirdly, right believer is not a bigoted, hard-hearted
and bitter man but he has respect for all, willing to let others
lead a happy life, and has tendency of proving helpful in the
miseries of others.

Fourthly he understands the equality of all. He has
friendship for all (maitri) but feels special bondage of kinship
for those who are spiritually advanced (pramoda). Those
who are away from truth, he tries to improve their lot
(karur.zii). But if they do not listen to him, he does not develop
any hatred for them; he rather becomes indifferent to them
(miidhyasthya. )~

Beside these four primary moral qualities, a right
believer is asked to renounce eight types of pride of (i) the
position of relatives on the maternal side (jiitimada), (ii) the
position of relatives on the paternal side (kulamada), (iii)
beauty (rupamada), (iv) wealth (vibhutimada), (v) scholarship
(dhimada), (vi) strength (faktimada), (vii) austerities (tapomada)
and (viii) honour (arcaniimada).3 The following five vices
vitiate his right faith: (i) pride of knowledge, (ii) dullness
of intellect, (iii) harsh speech, (iv) cruelty and (v) idleness.'

r , Hand iqui , K. K., Yalastilaka and Indian Culture, Solapura, '949,

p, 255·
2. Siimiiyikapii!ha" .
3. Andgilradharmdmrta , Bombay, '9'9, 2.87·
4· Ndtokasamayasdra, '3·37·

~------~~.--------~--~--------------------------------------------~
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On the other hand, the five qualities that adorn his right
faith are as follows: (i) The eagerness to propagate right
faith (ii) knowledge of right and wrong (iii) Steadfastness,
(iv) happiness at the attainment of right attitude, (v) dex-
terity in thinking over metaphysical problems.! The Acaranga
Sutra brings out the moral significance of right faith with great
emphasis when it says, "He who has right faith commits
no sin."?

Position of faith in Indian Culture

Faith marks the start of the journey towards the ultimate
goal. It indicates the first glimpses of truth. Faith has
been praised as a great moral virtue and necessary for all
spiritual progress by all.

The Rgveda praises faith (Sraddhii).3 The Chiindogyo-
panisad asks us to be faithful.s The Gita says that only the
faithful attains knowledge.P We find a further development
of this idea of faith in the Bhaktisiura of Niirada and 8iilJrJ.i(ya
which are solely based on the idea of faith and devotion.
In Vedanta, Riimiinujiicarya held that salvation is not possible
by knowledge, as held by 8ankara, but by bhakti/'

Thus we find that the importance of faith has been im-
pressed throughout the history of Indian culture.
Some points on Samyagdarsana

In the above description of the nature, characteristics,
types and means of right faith, the following points are
discernible :

(1) Right faith is not something dogmatic. The way
in which a man may fall and regain the right attitude? proves
that it is a dynamic quality and not mere conversion from

r , Niitakasamayasiira, 13.31.

2. ~~IHf<i~')<f 'fl=t~ qTcf-
-Aciiriiligasutra, 1.3.2. I.

3· Rgueda, 10.151.1-5·
. 4· Chiindogyop anisad, 6.12·3·

5· l5f~TCJt<:'<n"lla- ~TFI +r I

-Gitii, 4.39. '
6. Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 703.
7. cr. infra chapter VIII.
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one faith to another faith in the missionary sense of the term.
(2) In Jainism, as in other religions of India, only ac-

ceptance of a code of principles is necessary but we need not
accept the over-all supremacy of a particular person. There
can be no Mohammedan without accepting Mohammad as
the messenger of God and no Christian without accepting
Christ as the son of God. No person is assigned such super-
human position by Jainism. The Tirthankoras were as human
as we are; only they conquered their passions which we can
also do and attain the same status which they did.

(3) Jainism realises the direct comprehension of truth
as a landmark in the life of an aspirant. But it is only the
beginning of the journey, not the end. Belief does affect our
conduct but old habits do not break instantaneously. Right
faith must lead to right conduct. Our conviction must compell
us to act accordingly. Hence right faith, from which the
ethics begins, can lead to perfection only when followed by
right conduct.

(4) Mere conduct and knowledge are impotent without
right faith. It means that all moral virtues should be deeply
rooted in the spiritual realisation. Without right faith, the
moral virtues remain merely means of attaining selfish motives
like name and fame. Right faith implies that duty is to be
performed not for some petty immediate gain but for the at-
tainment of the highest goal of perfection. This saves the
aspirant from being entrapped in the allurements of worldly
pleasures which he may easily come across as a result of his
good activities.

(5) To some extent, the position of a right believer may
be compared to that of a niskiima karmayogi of the Gila. He
has no desire, no attachment, still he engages himself in
activities under the influence of previous karmans. These
activities are not always good. But the inner detachment of
the right believer weakens the force of karmans remarkably.

We shall have more occasion to deal with the character
of a samyagdarsi while dealing with the stages of spiritual
development (gu!lasthana). Suffice it to say for the present,
that right faith means an inner conversion and not merely
verbal acceptance of certain truths. The truth of truths is
the self. Therefore from real point of view, samyagdariana means

~~----------------~~--------------------------------------
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realisation of the self. The description of samyagdarsana from
practical point of view is to be interpreted in the light of this
niscayasamyagdarsana. Now we turn to the second jewel of
right knowledge with special reference to its ethical value.

Right knowledge

The Uttariidhyayana clearly says that without knowledge,
there is no virtuous conduct." In the history of mankind the
word 'knowledge' has been considered to be very sacred. In
Jainism, a utilitarian view of knowledge has been taken. Know-
ledge is a means to something higher, which is emancipation.
Knowledge should not only be right epistemologically but
should be backed by right faith as to be spiritually useful.

Right faith and right knowledge

Though right faith and right knowledge emerge simulta-
neously on the removal of mithyiitva as heat and light simulta-
neously rise from sun on the removal of clouds, 2 yet the two are
to be distinguished from each other. Right faith is the result
of removal of vision-deluding karmans (darsanamohaniya) where-
as right knowledge is the result of removal of knowlenge-
obscuring karmans (Jfiiiniivarat;i). For liberation, right attitude
should be free from all blemishes, whereas it is not necessary
to know more than the bare fundamental truths of spirituality.
We have a story of Sivabhilti in Bhiiuapiihuda, who attained
liberation even though he had little knowledge of scriptures."
On the other hand, not an iota of scepticism can be tolerated
with regard to right attitude. What is comparable to avidyii of
other systems, is darlanamohaniya in Jainism. Ignorance or
aJfiiina, in the ordinary sense of absence of mundane know-
ledge, is not a great hindrance in the realisation of truth.

While discussing the stages of spiritual development in

1 • iilu1Uf fCfCJlT if ~fu :;;i<::UJ~UfT-
=Uttariidhyayana, 28.:\0.

- Dalaoaikdlikas iitra, 4.10.
2. Piijyapiida on Tattviirthasiitra, J,J,

g. Bhiioapiihuda, 53.
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a subsequent chapter, we shall see that as the aspirant ascends
upwards, he has to fight against vision-deluding i darsana-
mohaniya) karmans and conduct-deluding (ciiritramohaniya)
karmnas, whereas the jiiiiniivara1)i karmans continue to the last
till he attains the highest stage of omniscience. As far as
moral progress is concerned, only the knowledge of basic
principles of spiritualism is essenti al. Therefore, the know-
ledge-obscuring karmans are not considered detrimental (ghiitins)
for moral progress.

What is right knowledge ?

To know the jar as a jar does not make the knowledge
right. A right knowledge is that in which a clear distinction
is made between the self and the non-self.' The real know-
ledge is the knowledge of the self. The word jfiiini may be
used in three different contexts :

1. A man possessed of knowledge is called jfiiini. From
th is point of view all are j i'iiinis.

2. A man possessed of right faith is called jfiiini. All
overcome by wrong belief are ajniinis from this point of view,
even though their knowledge may be epistemologically right.

3. A man having perfect knowledge is called j iidni, All
souls in bondage are ajiiiinis from this point of view."

It is only the second type of ji'iiini, whose knowledge leads
him to liberation.s Right knowledge is that which leads one
towards his goal. The knowledge of the scriptures is valuable
only if it leads to detachment and self-realisation.s Right
knowledge should help in the realisation of truth and in
controlling the mind and purifying the self.

I. •••~qq~ \il'TifTfiJ<r: ~ \il'FnfiJ I
-I~!°ftadeSa, 33.

2. ]ayacanda on Samayasiira, Delhi, 1959, 177-178.
3· ~l=lffi~l:f1JT~~cTi5fTuTarqsf~T~ ~e~~ I

an~T~urTf~f~<rT~lifiJ mqq aeqq II
-r-Darsanapiihuda, 4.

4· U;<iq-q<rur~T,{q:'<ffcq;:r~iT~fifimfur'nT I

\ill ~f~ UiJ~Tij- ~T m~f~ ~'lfq-f~;rlCf~ II
-Paiicastikaya, 103.
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The special position of right knowledge according to Jfiiinasiira

Jnanasara lays greater emphasis on knowledge. There
seems to be an influence of Siinkhya, Toga and Vedanta on
the author of the book. He defines avidyii or ignorance, after
the fashion of Pataitjali, as miscomprehending non-eternal as
eternal, impure as pure and non-self as self". Obviously,
Jfiiinasiira includes mithyddariana and mithyiijliiina, both in avidyii.
"If the knowledge, capable of cutting the Gordian knot, exists
what is the use of strange tantras and yantras? "If the sight
itself is dispeller of darkness why use the lamps ?"2 The
book continues to speak in poetic tones, "The wise declare
knowledge to be a nectar, which does not arise from ocean, a
tonic, without being a medicine, a glory which does not depend
on others.r" Knowledge of scriptures is to be distinguished
from inner knowledge. A man, intoxicated with penance and
scriptural knowledge etc. even though devoted to religious
rites, gets attached; whereas a man possessed of the inner
knowledge, even though not devoted to religious rites, does
not get attached.! The wise cuts, with the 'sickle of know·
ledge, the creeper of the poison of desire, which yields the
fruits of drying up of the mouth, attachment and helpless-
ness." Knowledge makes a man fearless.f It is the real penance
(tapas) because it burns (tiipaniit) the karmans:"

All this praise which Ji'iiinasiira showers on knowledge
is justified in case of the broader sense of the term, which
it attributes to it.

Right knowledge Vs. wrong knowledge:

All knowledge of a wrong believer is wrong because it
does not lead to liberation. Even otherwise, if a man does

I. ]fi.iinasiira, Bhavanagar, Vik. Sam. 1969, Vidhyastaka, I.
(For other Astakas also see ]fi.alliisiira)
cf. Togasiitra; 2.5.

2. ]iiiillfi$taka, 6.
3· Ibid., 8.
4· NirlePii~taka, 5·
5· Ni!;sprhiiitaka, 3·
6. Cf. Nirbhayiistaka,

7· mll~q "!en: sn~: CfilTurT a-q;:rmq-:
-Tapoilaka, I.
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not know even the substratum of all knowledge, how can his
knowledge be right? The truth is that one who knows one,
knows all and who knows all, knows one.! Knowledge to be
right should be relative. This implies non-absolutism which is
another name for right faith. Absence of bookish knowledge or
wrong perception arising out of the weakness of senses is not
real ignorance.

Limitations of knowledge

Some of the systems of Indian Philosophy hold that
knowledge alone can lead to liberation. Vitfyanandi has refuted
this view in the beginning of his commentary on 'Tattoiirthasiitra,
His arguments can be summarised thus: A man, even after ac-
quisition of knowledge remains embodied for some time. This
is also accepted by Sarikhya, Vaiiesika and Vedanta as necessary
for the enjoyment of residual karmans. Now the question is this
that a person who has acquired right knowledge will not be re-
born; then how does it become possible for him to exhaust all
his residual karmans before leaving his body ?2 The soul must put
some special efforts for it. This effort in the form of medita-
tion is a form of conduct, which annihilates the residual
karmans by the process of nirjarii.3 Therefore, right knowledge
combined with right conduct brings emancipation.

The position of right knowledge in Indian culture

Knowledge occupies a very significant positron in the
history of Indian philosophy. By the term 'knowledge', two
psychological phenomena are indicated : ( 1) Knowledge of
the external objects, which may be called 'mundane know-
ledge', (2) Knowledge of the self, which directly comes
through self-realisati on.s This is the latter type of knowledge,
called tattoajiidna, which according to Vedanta, Nyaya and Sarikhya
systems of philosophy, directly leads to liberation.

In Jainism, which is mainly an ethical system, know-

I. Acaratigasiitra, I. +1. SBE, Vol. XXII, P: 34.
2. Vidyanandi on Tottudrthas iitra, Bombay, 1918, LI.

(verses 50-51). ..'
3. Ibid. L I. (verses 52).
4. Mur:uJ.akoftaniiad,1.1.5·
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ledge occupies only a subservient place to conduct. It believes
that knowledge is a power which can be rightly utilised only
by a man possessed of right attitude (samyagdNti). Even the
mundane knowledge, in jainism, is held to be leading towards
liberation provided that it is utilised for developing a deta-
ched view of life. Since Jainism is a realistic system, it
does not look upon mundane knowledge as false, as is the
case with Vedanta system which holds this world and knowledge
thereof to be illusory.

Coming to the Briihmanical attitude, we find prayers for
knowledge and intelligence at many places." Knowledge
occupies such an important position in the Upanisads that they
are called Jfianaka1Jfja (portions dealing with knowledge) of
the Veda. lsopani$ad says that through knowledge one gets
immortality. 2 The Gila says that there is nothing purer
than knowledge." According to Sdnkhya, Vaisesika and Vedanta,
knowledge is the only means of liberation.

Some points on right knowledge
From the above discussion it may be concluded that:
( I ) J ainism places ethics above metaphysics and episte-

mology. To believe that 'to know the jar even as a jar' is
wrong if the knowledge is not accompanied by right faith, is a
clear indication of the above fact. The motto is not 'knowledge
for the sake of knowledge' but 'knowledge for the sake of
liberation. '

(2) Jainism and other systems of Indian philosophy
make a distinction between verbal knowledge and knowledge
acquired through direct spiritual experience. The former,
even though much in quantity, cannot save whereas a little
of the latter can lead us to liberation.

(3) Knowledge without faith and conduct is impotent,
Knowledge without faith is a mere pedantic gymnasticism
whereas knowledge without conduct is a futile burden on the
head. It is the union of the three that brings real bliss to
the soul.

1. Sukla Tajurueda; Bombay, Ill2~h 32.15.
2. fCf~TlTQlf~;ffi I

~lsopa~iiad, 1 I •

3· Gila, 4.38.
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Right Conduct

Right faith precedes right conduct.!
knowledge without right faith can be said to

o conduct or
be right.s

Transcendental conduct

From transcendental point of view, right conduct consists
in self-absorption. We have spoken of this conception in the
foregoing chapter. From this point of view conduct has only
one variety viz., self-absorption. Conduct is dharma, dharma
is equanimity (samya), and equanimity means that condition
of dtman which is free from delusion and agitation.s

Conduct from practial point of view

It is only in the background of this transcendental con-
ception of conduct that all religious conduct is to be
justified.s Persons are purified by the purification of mind,
all austerities are mere torturing of body without that." A
person who is inwardly detached, is detached in the real
sense of the term; he who is detached only outwardly does not
get emancipation. Right conduct is something spontaneous, it
is not forced. The vows, the three-fold path of self-discipline
and the five-fold path of vigilance are the constituents of
practical conduct.s Without conduct all knowledge is futile. 7

1 • ~ ~Cf(~lJRl q"'l"if Q~ificqT~f<:~ I
-Piijyapiida on T'attuirthasiitra, 2'3'

2. lJ~Ol:f"iTf<:~ ~ci ~ fCf<lrfq '!"!: I

<I o'imif <I "iTf<:';filfrn:;f ('f;lhFtf~({ II
-Paiiciidhyiiyi, 2.771.

3· "'I"Tf<:~tlRin tf~T, ~T ~T ~T ~I{T f~'lfl1R~2:oTI~ , ,
if)~~fq~lurT qf<:urTifTarcqurTs ~ifT II

-Pmvacanasiira, 1.7.
Also Paiiciidhyiiyi, 2.764.

4· Amrlacandl'a on Samayasdra, 307.
5· if<t:~~ziq ~f~: ~1~~fQ.i'lt <IT';f~~lJ: I

qq'f Q<{oqfQ~if;urifiTlJ~q CfiG~<IifII" , ,
-]1iiiniirr;zaL'a, Bombay, 1907,22.14.

6. Brhadd,'avyasa1izgraha,Bombay, Vir. Nir. Sam, 2433, 45.
7· Ariidhaniisiim, Bombay, Vik. Sam. 1973, 54·
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Conclusion

In this chapter, we have observed that according to
Jainism the main cause of bondage is perversity of attitude.
The right faith, therefore, occupies the most important posi-
tion.

At the same time, right conduct is no less important.
The soul has to exert itself in order to check the inflow of
fresh karmic matter and also to annihilate the previously
accumulated karmic matter. This is, as given in the second
chapter, called samuara and nirjard.

Now we proceed to deal with the rules of conduct, which
form the main part of Jaina ethics. As attainment of right
conduct is a gradual process, the aspirant may not be able to
achieve the highest ideals of conduct at the first stage. He,
therefore, can observe only partial self-control at the stage of
householder, whereas at the advanced stage of monkhood he
becomes capable of observing the rules of conduct more com-
'prehensively and completely. So we have two sets of rules
of conduct : one for the householder, another for the monk.
We shall deal with both of them in the following two chapters.



CHAPTER V

THE CONDUCT OF A HOUSEHOLDER

Who is a householder ?
The Jaina word for a householder, srdoaka, covers all those

persons who have attained right faith but have not adopted
monkhood. These persons either observe the vows partially
(a~uvrata) or do not observe them (aviratasamygdNti). But
pure right faith is the necessary condition for a sriivaka. This
purity of right faith comes from its eight essentials! and from
freedom from eight prides" and three follies.t

Having conquered the vision-deluding karmans i darsanc-
mohaniya), the irdoaka continues to struggle against another
enemy, the character-obstructing (ciiritramohaniya) karmans, He
adopts the twelve vows prescribed for a laity and then pro-
ceeds to limit his desires till he is able to take the absolute
vows (mahiivrata) and adopt the life of a monk. This is
generally a gradual process. At the higher stage of spiritual
development a sriivaka is called Naisthika who renounces the
worldly life and takes to a life that resembles the life of a
monk (Srama~abh utapratimii). Thus srdoakdcdra includes not
only the conduct of a grhastha but also the conduct of one
who is known as udnaprastha in Hindu-dharma-idstras.

The position of a householder:

Jaina ethics is primarily ascetic. The life of a house-
holder is meant to be a short stay, only for those who are
still incapable of enduring the hardships of the life of a monk.
The morality of a householder, therefore, occupies a secon-
dary place to the morality of a monk. We, therefore, find that
the older books like Aciiriiriga of the Svetiimbaras or M Uliiciira
of the Digambaras, deal primarily with the life of a monk.

I. Supra, pp. 86-87.
2. Supra, pp. go.
3· Supra, P: 85·
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In Brahmanism, the position is just the reverse. The older
books of Brahmanism conceive primarily of a householder's
life. It is only in the later books that the institution of
ascetics came to its own and occupied that prominent place
which it does to-day. The Manusmrti represents the Brah-
manical thinking on the whole when it says that just as all
rivers find shelter in ocean, similarly all diramas find shelter
in grhasthdlrama+

The position of an aoiratasamyagdrsti :

The first stage of a Jaina householder begins with right
attitude. This right attitude should be perfect in respect of
eight essential limbs. Just as a mantra, short of even a single
letter, does not remove the pain of poison similarly right
attitude, devoid of any of the essentials, does not pierce the
line of births." Even a pariah, having right faith is like god
and is like the lustre of a live charcoal covered by the ashes."
Right faith acts like a pilot in the path of liberation.' A
householder with right faith is better than a monk without it.5

Even if a person does not observe the vows, but if he
is blessed with right faith, he is not reborn in hell or as
animal, bird, eunuch or woman or in a low family, and does
not suffer from deformity, or short life or poverty.s Those
who are purified by right faith become lords of splendour,
energy, wisdom, prowess, fame, wealth, victory, and greatness
and are born in great families and are very prosperous. 7

Jainism emphasises both, an inner detachment and
renunciation of the worldly objects. The latter is the result
of former and has no spiritual significance without it. Right
attitude signifies inner detachment. It may not be possible
for a man of right faith to renounce the worldly objects
instantaneously, but once he has developed inner detachment

I. Manusmsti, 6.90.
2. Ratnakarandasrdoakdciira, 21.

3. Ibid. 28.
4· Ibid., 31-
5· Ibid., 33·
6. Ibid., 35.
7· rsta., 36.
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the karmaus cannot hold him in bondage for long. It is said
that he attains liberation within a maximum time-limit of an
ardhapudgalapariivarta. He performs actions but they have so
little influence on him that the karmans, it is said, do not
bind him. This position can be compared to the niskiima
karmayoga of the cue. The person with an inner detachment
performs actions, but is not attached to their fruits or
results.

But the aspirant is not satisfied with anything short of
liberation, which requires not only inner detachment but a
complete renunciation of worldly activities. As his right faith
gains ground, he proceeds towards monkhood by adopting
small vows which are less strict than the great vows of a
monk.

The vows of a householder :

According to Upiisakadasiinga as well as Ratnakarandairii-
uakiicdra, the householder should observe the following twelve
vows:

( I) Five partial vows. (2) Three gunauratas (3) Four
purificatory sik~iivratas.1 According to Ratnakarandairiiuakiiciira
the eight essentials of a irduaka are the five small vows and
renunciation of wine, meat and hon ey." The five small vows
include partial observance of the five moral principles of
non-violence, truth, non-stealing, celibacy and non-possession.
These vows are supplemented by the gunaoratas which disci-
'pline the external movements and the sik~iivratas which
emphasise inner purity of heart.

The five vows and Caturyiimadharma:

The number 'five' seems to have some special significance
for ancient Indian thinkers. The Chdndogyopanisad gives the
following five qualities as constituents of the life of a good
man.

( 1) Penance (tapas) ( 2) Liberality (diina) (3) Simple
dealing (iirjavam) (4) Non-violence (ahirilsii) (5) Truthfulness

I. Upiisakadasiinga, Rajakota, 1961, 1.11 (pp. 201-244).

Also Ratnakarandalrdiakiicdra, 51.
\I. Ratnakarandalrduakiicdra, 66.
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(satyavacana ).1 The last two of these qualities are the same
as the first two vows of J ainism. The third of these may be
interpreted as non-stealing.s Thus these moral qualities of the
Chandogyopanisad very much resemble the J aina vows.

Baudluiyana gives the following list of cardinal moral
virtues:

1. Abstinence from injuring the living beings.
2./ Truthfulness.
3. Abstention from appropriating the property of others.
4. Continence.
5. Liberality-
This description has replaced penance of Chiindogyopa-

nisad by continence, thus bringing these moral virtues still
nearer to Jaina vows. The fifth vow of liberality, which was
a cardinal virtue of Brahmanism was a misfit in the Jaina
view of morality. It was, therefore, replaced by non-
possession. This was, however, done only at the time of
the last T'irthankara, Mahiioira. Parsuanatha the Tirthankara
prior to him, conceived, only of four vows (catwyiimas ).4

The five vows lPancaSila), which are binding on a Bud-
dhist laity, include the vow of abstinence from intoxicants
as the fifth vow. The J aina view of non-possession is more
comprehensive than this. Thus we see that the first four of
these vows are unanimously accepted by Brahmanism, Bud-
dhism and J ainism. The fifth vow was, however, modified
by each religion according to its own requirements.P Later
on, the Brahmanical tradition also adopted the same vows
as those of Jainism when Togas iitra of Pataiijali replaced the
original vow of liberality by the ascetic vow of non-posses-
sion."

The reason why Mahiivira replaced the four Tamas of

I. Chdndogyopanisad, 3· I7 +
Also T'aittariyopanisad, I.g.

2. Acaranga mentions three vows also. SBE, Vol. XXII, p. 63·
3. Baudhiiyana, 2.10.18. quoted from SBE, Vol. XXII, Introduction, p.

XXIII.
4. Sthiinanga, 4.1.266.
5. SBE, Vol. XXII, Tntroduction, p. XXIV.
6. Togasiiira, 2.30.
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Pdrloandiha by five vows is givcn as follows in the Uttarii-
dhyayana. The followers of Pdrioandtha were simple and wise
whereas the followers of Mahiiuira were prevaricating and
slow of understanding.l So Mahdo ira had to make it clear
to his followers that celibacy and non-possession were equally
important and, therefore, he split one vow into two. From
yet another reference to nakedness of the followers of_Mahiioira
in contrast to the wearing of clothes by the followers of Piiriua-
niitha2 it may be inferred that perhaps Mahiioira was more
strict on the observance of absolute vow of non-possession.
This is, however, a tradition of the Svetiimbara sect. Kunda-
kunda of the Digambara sect, has clearly prohibited use of
clothes for all monks." It may also be pointed out that in
the Brahmanical tradition, these vows for mendicants were
nowhere prescribed for a houeholder till perhaps Togas iura
first of all thought of having small vows (a!Zuvratas) for the
householder. Originally, the life of a householder, according
to Brahmanism, was guided by such social virtues as sacri-
fice, study and liberality rather than by the ascetic virtues.
The life of a householder according to iramana tradition is,
however, only a preparation for monkhood and, therefore,
he was expected from the very beginning to practise the same
virtues on a smaller scale which a monk was ex- pected to
follow with perfection.

Thus it is a long journey from the list of five cardinal
moral virtues given by Chandogyopanisad to the five Tamas of
Togasatra. We see that the ascetic tradition ofJainism influenced
the Brahmanical tradition also, which replaced the social
virtue of liberality by the ascetic virtue of non-possession.
The emphasis on non-possession may be considered to be a
contribution of Mahiivira to the Jaina tradition itself.

Originally, the Brahmanical tradition, again, did not
favour the idea of renouncing the world in the prime of youth.
It was only after the duties of worldly life were fulfilled that
a person could, adopt monkhood to lead a retired life in the

I. Uttariidhyayana, 23.26-27.
2. Cf. Uttorddhyayana , XXIII.
3. Miillicara, 1.30.
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forest, devoted to meditation. The iramana tradition influenced
the Brahmanical tradition in this respect also. The old division
of asramas continued; but the new idea of renouncing
the world, the very day one attains detachment, was also
introduced."

The vow of non-violence : its background

The Vedic people seem to have been more inclined to-
wards worldly engagements than spiritual attainments. They
glorified the institution of war as means of destroying enemies.P
This glorification of war is repeated in the later Brahmanical
literature also." At the time of Mahiivira, animals were merci-
lessly killed in sacrifices.

But this does not mean that Brahmanical literature has
no mention of non-violence. Asiidhara tells us that the
animal sacrifice was started by Vasu by misinterpreting such
sentences as 'ajairya~tavyam'.4 The Manusmrti praises avoidance
of meat-eating," The famous sentence that non-violence is
the supreme duty (ahimsii paramo dharma!z) occurs in the Mahii-
bhiirata itself. The Mahiibhiirata declares that the sum-total of
duties is contained in the maxim: "Thou shalt not do to
others what is disagreeable to thyself."

Thus two distinct curren ts can be seen from the very
beginning of Indian culture. Manusmrti has beautifully sum-
marised the position by saying that human nature is inclined
towards meat-eating but a check on this natural inclination
yields immensely favourable results." There is great truth in
the saying that life lives on life." Still justice demands that we
should not inflict misery on others, if we do not want others to
inflict misery on us. Between these two facts, the inevit-
ability of violence on one hand and the demand of our inner-

I. Jiibiilopani$ad, 4.
2. Rgoeda, 1.166.10.

3· Gilii, 2·37·
4. Sdgdradharmiimrta, 8.84·
5· Manusmrti, 5.45-55'
6. Ibid., 5.56.

7· GfTCfr GfT~ GfTcr.rl!.
-s-Srimadbl-agauatapuriina, Gorakhapura, Vik. Sam. 2010, 1.14.46.
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most heart of being non-Injurious to others, we are to fix
our duty of non-violence.

Non-violence in ]ainism :

Thought is the father of action. We commit violence
in thought (bhiivahil'hsii) before we commit it in action draoya-
hinisii). It is the former, violence in thought, which is real
violence (niscayahimsii). Therefore, merely taking away of life
does not constitute complete definition of violence. Violence
has been defined as injury to one's vitalities out of negligence
(pramiida). Negligence means, in short, the passionate ideas
of attachment and aversion. These ideas have been classified
under fifteen heads.' Entertaining such ideas is violence,
whereas absention from such ideas is non-violence.f

Violence in thought

Bhiioahimsd, violence in thought, has predominated in the
discussion of ahimsa by Jaina thinkers. Even before Umiisviiti
defined himsii, Aciirya Kundakunda had declared that whether
one was killed or not, a negligent person certainly commit-
ted violence.f A vigilant person, on the other hand, who
acted with care, did not suffer bondage by mere (material)

.injury. The commentator Amrtacandrdcdrya says that the in-

.ner violence is the impure state of self, whereas the injury
to vitalities is the external manifestation of violence.s He is
clear about it that the material vitalities of others are some-
times injured and sometimes not; a person gets the bondage
of karmans because of defilement of his abstract vitalities
(bhiivapriir;.a) by attachment." ]ayaseniiciirya made the sense
clearer by means of a metaphor. 'just as a person desirous
of killing others by a burning iron bar burns his ownself
first, similarly an ignorant person first afflicts his own pure-
self by getting influenced by the ideas of infatuation etc.,
which are like the burning iron bar; there is no rigid rule

I. Supra, p. 62.
2. Purusdrthasiddhyupdya , 44.
3· Pravacanasiira, 3.17.; also Purusiirthasiddhyupdya,45.
4· Amrtacandra on Prauacanasiira, 3.17.
·5; Ibid., 2·57·
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for the affliction of others. "1 The- Dasauaikiilikasiura declares
that to one who walks,stands, sits, sleeps, eats and speaks
with vigilence, no sin accrues.P Kundakundiicdrya also says
that a sramana who is negligent is said to be violent with
regard to all the six kiiyas but if he behaves vigilantly, he
remains unattached, just like lotus in water. 3 This is how
absolute non-violence is made possible.

Coming to the commentaries of T'attoiirthas iitra, Sarodrtha-
siddhi of Pujyapiida repeats the same thing and says that a
negligent-soul afflicts the self by self and it is not important
whether others are killed or not.s

Akalankadeoa in his Riijaviirtika defines pramatta as a
person who loses all sense of discrimination under the in-
fluence of passions."

The objection that if a person cannot be held responsible
for happiness and miseries of others, how could he be held
responsible for any act of violence, has been answered on
the basis of predominance of bhduahimsii. True that a person
is not responsible for the miseries of another person", yet he
cannot escape responsibility of defiling his pure nature by
entertaining the ideas of attachment and aversion, which is
the real sin.

Violence in action (Dravyahimsii) :

Non-violence in thought should be translated into action
also. To say that if internal mind is undefiled external

.purity of actions is unnecessary, would be denying the un-
breakable relation between thought and action. Non-violence
is not merely an abstract idea but also a concrete way of life.

- What has been said about the importance of bhiioahlmsii and
niscayhimsii does not mean negligence in outward behaviour.

I. Jayasclla', Oil Prauacanasdra , 2 -5 7-
2. Dasavaikiilika,4·8.
3. Praoacanasiira, 3.18.
4· lCcrl:f~c:m+!;;T~+rT;:ff~;;Hl:fr~+n SJ+rT~(H'l.:I

~cf' SJTmFij~TlJfT'~q~T~Tin ;:r err <fer: II
-Q(h.>ted by Piijyapiida on Tattudrthasiitra, 7.10.

5. Akalanka on T'attodrthas iitra , Calcutta, 7.13.1.
6. Samayasiira, 266.
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"The wheel of different view-points (nayacakra) is extremely
sharp-edged and difficult to ward off; when it IS used by
misguided intellect it cuts off one's own head quickly."!
Hence avoidance of external violence is as necessary as the
aviodance of feelings of attachment or aversion. -

From practical point of view, any kind of injury to any
of the ten vitalities of a living being is violence. These ten
vitalities are five senses : three powers of mind, speech and
body; age and respiration.s Violence thus includes not only
killing or physical injury but also curtailing the freedom of
thought and speech of others. one should be forced to do
anything against his wish. Thus it would be wrong to restrict
non-violence only to the limited field of non-injury to living
beings; it should also be extended to the higher plane of
independence of thought and speech, which is the very basis
of democracy and free society.

Amrtacandra has shown the importance of the intention
of the agent. He has pointed out that, on account of in-
tensity or mildness of passions, trifling violence may yield
serious results and grievous violence may yield trifling results.P
Thus the same violent action may yield different results on
account of variation in the intensity of passion.s Sometimes
violence leads to benefits of non-violence and non-violence to
the harms of violence."

Non-absolutism and non-violence

When we extend non-violence from respect for life to
respect for thought, we are automatically led to non-absolut-
ism. That is why non-absolutism is held as important as
non-violence by Jaina thinkers. All statements or points of
view are relative and, therefore, everyone of them has a
grain of truth. Every object has complex nature and unity
can be found in diversity. Given two contradictory
statements, it is not necessary to reject one of them, for the

1. Purusdrthasiddhyupiiya, 59.
2. Ga(!in, Siddhasena on Tattodrthasiitra , Surat, 1930, 7.8.
3· Purusiirthasiddhyupiiya, 52.
4· Ibid., 53.
5· Ibid., 57·
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contradiction may be superficial and not real. A wider out-
look is necessary to avoid quarrels which lead not only to
mental conflicts but to so much of bloodshed in the name of
religion and ideologies. It is a matter of daily experience
that contradictory attributes can be assigned to the same
object from different points of view. The same tree which is
said to be movable from the point of view of branches, is said
to be immovable from the point of view of root and trunk.
We do not like to listen to the view-points of others on account
of our prides and prejudices. But a non-violent person, who
is free from attachment and aversion, will dispassionately look
at every problem and would be able to arrive at the truth by
reconciling different points of view by putting them in their
proper perspective. In fact, most of the so-called ideological
conflicts are motivated by selfish in terest. Non-violence teaches
us to be master of our passions and accept objective views on
all problems.

Types of violence
From real point of view violence is only of one type;

but from practical point of view it can be classified into many
varieties. Jaina thinkers have classified violence into 108
varieties so that the aspirant can detect even the minutest
form of violence.' The violence is three-fold in as much as
it can be (I) committed by the person himself (krta) or ( 2)
got committed by others (kiirita) or (3) got committed by
others by giving consent (anumodanii). This three-fold violence
becomes nine-fold as it can be committed by either of the three
agencies of mind, speech and body. This nine-fold violence
becomes twentyseven-fold as it has three stages: (1) thinking
of violent action (samrambha), (2) making preparation for
violence (Samiiramblza) and (3) actual committal (iirambha).
This twentyseven-fold violence becomes one hundred and eight-
fold as it could be inspired by either of the four passions.
This classification shows that ]ainiiciiryas took a comprehensive

. view of non-violence.
Avoidance of violence in all its varieties is possible only

I. Amitagatiiriioakdcdra, Bombay, Vik. Sam. 1979, 6.12-13.
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for a monk who observes absolute non-violence. We shall
deal with the absolute non-violence in the following chapter
while dealing with the conduct of a monk. Herebelow we
deal with the vow of non-violence as it is observed by a house-
holder.

Limitations of the small vow oj non-violence!

The conception of the vow of non-violence for house-
holder is based on two considerations: (1) The householder
has certain responsibilities towards his family of earning
livelihood and procuring necessities of life for them. (2) He
has to safeguard himself and his country against enemies.

For the first requirement, the householder has to adopt
a certain profession. He should be careful to choose a pro-
fession which involves the least violence. The violence that
he commits under compulsion of professional circumstances
is called Udyamihimsii ; and it can be avoided only at the higher
stage of spiritual progress in the eighth praiimii. Unintentional
violence is also involved in such daily routine of a house-
holder, as cooking etc. It is not possible to abondon such
violence in the initial stages.s This is known as iirambhahimsii
and is ahondoned only in the eighth pratimd.

As regards the second requirement of self-defence, the
house-holder takes a defensive attitude in wars. He is never
offensive, but he can take part in defensive wars. When
compelled by circumstances, he accepts the challenge of war
as a necessary evil (virodhihimsa).

It is only the fourth type of himsii, called intentional
violence (samkalpihimsii), which can be and should be absolute-
ly avoided by a householder.P Somkalpihimsii includes violence
for the sake of fun or violence performed under intense
passion. Avoidance of this type of violence interferes neither
with his duty of earning his livelihood nor with discharging
his responsibilities of self-protection as a self-respecting citizen
of his country.

This, however, does not mean that other three types of

I. Muni Nathamala, Ahimsd-tauia-dcrsana, CUt, IS(C, IF. 8:,-£6.
2. Amitagatisriiuakdcdra, 6.6-7·
S. Ratnakar{l¢asriivakiiciira; 53·
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violence that the householder commits under compulsion are
not to be abondoned ultimately. As the aspirant ascends the
steps of spiritual progress, he minimises all types of violence
in his conduct. In the meantime, he has a constant feeling
of self-condemnation (nindana, garha,!a) for the violence that
he commits'!

Eight miilagunas :

Amrtacandra has considered the renunciation of wine,
meat, honey and five types of Udumbara fruits as necessary
for a householder, who wants to observe the vow of non-
violence.s These are called basic qualities or miilagunas of a
householder. The earlier writers like Samaniabhadra included
the five anuuratas also in the midagunas. Samantabhadra had
five anuuratas and abstinence from wine, meat and honey as
the eight mulagu,!as.3 Aciirya Somadeoa introduced altogether
a different tradition by replacing five anuuratas by abstinence
from five Udumbaras.t This must be considered as concession,
since observance of five anuuratas is much more difficult than
avoidance offive Udumbaras, Amrtacandras iiri followed Somadeua
in this respect.

The number of these basic qualities has not remained
constant. Aciirya Amitagati added to the eight basic qualities
given by Amrtacandra, the avoidance of eating at night." Vasunandi
added, the avoidance of gambling, hunting, prostitution, adultery
and stealing." Pandita Afiidhara gives another list of these
basic qualities in which he has added devotion to the adorable
five, viz. Arihanta, Siddha, Aciirya, Upiidhyiiya and Sddhu ; use
of only that water which is strained through a cloth and a
compassionate attitude towards the sentient beings."

It may be observed from these different lists of basic
qualities of a householder that non-violence predominates in

I. Amitagatisriioakdcdra, 6.8.
2. Purusiirthasiddhyupiiya, 61.
3. Ratnakarandasriioakdcdra, 66.
4. Handiqui, K. K., Tasastilaka and Indian Culture, p. 262.

5· Amitagatisriioakdcdra, 5.1.
6. Vasunandisrdoakdidra , 59.
7. Siigiiradharmiimrta, 2.18.
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every list. These lists also show that ]aina Actiryas were
particular about non-violence not only towards fellow human
beings but towards small insects and animals also.

Dietic prohibition :

Food is the basic necessity of life. The necessary vio-
lence involved in the preparation of food is unavoidable for
a house-holder and is considered as drambhi himsii. But
violence for food should be restricted within certain limits.
Meat, for example, which is obtained by merciless killing of
innocent animals, is not allowed for eating in any case.
Vegetables and animals are endowed with life alike but it
will be wrong to argue that just as we take vegetable life for
food, we can also kill animals for food. To use a simile of
Aftidhara, though both mother and wife are possessed of
womanhood, yet only wife is used for gratification of sex and
not mother." Killing of a five-sensed animal causes harden-
ing of heart and involves much more callousness than is
required for preparing food out of vegetables. Not that
violence to vegetable life is not a sin but that is lesser of the
two evils, and perhaps an unavoidable one, for a householder.

Wine is another item which should be avoided by a
house-holder. Wine stupefies the mind; the man whose mind
is stupefied forgets righteousness ; and he who forgets right-
eousness, commits violence.P Moreover, a man who takes
wine necessarily commits violence because he destroys many
creatures which are generated in liquor. Pride, fear, hatred,
ridicule, disgust, grief, passion for sex and anger are concomi-
tants of wine.P

Besides wine and honey, five Udumbaras are also prohi-
bited for food purposes. Even though the living beings in
these five fruits may not be present on account of their being
dry, their use involves violence in as much as it indicates
strong attachment for them." Butter, even though not included
in the above list of eight mtilagunas, should also be avoided as

I. Siigiiradharmiimrta, 2.10.

2. Puruiiirthasidhyupiiya, 62.
3. Ibid., 64·
4. rua., 73·




